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FAWKES' STEAM PLOW. 
The time is quickly coming when a great revolution 

wiII take place in our modes of cultivating the soil, and 
steam is designed to make as great a revolution in agri

culture as it has done in transportation and travel. 
From all the accounts that we have seen of the yarious 
trials of the steam plow invented by Joseph W. :Fawkes, of 

Christiana, Pa., it seems likely to prove a great step iu 
the right direction, and it ,has already done some very 
good work. We undel"Stand that it plows up and down 
hill with equal facility; the furrows are very deep and 
regular; it is perfectly manageable in turning, hacking 
and the other requisites of a field-locomotive. Our il
lustration is a perspective view of one of these steam 
plows, with the shares above the ground. In outward 
appearance, it is a traction engine, with its front sup
ported by two wheels, on whose axle is a segment, so 
that they can be turned by a screw, and so steered: 
This screw is operated by 
an endless chain p�ssing 
around a pulley at its end, 
and around the axle of a 
steering wheel on the plat
form. The back part of the 
framing is supported by a 
drum of slightly bilge form, 

and the axle of this being 
connected',' by' �ranks and 
cog-gearin� to the pistons 
o f two horizontal high
pressure cylinders, it forms 
an efficiQnt driver. 

A shaft crosses the back 
part of the engine, provided 
with a ratchet at one epd, , 
into which a pawl catche,s. 

.L 

On this shaft, near its ends, 
are two pulleys, around 
which chains or rop�s pass, 
and these chains are con
nected with others that 
pass over pulleys on the bars 
that project from the back 
of the engine, and support 
t h e  oblique, I'homboidal 
shaped frame that carries 

4,I1e plow frame. 
The plows may be of any form, and they are attached 

to other frames in pairs. These frames are simply two iron 
bars placed at a suitable distance apart, and plows are 
firmly secured to each side of these frames in gangs, one 
plow being slightly in advance of the other, and turns a 
furrow slice which will be lapped by the one turned by the 
hindermost plow. Each of these plow-frames has a 
gage-wheel attached to its front end, and these wheels 
determine the depth of the furrow. 

These plow-frames are attached to the frame suspended 
by chains or ropes by a bar in front, that passes through 

a slotted piece attached to the front of the suspended 
frame, and a wooden pin in the bar above the slot. Thc 
back part of each plow-frame has a curved bar connected 
with it, and 'this is attached to a slotted piece in the back 
of the suspended' frame. All these parts are so adjusted 
that the plow-frames can be placed parallel with each 

other, and in line with the planes of their movement. 
Each plow-frame is connected to a bar on the engine by 
a chain. The shaft to which the chains of the suspended 
frame are attached is conn�cted with the driving-wheel 
by a belt and a pulley on the axle of the driving-gearing 
that can be thrown in and out of gear from� the platform 

of the engine, so that the plows can be raised out of the 
ground by the engine itself. A brake, also operatf\d from 
the platform, is applied to a wheel on t.he end of the 
chain shaft. 

The machine operates in the following manner: As the 
whole is propelled along, the plows turn the furrow slices 
in the ordinary way, any proper number of plows being 
nsed, according to the size and power of the machine. 
Each plow-frame is allowed an independent movement 
in the suspended frame, so that each can fall in passing 
over a depressed surface of the ground without affecting 
the other plows, and each fratue may rise and carry with 
it the suspended frame for a certain distance without 
affecting the other plows. Every t·wo plows, therefore, 
are allowed I\n independent adjustable movement tQ,con
fGrm to the inequahties of the groupd over which they 
pass. In case of either of the plows of a frame meeting 
with an obstrnction, the wooden pin that connects its 

of all the parts is secured. We have, in recent num
bers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, said so much upon 
the subject of steam-plowing and its advantages that we 
need !lOt here reiterate our remarks. Mr. Fawkes has 
applied for a re-issue of his original Letters Patent, dated 
Jan. 26, 1858, and has also made application (through 
the Scientific American Patent Agency) for a new 
patent on imp!"Ovements and nOl'elties he has re
cently introduced into this excellent steam plow. He 
will be happy to give any information, upon being ad
dressed as above. An arrangement has becn effected with 
Mr. Fawkes for an exhihition of this plow in full opera
tion during the Fair of the American Institute, which 
will be held in this city, commencing the last week (}( 
this month, and continuing throughout the month of Oc
tober. 

_ t .... _____ _ 
THE GOLD BELT OF THE ATLANTIc.-There is a belt 

of gold-bearing rocks which extend f!"Om Virginia, 
through North and SQuth 
Carolina and Georgia, and 
then dips down under the 
coal fields 0 f Alabama. 
Professor Darby, of Auburn, 
Ala. , in a letter to the 
N. Y. Evening Post, states 
that this belt is of various 
widths, f!"Om a few to many 
miles. "It.i$ of varying 
ric:jIness,'and in most places 
will pay for working, and 
in other .pl.a�s yield rich 
I·eturns. These rich de
posits or veins' are gener
nlly of a limited, extent, so 
far as accessibility is con
cerned. From these main 
veins there are 0 f t en 
branches that extend out of 
the gold be proper, and 
often form rich mines. The 
principle mines on the main 
belt are, commencing on 
the northeast part of GeOl'
gia, thence in the neighbor-
hood of Dahlonega; and on FAWKES' CEL¥BRATED STEAM PLOW the Chestater river, Nick-
elsville, the Lawhona or 

chain with the engine will break, and .the. wooden pin Sixes, are Irlmes on the same belt, that have been exten
above the slot will also be broken, and the plow-frame sivllly worked, and have made at times rich returns. The 
will be detache� from the suspending frame without i� McConlle�1 mine, recently sold to a New York company, 
any way affectmg the other plow-frames. By thIS is southwest from the above, and on the same belt. The 
meth�d of attaching the ylows, �o�e of t�e parts of the I Mahone and King mines are southwest from the above 
machme can become straIned or Injured III consequence and on the same belt. The great Allatoonv brancl] in 
of either of the plows meeting with obstructions in its Cass county, Ga., ruus thl'ough this property; f!"Om which 
path. millions of dollars were taken out from 1832 to the prcs-

When the whole gang of plows is to be raised from ent time, and this branch and oth�r branches running 
the cart?, the belt-wheel on the sha:t Of

. 
the, gearing is �hrough this property now would yield fruitful work in 

thr�wn III gear by the attendant, motion IS gIVen to the getting what gold was left from the rude and imperfect 
cham shaft, ' and the plows are elevated, the front end of working of former years." 
the suspended frame heing elevated first so that the _ .eo _ 
plows will be placed on an angle and pass upward out of FLIES VS. HORSES AND CATTLE.-It is a true saying 
the ground when the suspended frame is raised bodily off that a merciful man will be merciful to his beast. Acting 

the ground. The mtchet on the chain shaft prevents it on this idea, a, correspondent wants to know if some 

from turning under the weight of the plows and their I preventive cannot be employed for the protection of 

frames. When it is desired again to allow the plows to horses and cattle against the attacks of flies, thus enabling 

work, the frame is caused to descend gradually. these animals to enjoy more quiet and peaceable lives. 

It will be seen, from this description, that the great He says that flies will not touch onions or smart-weed, 

objection to snch mRchineR, namely, the jarring and con- and thinks it possible that some wash might be made 

sequent disarrangement of the machinery by obstructions out of these, or some other article, to serve this humane 

in the ground, is overcome, and the adjustability purpose. There is a snug little fortune in this discovery, 
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A CHAPTER ON CANDLES. 
It must be a very young man who does not remember 

that most noisome invention-the mold candle, accom
panied by its still.more noisome companion-a pair of 
snuffers; and yet how should we stare, if on the table 
of the most modcst household they should again appear. 

Indeed, they seem as much a thing of another age as 
the flaring flalIlbcllu and its rude extinguisher, which 
may yet be seen suspended from the scrolled iron-work 
about the doors of old family mansions. This light of 
other days sprang directly out of the domestic grease
pot: its manufacture was II rude, not to say disgusting 
handicraft, and if anyone hall been bold enough to say 
that one day a new light would arise, that would mate
rially affect the destinies of a whole people, Bedlam 
would have been thought his proper destination. 

, Noticing the other day the flxtraordinary piles of casks 
incumbering the wharf of Price & Co.'s Pat.mt Candle 
Company, at Battcrsea, we could not help looking 
upon them as so many dumb missionaries, ever circu

lating between England and the Gold Coast of Africa, 
spreading civilization and religion over the latter hither
to benighted region. And the introduction of a new 
commodity for the supply of a common want, has again 
re-llcted favorably on the labor of the particular trade 
to which it l·cfers. Instead of the chandler's shop, 
where the simplc process of melting refuse animal 
fat alone cngaged the intelligence of the workmen, 
we saw in this establishment a vast laboratory, and 
in place of mere mechanics directing the works, 

a practiced chemist, availing himself of the last 
word of science and the best products of mechanical 
skill. Instead of the grease-pot or the beeswax cake 
comprising the whole repertory of the trade, the museum 
of the establishment sets before our eyes the products of 
a h undred climes, which may be ranked among the raw 
materials of the manufacture. 

The animal, vegetable and mineral worlds are laid 
under contribution for the same end. The Shea butter 
-butter of Abyssinia-a vegetable product first men
tioned by Bruce; petroleum of .A va, a mineral ; the 
beautiful insect wax of China; the cotton pod, which 
yields the last ne'Y light of America j the hundred-and
oile nuts of tropical climes j and even the fat of the 
tiger, may here be seen, proving that the efficient pro
duction of even so insignificant a thing as a candle ne
cossitates a knowledge of a large range of sciences, and 
includes within its grasp not only the contents of the 
grease.pot, but the analogous products of the whole 
world. The process of manufacturing candles, as car
ried on at the works of Price's Patent Candle Company, 
which we propose briefly to describe, is one of the most 
interesting sights in Londono The two establishments 
are known as Belmont, at Vauxhall, and Sherwood, at 
Battersea, and the huge corrngated hoon roofs of each 

are doubtless well known to the reader who is in the 
habit of passing frequently up the river. The manufac
tory at Sherwood is by far the largest ; indeed, at Bel
mont !ittle more than the production of night-lights and 
the packing of the manufactured goods is proceeded with· 
.At Sherwood the works cover 12 acres of ground, six of 
which moe under cover j and to this establishment we 

wish to carry our reader. The raw materials principally 
used in this manufactory are palm oil, cocoa-nut oil, and 
petroleum; the first, however, is used in by far the larg
est quantities, and to its preparation for the manufacture 
of candles, we shall first draw your attention. Palm 
oil, as imported, is of a deep Oloang;e color, of the consis
tency of butter at midsummer; hence it will not flow 
out of the cask like the more fluent oils; and to assist 
this costive tendency-the first care of the manufacturer 
-the following plan is pursued: the casks of oil, as they 
arrive from the docks, are transferred to a large shed, 
the floor of whieh is traversed from end to end with an 
opening abont a foot wide, which is in c(IJmmunication 
with an underground tanko Over this opening the bung
hole of each successhoe caEk is brought, and the persuas
ive action of. a jet of steam thrown into the mass speed
ily liquefies and transfers it to the underground tank. 
Herefrom the oil is pumped by steam-power to what may 
be called the high service of the establishment, gravita
tion being snfficient to make it carry itself to the distill
ing-rooms. Palm oil an:i all animal oils are made up 
of three elements-a very hard body, called stearic acid, 
a liquid termed oelic acid , and a white sirupy body, 
whi.l.lh actlas a base to the othar two .. Now, these three 
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companions agree admirably in nature, but the moment 
art attempts to convert them to her own purposes in the 
formation of candles, a little difficulty arises-the glyce
rine turns out to be the slow man of the party; like 
many good men and true, its illuminating power is found 
to be greatly deficient to that of the company it is in, 
and hence its ejection is voted by the scientific candle
maker. Not long since this was performed by the pro
cess termed lime saponification . By this method cream 
of lime was intimately mixed with the fatty matter to 
be acted upon, and the principle of chemical affinities 
coming iuto play, the different ingredients, like the 
dancers in a certain coquettish waltz, forsook each other 
for new comers: thus the stearic and the oleic acids 
waltzed off with the lime, leaving the glycerine by itself, 
dissolved in tears-the resultant water. No sooner, 
however, was this arrangement completed, than it was 
broken up by the introduction of strong sulphuric acid, 
which, in its turn, waltzed away with the lime, leaving 
the fat acids free. This was an expensive process, ii�w
ever, inasmuch as, independently of the cost of the lime 
and sulphuric acid, the stearic acid obtained was com
paratively small in quantity, and the whole of the gly
cerine was wasted. The next step in the process is 

known as the sulphuric acid saponification, the fat acids 
being exposed to sulphuric acid at a temperature of 3500 
Fahr. By this process -the glycerine is decomposed. The 
fats are chan�d into a dark, hard, pitchy mass, the re
sult of the charring of the glycerine and coloring mat

ters�its final purification being effected in a slill, from 
which the air is exoluded by the pressure of super-heated 
steam. In 1854, this process was brought to its present 
perfect state by passing this super-heated steam directly 
into the nentral fat, by which means it was resolved into 
glycerine and fat acids, the glycerine dist.ming over in 
company but no longer combined with them. 'I'his was 

an immense step gained, inasmuch as the glycerine, thus 
for the first time obtained puYe, and in large quantities, 
was raised from being a mere refuse product, which the 
candle-maker made every effort to destroy, into a most 
important body, of great use in medicine and the arts; 
indeed, like gutta-percha, or vulcanized india-rubber, it 
is no doubt 'destined to play a great part in the affairs of 
the world, and is far more valuable than its companion 

bodies, the stearic and oleic acids. In the chemieal la
boratory little episodes of this kind are continually oc

curring-the rejected, despised, and unknown refuse, 
being often led forth at last as the Cinderella of science. 
We may here mention that it is the presence of this very 

glycerine in. the old mold candle, and in the still existing 
" dip," Which produces the insufferable smell of the can

dle-snuff. A eandle when blown out, exposes the smol
denng wick to th() action of the atmosphere, and the 
glycerine distils away in the smoke. Yet here we see as 

much as six tuns distilling at one time in one room with
out the slightest smell, in consequence of the process 

taking place in a vacuum. Imagine, good reader, what 
would be your sensations sniffing at six tuns of the con
centrated essence of candle-snuff! 

The two acids, the hard stearic and the fiuent oleic, 

have still to be separated, as it is only the former which 

is, from its high melting point, calculated to form the 
true candle material. The cooled fats, forming a thick 
lard-like substance, having been cut in appropriate slices 

by means of a revolving cutter, are then by an ingeniolls 

labor-saving apparatus spread upon the surfaces of 
cocoa-nut mats, which are taken away in trucks to the 

press-room. As these pass in hugo piles before you, 

the imagination may picture a tea-party of Brobdingna

gians, and these are the countless rounds of brown bread 

and butter provided for the occasion. In the press

room these piles are subjected to hydraulic i1ressure, 

which slowly squeezes out the oleic acid, leaving the 
stearic acid behind, in the form of thin, hard, white 

cakes. These are re-melted in a huge apartment filled 

with deep wooden vats, appropriate cups for the monstrous 

bread and butter before mentioned. 'I'he arrangement 

by which the melting process is carried on is novel in the 

extreme. Into each vat a long coil of pipe depemls, 

which admits into the fatty mass a hissing tongne of 
steam, which quickly liquefies it. The me of metal 

boilel"S is precluded by the fact that, on account of the 

acid oil to be acted upon, sih·er, as in the manufacture of 

pickles, would be the cheapest that could be employed. 

The stradc oil, or candle-making material, of the 

cocoa-�ut is IIXtracted IIimplf .\>1' presaure, no diltiIlatioD 

or acidification being requiredo The well-known 
"Composite candles " of this form are made from a 
combination of this oil at low melting point and the hard 

stearic acid of the palm oil, their relative proportions 

varying according to the varying condition of the price 
of each in the malket. We have yet to speak of the 
production of candle material from the novel substance, 

petroleum, a natural product of the kingdom of Bur

mah, where it wells up from the ground, like naphtha, 

to which it bears a very striking resemblance. It is a 
mineral substance composed of a number of hydro
carbons, varying in sp�Qific gr�vity and boiling points. 
The preparation of this dark orange-colored liquid is 
conducted simply by distillation : a number of very 

different prod ucts coming over n t different tempera
tures, ranging from 1600 to 6200 Fahrenheit. The first 
prod uct to distil is the extraordinary liquid termed 
sherwoodole, a detergent very similar to benzine 
collas, the well-known and popular glove-cleaner, 
removing grease-stains like that liquid, but without 
leaving any smell behind . A very beautiful lamp
oil, termed Belmontine oil, is the next product. Thi, 
oil bums with a brilliant light, and, as it contains no 
acidify ing principle, it never corrodes, like other oils, the 
metal wOlok of the lamps. The two next products are 
light and heavy lubricating oils, used fllr lubricating 
spindles at a much cheaper rate than the ordinary oils 
no\v in use. The last product to distil is termed Bel
montine, a new solid substance of a most beautiful trans
lucent white, somewhat resembling spermaceti, and 
forming a candle of a most elegant appearance, very 
similar to the paraffine lately distilled from Irish peat. 
In addition to the candle-making materials already men
tioned, there are numerous others, which are worked 
when they can be procured cheaply. 

The candle-making material being now fit for molding, 
let us introduce the reader to this department of the 
manufactory. A room, 121 by 140 feet, is .fitted up 
throughout its entire extent with parallel benches, mn
ning from one end of the department to the othero In 

these benchcs, ranged close together in a perpendi
cular direction, are the candle-molds. How many 
thousands of these may be counted we searcely like to 
say ; but, viewed from above, their open mouths must 
present the appearance of a vast honeycomb, com
mensurate with the size of the room itself. Along the 

top of each bench, 104, feet in length, there runs a railway, 
and working on this railway is what may be termed a 
candle-locomotive-a large car running on wheels, con
taining hot candle mat.erial. 'rhc wicks having been 
adjusted truly in the long axis of the mold, the loco
motive now advances, and deposits in each line of 
molds exactly enough material to fill them, proceeding 
regularly from one end of the bench to the other, setting 
down at different stations its complement of passengers. 
After a sufficient time has elapsed to allow them to cool, 

preparations are made to withdraw them from their 
molds. This is done in the most ingeniouos manner : 
in an apartment close at hand an iron boiler of great 
thickness is filled with highly compressed air, by means 
of a pnmp worked by a steam-engine j pipes from this 
powerful motive communicute with every distinct 
candle-mold, and convey to it a pressure of air equal 
to 45 Ibs. to the square inch, about the surface of 
the diameter of a candle. These candle-molds and 
th� air-pump constitute an immense air-gun, con
taining thousands of barrels, each barrel loaded with a 
candle. The turning of a cock by boys in attendance 
lets off these guns, and ejects the candles with a slight 
hissing noise. This fusilade is going on all over the 
room throughout the entire day, and in the course of 
that time no less than 188,160 candle projectiles, weigh
ing upwaras of fourteen tuns, have been shot forth. 

The intelligepce and care with which the attends.nt boys 
catch these fatty missiles, is accounted for by the fact that 
Price's Patent Candle Company rectify their labor 0.1 well 
liS thcir raw material; the excellent schools established by 
the managing directors, Messrs. Wilson, enabling them 
to select the more careful lads for those departments 1-e
quiring particular attention. 

'I'he visitor should notice particularly the wicks of 
these candles, as upon their method of preparation tho 
abolition of the snuffers-that grand reform in the matter 
of domestic light-depends. These wicks, in the first 
place, are made very fine, the high illuminating power 
of the ltemie acid enab1iDi a fiae wick to give far more 
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light than the coarse wick of the common "dip." Again, 
the particular twist given to the wick when it is plaited, 
and the wire with which it is bound, causes it to project 
from the flame when burning. Palmer's candle-wicks, 
it will b3 remarked, are twisted upon each other, the re
laxation of the twist as it burns answering the same 
end-the projection of the burning cotton through the 
fiame and into the ail', which immediately oxydizes it, or 
causes it to crumble away, thus obviating the necessity 

of snuffing. Here we see an extraordinary example of 
the manuer in which a. very simple improvement will 
sometimes interfere with a very large trade-the simple 
plaiting of a wick doing away with one of the most 

extensive branches of hardware in Birmingham and 
Sheffield. 

The candles· are sent forth into the market in pound 
packets, packed in highly ornamental boxes. The 
manufacture of these boxes is not the least interesting 

flal't of the m anufactory. In consequence of the duty on 
paper, it was necessary to look about for some cheap 

snbstitute, and deal was finally adopted. A plank, one 
foot wide by four long, is planed into no less than 140 
shavings of that size: these are pasted on one side with 
a very thin straw paper, so as to form the hinges for the 
sides. They are cut out by a machine to the required 
sizes, and rapidty made up afterwards by hand, the cost 
being truly insignificant. For the manufacture of the 
night-light cases, the shavings are rolled into a cylinder, 
pasted, and then cut off to the required lengths in a 
hand-lathe. 

Thus much for the material lights of Price's Patent 
Caudle Company. A subject of still greater interest, 
perhaps, would he the lights they are cherishing in the 
shape of the admirable training-schools attached tQ this 

factory, to which We shall probably refer in another 
article. DR. WYNTER. 

A JAPANESE PRINTING-OFFICE. 
A 1I0ng Kong correspondeut of the Boston Traveler 

gives the following account of a Japanese printing-office: 
"I at once pushed ahead, and crossing the little stonc

arched bridge, which unites Desims with Nagasaki, I 

was soon in ona of the principal streets, and , opening a 
large closed gate in the high and ma�'5ive wall on the 
street, stood in the spacious court before the printing 
establishment. How much in contrast the ta.ste of the 
Pagan Japanese with that of the Dutch Christians ! 

'rUE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
siding in the city. Stands and cases were an'anged as 
with us, one side of the office having the Roman type 
used in printing books and pamphlets in Dutch, and the 
other the Ja panese ; for types in the Japanese character 
are now cast in Holland, and have displaeed the woodcn 
blocks formerly uged, the boxes of the Japanese letters 
wero arranged on the same principle as with us, but in 

diff�rent order. I tried my hand in pIcking up some of 

these strange characters, but probably a good deal to the 
divertisement of the Japanese compositors. The types, 
both Roman and Japanese, were almost new, and every
thing indicated that the Japanese were far ahead of the 
Dutch in the typographical art, as well as in everything 
else. 

"Some of the paper nsed in printing is thick, white, 
and close, and receives a fine impressson. It is made 
neither of rags nor cotton, but of the bark of a tree. 
called the ' paper mulberry,' and is cheap as well as good, 
The printed sheets were hung up over head to dry, just 
as with us. A dozen or twenty hands are employed at 
the case and the press, wbo appeared to be expert work
men, and quite courteous. The establishment is managed 
entirely by the Japanese, not a single Dutchman 
being admitted either as superintendent or workmen. 

The Japanese are almost universally readers, having 
their schools established by law, and books for the use of 
the scholars and the people. Most of these books are 
small, and full of the most ludicrous illustrations, from 
which Punch must have�borrowed many of his ideas, 
though inferior.,. Most of the books are of little value in 
morals or science, while not a few are licentious and 
obscene; '.rhe Japanese have now got the idea that the 
English is a universal langnage, and the Dutch of little 
Yalue, fi'om which impression, aud a very just one, the 
young people who are destined to business, or are am
bitIOUS of political distinction and honor, arc seized with 

a pasion to learn our language. 
"Little as the Dutch have done for Christianizing 

and civilizing Japan-and rather they have been the 
saddest curse aver inflicted on any nation since the 
earth was inhabited-they were willing, for the sake of 
money, to procure the printing materials from Holland, 
which the Japanese now use. The Japanese will not 
need to send abroad for them again; sinee their own 
wonderful iugenuity is able to provide them hereafter as 
they shall be needed. I ought to have added that I found 
a. book-bindery close to the press." 

Elegant shrubs and flowers adorned this court in front, - -•• -

while in the rear of the building rose tall pines and RAIN AT Dll"FE�ENT ELEVATIONS. 
evergreen trees , which stretched their long, verdant arms MESSRS. EDITORs:-Your correspondent, H. B. Liv-
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and touching the lower surface of the cloud) is slight, I 
have found a copious shower dashing and rattling on the 

balloon as soon as I would descend towards the earth. 
My observations on clouds teach me to beli�v e that 

clouds and rain are formed in other ways than by uprising 
currents only. I have seen clollds form from the combi
nation of two different currents; one from the south
east, and thn other from the north-west, each blowing 
very slowly, and the rain forming in a slow drizzle at 
first. 

1I0w clouds cap be buoyed up and retained in the air 
puzzles me the most. If all clouds are the same , it 
would seem that a cloud at first formed is held suspended 
in the air , on the same prmciple tliat very thin flakes of 
sheet metal float in water .. Metal is heavier than water ; 
nevertheless, a cambric needle, if lightly laid on the sur

face of water, will not sink. 
I have read much of clouds attracting and repellin g 

each other , but I never yet sa\v the repulsion of them. 
I often see them approaching and commingling, but this 

always appeared more like a mechanical than an electri-
cal action. JOHN WISE. 

Lancaster, Pa. , August 3'1, 1859. 
--------�-� ... �.�.---------

THE ENGINEERING OF SPIDERS. 
MESSRS. EDITORS :-Some few days since, while 

writing on the primitive machines, I had just finish�d 
treating of the cord as one of these, when my attention 

was directed to a small spider descendmg from the nnder
side of a table in the corner of the room, where it had 
stationed itself unmolested. A large horse-fly, many 
times too large for the spider (which was very small) to 

manage, had by some means, become disabled, and lay 

on the floor. The spider descended to the fly, and, with 
some caution, began to entangle it in its web, and soon 
had it completely bound. The spider then ascended to 
the table, but soon desceuded again; and thus contiulled 
to ascend and descend for some time, fastening the fly 
more completely each tim e it returned. I was at a loss 
to know its object in binding the fly so safely on the floor. 
Soon, however, it ceased descending, and appeared to 
be busily employed at its station near the table. I could 
not coneeive what its object was in passing about so very 
actively ; but imagine my surprise when , in a short time, 
I saw the fly l eave the floor, and begin to ascend to
wards the table. This was soon explained. The spider 
had attached a number of cords to the fly, extending 
from the table, and by stretching each to its greatest ten
sion, and confining the upper end, the elasticity of all 
the cords (some 50 01' more) was combined in raising 
the fiy. By continuing the process of tightening one 
cord at a time, m some 15 or 20 m inutes the fly was 
raised to the table, and there deposited for future use. 

Here was a lesson in mechanics taught by a spider ; 
and whe.e is the difference, in principle, between this 
m!Whine of the spider and the cord, as used with anum· 
bel' of pulleys, by man? The spider, as he had no pul
leys to enable him to use one loug cord, and tighten the 
whole by applying a force at one end, as man does, 
effected the same object by using a number of cords, and 
tightening one at a time, thus obtaining the force of them 
all. The sum of the tension of all the cords equal the 
intensity of the force in ellch case. The principle is the 
same, J. B. CONGER.. 

Jackson, Tenn., August 29, 1859. 
-----------� ... --�-------

over the building, as if to adorn, protect, and bless it. ingston , explains the reason why the rain-gage shows a 
The structure itself is spadous, neat and eveu handsome, greater deposit of water at the bottom of a mountain 

the roof being in the Chinese sty Ie of architecture in than at the top, or at the base of a tower than on its 

their temples, and covered with tiles, interlacing, and top. According to generally-admitted science of the 

bidding defiance to water, while the floors of two rooms formation of rain, he explains rightly. The Espian 

in the office proper are covered with neat mats, and snr- theory of thunder-gusts would give such result , as it 

rou nded by sliding paper walls, while the ceiling is of does not necessarily require two differently tempered aIrs 

wood, handsomely painted. The establishment belongs to mingle to produce a deposition of water. It only re

to the government, and is managed by the government, quires atmosphere to come in contact with something 
whm.e officials were seated, as usual, on the floor, and colder to produce a deposition of a portion of its water, 

doing little or nothmg, since thirty days were to be spent, How the water is retained in the atmospheric compound 

according to usage, iu silently mourning for the Emperor, is not understood; and it is as mysterious in its combi
who had just deceased, during which time all public nation as is electricity with air. Wnen airs of two dit

offices are closed , and all public business suspended. In- ferent temperatures commingle, the resulting compound 

deed, it was quite uncertain whether, in these circum- has its capacity for water lessened , and wbile this opera

stances, I could gain admitance. With the usual Ja- tion is going on, the transparent atmosphere becomes dis-

1 . POISONOUS VINEGAR.-The Philadelphia Ledg�r says 
panese courtesy, however , the door; were opened, and I co ored; It becomes cloud. Where the commingling of 

that chemical examinations go to show that most of the 
was freely and politely shown all the apartments and these two dIfferently tempered airs increases while the 

materials of the establishment. cloud is forming, it becomes surcharged with atoms of 
"On one side of the office was a hand-press of rain, and must let the surplus fall; aud down it comes 

respectable size and in good condition, while on the in rain-drops. These drops being colder than the differ-
other side was a 'power-press,' moved by a wheel of ent strata of air through which they fall, and each sue-

large diameter, in perfect order, and and of sufficient cessive strata of atmosphere below being denser than 

vinegar made iu New York is adulterated with sugar of 
lead, vitriolic ncid, and other poisonous metals nnd min-
erals. We do not believe the statement is corre�t, but 
presume it was obtained from a source which was 
thought tobe rel iable. Sugar of lead is no doubt very 
poisonous ; but for what purpose would any sane person 

size to print the largest shMts usually struck of )'n the those above, the drops will increase IU volume till they . .  . , � 
t 'k th th 

use )t for 1U adulteratmg vmegn.r ? It cannot .make it 
United States. The ·press was not m motion, for the S.rJ e e ear . h 

I b t· . I h b I sharper to the taste, but t e very reverse; and it would 
reason before given, and the rollers were suspended over u my 0 serva IOn on rams, see mnc yet to e ex- . .  

h 1· d Th th d . d ffi f hI l i therefore be very absurd to use It for such objects. 
t e wall, and reams of paper piled up near the press, P ame . e un er-gust IS 1 erent rom t e oca __ ••• 
and the workman hanging about idle, as if they were s�ower

. 
without thunder ;

. 
the settled. rltiiI is different SHEEP AND WOOL IN AUSTRALIA.-The increase of 

patiently waiting for the expiration of the days of flOm eIther of the others , but there IS probably a gen- sheep and con sequently of the wool trade af Australl 
1 ,  'I h 

' a, 
mourning, to resume their labors. Besides these, there :11\ Imnclp e t at governs them all. is truly astonishing. In 1788, 29 sheep were imported 
was auother press, of the smallest dimensions, ou which, When sailing in my balloon under a cloud of rain, into that colony from India. There are now at least 10, 
when I made a second visit, sometime after, two men that is, touching its lower s urface, the rain-drops ;annot 000,000, In 1816, 13,600 Ibs. of wool were sent from 
were striking off two octavo pages of a new Japanese be heard; the balloon collects the rain there as it does Australia to England; last year, 50,000,0001 The eli. 
work on natural history, the edition consisting of thirty the dew of the evening, when I let it stund out during mate of Australia is said to be peculiarly adapted to thll 
oopies. It was the ?nterprise of a youug Japanese dOC-I night. When the raiu rmining down from the surface breeding and rearing of sheep, as well as for preservinr, 
tor, who had bee. mitrueted by a Dutch physician ra- of the balloon (while the latter iii immediately beneath If not improving, tha filler deiieriptions ot wool. 
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HOT-AIR OVENS FOR IRON FURNACES. 

We commence, this week, a series of most interesting 
and useful articles on the above subject, taken from a 
paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engin
eers, and.which we condense from the London Engineer : 

The first idea of heating the blast, prior to its entrance 
through the tuyeres into the furnace, is due, as is now 
universally admitted, to Mr. Neilson, of Glasgow, who 
also has the merit of its first practical application early 
in the year 1829. Previous to that period, the settled 
and firm conviction of iron-masters appears to have been 
that the colder the blast the better the quality, and the 
larger the quantity of iron produced from each furnace 
in a given time. This conviction was the result of long
continued observations, which showed that the produce 
per furnace was always more in winter than in summer ; 
and as the difference most appreciable to the furnace
managers between the one state of circumstances and the 
other was the temperature of the atmosphere, this, with
out further investigation, was at once charged as the sole 
cause. Subsequent research, however, has shown that 
thl) mere variation of temperature in the atmosphere 
from freezing point to summer heat had nothing to do 
with this result, which is owing to a cause still as actively 
in operation and as sensibly felt with the blast heated to 
a temperature of 6000 or 8000 Fah. ,  namely, the excess 
of moisture, in the shape of invisible vapor, contained in 
the air in thc warm weather as compared with the cold. 
So strongly rooted, however, was the belief that the tem
perature was the only circumstance affecting the make of 
iron, that the greatest cfforts were made in summer to 
obtain the blast as cool as possible ; among other plans, 
by passmg it over cold water, with a result, of course, 
contrary to expectation, owing to a partial absorption of 
the water. On this point, some most interesting evi
dence was adduced at the instance of Mr. Neilson, in 
the great hot-blast trial at Edinburgh, in 1843, when all 
the leading and most experienced iron-masters of the 
Staffordshire district-Mr. 'V. H. Sparrow, of Stow
heath ; the late Mr. James Forster, of Stourbridge ; the 
late Mr. Barker, of the Chilling ton Works ; and the late 
Mr. Ward, of Priestfield-stated it as a fact that, pre
vious to the introduction of hot-blast, the universal opin
ion of furnace-managers was that the colder the blast 
the greater the produce of the furnace. 

This being the state of practice, and this the state of 
the science and opinion of men of skill in the iron trade, 
it occurred to Mr. Neilson, who was fortunately out of 
the iron trade, and consequently unencumbered with 
either its practice or its prejudices, that the power of the 
blast in igniting the materials would be greatly increased 
if, in its passages to the tllyeres, it were heated to a very 
considerable temperature; This idea was the result of 
careful and laborious thought on facts which came under 
his observation at the gas-works at Glasgow, with which 
he was connected. Having convinced himself, by exper
iment on a small scale, of the correctness of the idea, 
he at once set about embodying it iu a practical shape, 
the first application of the plan being at the Clyde Iron
works, Glasgow, early in 1 829. By the kindness of Mr. 
Neilson, the writer was able to present the institution, 
with a correct drawing of the apparatus then first made 
use of, which is show in Fig. 1. It consisted of a small 

wrought-iron heat
i n g-chamber, A, 
about 4 fect long, 
3 feet high, and 2 
feet wide, in con
struction similar to 
II w a g o n - h e a d  
s t e a  m - b 0 i I e r, 

which was set in brick-work with a grate, B, below, sim
ilar, in all respects, to the ordinary steam-boiler. The 
cold-blast entered at the end immediately over the grate, 
and passed out to the tuyere from the other end, being 
warmed in its passage along the chamber to a tempera
ture of about 2000 Fah. There was one of these heat
ing-chambers to each tuyere ; the total area of fire-grate 
per tuyere was about four square feet, and the area of 
heating surface of the chamber, 35 square feet. This 
apparatus, although very imperfect, and capable of rais
ing the temperature of the blast to a very moderate de
gree only, was yet a very successful beginning ; and the 
result produced iu the blast-furnace soon proved that the 
idea was one destined to work a vast change. 

,Although this first application of hot-blast may now 

appear crude, it is doubtful whether, if divested of all 
subsequently acquired experience, any better or more 
practical mode of testing the invention would have oc
curred to any of us : so difficult is it to invent, so easy 
to see defects afterwards. The latter facility soon be
came apparent to Mr. Neilson, for the boiler-plate cham
ber shortly succumbed to the heat and oxydation, and 
called for renewal. This being rather an expensive pro
cess, he began to look out for something more durable ; 
and here, fortunately, his experience in gas-making came 
to his aid ; fOl', finding that the cast-iron gas retorts both 
endured a higher temperature and lasted longer under 
more trying circumstances than the boiler-plate chamber. 
he at once resolved to substitute a cast-iron retort-shaped 
heating vessel. This is shown in Fig. 2, and was found 
to be a great improvement on the original plan, lasting 
longer, and raising the temperature of the blast to about 
2800 Fah. It was constructed at the Clyde Works, 
about the latter part of 1829. It consisted of a cylin

drical cast-iron tube, A, 
bottle-shaped at e a c h 
end, for the admission. 

='""--""="-- � and discharge of t h e  
blast, about ;;I feet 9 inches diameter, and 6 feet long. 
As in the former case, there was one of these heating 
vessels to each tuyere ; but the heating surface was in
creased to 55 square feet per tuyere, or one and a half 
times the surface exposed to tlie first application ; and 
the grate area was increased to 11 square feet, or nearly 
three times. In the previous case, it will be observed 
that the top of th� wrought-iron chamber was exposed 
to the atmosphere, thus leading to a great waste of heat. 
But in this -second case a great improvement was made 
in the �ode of setting, the heating yessel being wholly 
enclosed within the brick casing over the fire, thus pre
venting any waste of heat, and producing, with the in
creased heating and grate surface, the increase of tem
perature from 2000 to 2800 Fah. 

Having thus discovered the great advantage of this 
mode of setting the heating-chamber entirely within the 
flue, but being still dissatisfied with the result at present 
obtained, and bent on further improvement, Mr. Neilson 
designed the greatly improved apparatus shown in Fig. 
3, plan VieW, which was erected at the Clyde Works in 

1830. In this pJan 
there is a great ex� 
tension of the previ
ous idea. Instead 
of one grate p e r  
tuyere, of 1 1  square 
feet, thel'e are here 
five grates, B B, for 
two tuyeres, giving 
an area of 28 square 

feet of surfl\Ce per tuyere. The solitary tubular heating
chamber over the grate is here lengthened out into a 
continnous pipe, A, 18 inches diameter, enclosed in long 
lengths of flue, extending to a total length of about 100 
feet, giving 240 square feet area of heating surface per 
tuyere. Much ingenuity is displayed in the arrangement 
and setting of both the grates, pipes and flues of this ap
paratus ; and it was attended with great success in rais
ing the temperature of the blast to more than 6000 Fah. ,  
so as to melt lead. This may be called the first example 
of really hot-blast being obtained. 

Defects, however, soon began to manifest themselves. 
With the lengthening of the heating tubes, and the 
greater general complication of the apparatus, a difficulty 
had now crept in nnawares, destined to be highly mis
chievous, and to test the ingenuity of a whole genera
tion of furnace-managers. It arose from irregular and 
uncompensated expansion and contraction, inducing that 
serious defect of hot-blast ovens, leaky joints. With the 
present experience in these matters, it will be seen at 
once how very open an apparatus of the above construc
tion would be to such a defect ; the great length of pipe 
expanding and contracting to a perceptible extent at 
every change.:l£ �emperature, and consequently straining 
every branch, bend and joint of the whole range. The 
leakage at the jqints was to some extent overcome by 
covering them wita a ring of cast-iron ; followed, as a 
result, by the breaking of the pipes, a defect of greater 
magnitude. The very great improvement which took 
place in both the produce and the yield of the furnace, 
COL sequent on the increased temperature of the blast, 
made it necessary to set seriously to work to overcome 

the new difficulty, and to construct an apparatus capable 
of maintaining the heat of the blast uniformly at this in
creased high temperature, without leakage or breakage 
of the pipes. 

[To be continued.] 
IIMPROVED HYDRAULIC ll:LEVATOR. 

The great fault of water elevators which are attached 
to an endless chain, is that they do not raise enough for 
the amount of labor expended ; they are too wasteful, 
as they afford so many opportunities for leakage during 
the passage of t\le water from the cistern to the spout. 
The subject of our engraving overcomes this difficulty 
in two ways : first, by having the buckets in such a 
shape as to retain all the water rec€lved until the proper 
time to discharge it into -tile spout ; and, secondly, by 
preventing any shaking of the buckets in their passage 
up, by making the chain in such a manner as to ensure 
its rigidity. 

On the top of the well II frame, II, is mounted, carry
ing a flanged wheel, A, provided with cogs between the 
flanges, so that it can be rotated by another cogged
wheel, B, and crank handle, I, below it. In the bottom 
of the well is another frame, D, in which a flanged 
guide-pulley, E, is secUl'ed by double-beveled keys, C. 
An endless chain, J, formed of cUl"ved links, a, having 
projections, b, upon their backs, which fit into the spaces 
between the cogs on the flanged wheel, A, so that cer
tainty and steadiness of rotation is secured. The buck
ets are of the form shown, the mouth being protected by 
a sort of seoop or spout, which holds the water when the 
bucket is in a horizontal position, and does not allow any 
to escape until the mouth has acquired a considerable in
clination downwards ; but the curve of the mouth of the 
bucket is not so great as to retain any water that should 
be discharged into the spout, G. 'Yith this pump, there 
is no liability of splashing so as to rust the wheels or 
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nails in the framing ; and with it, water can be elevated 
to any height, or from the deepest well. The invention 
is also applicable to ship's pumps, by haviug the ends of 
the shaft of the lower wheel to move in a groove, which 
is an arc of a circle with the axle of A for a center, and 
a weight attached to the lower shaft to keep the two 
sides of the endless chain perpendicular during the mo
tion of the ship, so that the buckets will retain their con
tents until they arrive at the discharge spout. 

The inventor is D. Du Pre, of Raleigh, N. C., and he 
will be happy to give any further information, upon 
being communicated with. The patent is dated June 7, 
1859. 

- -.. -
CANNEL COAL. 

The constituents of this coal are carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen, nitrogen, potash, some silica" and occasionally 
a trace of sulphur. When it is SUbjected to dry distilla
tion, the equilibrium of these elements is disturbed, aud 
new combinations take place. Hydrogen and oxygen 
readily vaporize, and from affinity unite, forming com
pounds, partly with each other, partly with carbon, either 
singly or in conjunction. If not interfered with by some 
other agent, in combining they form water ; while the 
cxcess of hydrogen takes up carbon according to the 
temperature, forming olefiant · gas, carbureted and bi
carbureted hydrogen, while other compounds result 
from the common action of the other elements on the 
remaining carbon. The different gases evolved from the 
still condense to a liquid in the worm, and are subse
quently purified in various ways, as they are successively 
produced under different temperatures. The first liquid 
is naphtha, a light, volatile, and very inflammable oil, 
which is used as a vehicle for resins, such as india-rUbber, 
&c. , in varnishes ; for extracting perfumes from flowers ; 
and which may be converted into benzole, an oil prefer
able to alkalies 

-
for s�parating fatty oils and grease from 

wool, silk, &c. , since it does not injure the colors, and 
is free from resinous impurities. In combination with 
nitric acid, nitro-ben.zole is formed, which can replace the 
oil of bitter almonds in perfumery. The next oil appear
ing is a light oil, now extensively used for illumination, 
" kerosene, " "coal oil, " or "carbon oil." It is not ex
plosive, and has the property of preventing decay in wood 
impregnated with it . On redistillation creosote or cctrbolic 
acid is produced, which prevents decomposition m meat 
and other organizations. From creosote another fluid is 
extracted, carhoazotic acid, which gives a beautiful and 
permanent straw-yellow color to silks and other fabrics, 
and has been successfully used as a febrifuge. 'I'he third 
substance produced is a heavy, fatty oil, which, when 
refined, under the name of lubricating oil, is exten
sively used for machinery, and which, by the action of 
cold yields paraffine, a beautiful white crystalli7.ed sub
stance, which, when SUbjected to pressure, forms candles 
superior to sperm. From this heavy oil may also be ex
tracted anyline, which, in combination with other agents, 
gives a blue dye equal to indigo, or a fine red. The coke 
rematning after these processes, besides its use as fuel, 
when left long in contact with iron, yields a fine plum
bago. The ammonia obtained in distillation may be 
used as a rich fertilizing agent, mixed with plaster, or 
lime. 

- ." -
KY ANIZED TIMBER. 

We have frequently directed the attention of our rail
road companies to the benefit that would accrue to them 
by the use of kyanized timber for sleepers and bridges. 
A correspondent of the Railway Times cites a case in 
which the benefit of such prepared timber has been very 
fully demonstrated, he says :-" The best proof of its 
value, however, is furnished by the aqueduct of the 
Alexandria Canal over the Potomac rIver at Georgetown, 
D. C. The whole of that structure, with the exception 
of the oak posts in the trusses, is built of Carolina pine, 
which as well as those posts, was all kyanized. A more 

. 
severe test of the efficacy of that mode of preserving tim

ber could not be devised than it is there SUbjected to, and 
has been for 16 years, As in aJl such structures, the 
leakage is considerable, and much of the timber in it is 
wet during the season for navigation, and at other times 
dry, while at all times it is exposed to the vicissitudes of 
the well.ther. Upon a recent inspection, the Carolin.a 
wood was found to be perfectly sound ; and the same 
may be said of the oak posts, excepting in cases where 
they were crushed or split by the enormous weight upon 
them, though they were unseasoned when kyanized." 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN . 
HOWELL'S IMPROVED RETAINING HINGE. 

This hinge retains the sbutter to which it may be at
tached in either of the two positions, open or closed, and 
does not permit of the connections being shaken out by 
the rattling of the shutters by the wind or other force, 
and also prevents the unpleasant noise produced by the 
same cause. 

Fig. 1 shows the hinge, A being the portion screwed 
or otherwise attached to the wall or jamb of the house, 
and B is the portion screwed to the shutter. The two 
halves of the hinge are fitted together at x, and are 
enlarged at the ends where they meet. Through these 
enlarged ends passes a pin or bolt, seen in the section, 
Fig. 3. The pin is round on that portion which passes 
through the round hole in the part, B, and square 
where it passes through the square hole in the lower 
part, A, so that it is prevented turning III the lower 

half. Its lower end is round. and is fnrnished 
with a nut, a, . which can move freely in a recess in the 
half, A, an{l a spiral spring, t; is placed so as to bear 
with one end against the top of the recess and with the 
other against the nut, a, thereby tending to depress the 
bolt. The head of the bolt has 011 its under side a 
notch, one side of which is vertical (,lDd the other side 
inclined. A projection, i, on the portion of the hinge, 
B, correspondil to the notch on the head of the bolt. 
This notch and projection are so arranged that when the 
shutter is placed back against the wall, as in Fig. 2, the 
projection will drop into the notch. Only one hinge of 
a shutter has occasion to be constructed in this way, the 
other one may be of the ordinary kind. As the shutter 
with the half, B, of the hinge is being opened, the in

clined edge of the projection, i, bears against the inclined 
edge of the notch on the bolt, the latter gradually rising 
until the shutter is folded back against the wall, when the 
bolt, by the reaction of the spiral spring, will fit into the 
notch, thus retaining the shutter in its position. When 
the shutter has to be closed, all that is necessary is to 
apply the finger to the lower end of the bolt, thereby 
raising the latter, when the shutter is at liberty to be 
turned away from the wall. 

This great improvement, which is also applicable to 
doors and gates that have to be held back, is the inven
tion of Levi T. Howell, of Burlington, N. J . ,  and any 
further information can be obtained by addressing 
DeWitt C. Taylor, Philadelphia, Pa. The patent is 
dated April 26, 1859. 

_ ..... '>-. ... _-----
THE CRoPs.-A correspondent writing from Indiana 

says, " The wheat crop which is now being rapidly taken 
to market, is fine, perhaps better than we have had for 
four years past : price 85 and 90 cents per bushel at the 
warehouse. Corn is looking fine, and there will probably 
be an abundant crop." This seems to be the case in 
reference to the whole corn crop of the country. 

1 6 5  

PAINTS FOR ROOFING AND OTHER PURPOSES. 
MESSRS. EDITORs :-A company in Philadelphia, Pa. , 

are introducing into this city what they call a new me
tallic paint, which is stated to be mixed in a peculiar 
way, and . that it is a permanent and valuable covering 
for metallic roofs, much more s� than any of the other 
paints which are now used for this purpose. A new 
name given to fruit does not improve its flavor, neither 
does a new name improve the qualities of an old paint. 
The paint spoken of above, shows, by a quantitative ana
lysis, that its composition, when first ground, is :-

Linseed oil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  20 
Graphite (blackl�ad1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 

100 
This is an old paint ; ·we have used it many years ; and 

we have more than a tun on hand at present. It is a 
good paint for iron roofs, ships' bottoms, &c. , but not 
good for copper, or new tin. The chemical action on 

paints, of iron, copper, and tin, is very dIfferent in its 

effects, as all chemists know. For new tin roofs, we 

find the following paints to be the most durable, viz :

pure English Venetian red, ochres, Spanish brown, and 

Canadian burnt sienna. The words " metallic " and 

" mineral " are terms that are given to most all newly

discovered paints ; but they are very indefinite in their 

meaning, when thus applied. 'We see no reason why 

there should be any mystery in this matter, and any im

propriety in telling our employers what materIals we use, 

for he who pays for the materials ought to know what 

he has bought. Ex-mayor Mickle has had his roofs, at 

Bayside, Flushing, L. I. , recel1tIy painted with this 

graphite, which has excited much curiosity, it being con

sidered by many as something new, and likely to super

sede all others, in durability, &c.; but such statements 

are not based upon facts in our long experience in paint

ing and chemistry. This graphite, as an oil paint, is 

not new, neither is it more durable than the other paints 

we have mentioned in this article. 
QUARTEmlAN & SON. 

New York, August 29, 1859. 
-------,�.�.�.-----

SIMPLE PLAN Oll' OILING JOURNALS. 

MESSRS. EDITORS : -Noticing, in your last number, 
the engraving nnd description of It device for oiling 
journals that are difficul"t to reach, it calls to mind a 
plan I adopted some time since ; and if it can be of any 
use to others, they are welcome to it. 

When in charge of the Portsmouth (N. II.) Steam 
Cotton-mill, we had nearly 300 journals in one weaving
room to oil ; and as the room was very high, it was 
quite a job to oil them well, and not waste the oil or drop 
it on the work below. I found a man doing it by 
mea'lS of a ladder, which was furnished with hooks at 
the end to hook on to the shaft. With a lazy man, it 
took the best part of the day ; and he was all the time 
in somebody's way. 

I took a piece of one-fourth inch gas-pipe, long enough 
for It lllan standing on the floor to reach with it up to the 
journal, and fitted to it a piece of wood (similar to the 
stock of It gun-balTel) to stiffen it. At the bottom I at
tached a small force-pump, with the piston operated by 
a spiral spring one way, and worked the other way by 
pulling it with the finger, forcing the oil Qut at the bent 
top directly into the cap on the journal, the quantity of 
oil being regulated by the distance traversed by the pis
ton, and that I'egulated by a stopper attached. The 
force-pump may be supplied by a copper vessel of any 
desired shape or size, similar to an air-gun. 

By using this, the oiling could be done in about one 
hour, saving seven-eigfits of the labor, and rendering the 
operation much more easy to the workman. Then the 
supply of oil which the bearing receives is always ex
actly adjusted to the desired quantity, which, by the or
dinary process, is seldom done. There are ruso other 
advantages which a clean and practical man can appre
ciate ; the shape of the tool enables it to be hung up out 
of the way ; and if the bearing is in a dark place, it is 
very easy to feel .the hole in the cap, and thus oil the 
journal wilh certainty. 

EmWND BACON. 
Ashburnham, Mass. ,  Sept. 3, 1859. 

- . . 
A great tobacco sale took place in this city on the 30th 

ult. , and was felt to be a failure, as many articles on the 
catalogue were withdrawn. One firm alone bought 600 
hhds. The lots sold amounted to $750, 000. 
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EXPERIMEN TS WITH COAL-BURNING LOCO

MOTIVES. 

A series of protracted cxperiments have been con
ducted on the Penll�ylvania Central Railroad, at Al
toona, and Mr. S. Hume McLaurin has briefly commu
nioated the 'results to the North .American Gazette, as 
follows :-

" Except one single machine, tbe experiments were 
made with freight engines, and with freight trains, or 
rather a freight train, consisting of 40 cars, loaded with 
coal, in the round trip from Altoona to Mifflin and back, 
a dIstance of 164 miles, the running time being 12 miles 
to the hour, or 10 miles, i ncluding stops. The mode of 
procedure was for each engine to go down to Mifflin one 
day and back the next ; and if, from any accident of 
any kind, or (rom bad weather or uuforeseen detention, 
the trip did not fairly develop the performances of the 
engine, it went for nothing, and the trip was repeated. 
This ' Mifflin trip, ' as it was called, was the great lead
ing feature of the experiments, although it was preceded 
by another short one from Altoona to Gallitzen, on the 
mountain, a distance of 12t miles. Now, in this trip, 
without presenting the details of evaporation, and the 
particular features of the several engines, I may state the 
notorious fact that our engine (the Phleger boiler), made 
it with 75 bushels of Broadtop coal, and 84 of Pitts
burgh ; and that, with the former, there was not an en
gine that came nearer than 20 per cent. of her, for 
Dimpfel's came the nearest, and she burned 8 7  bushels, 
besides extra wood, making some three bushels more. 

" It it true that, with Pittsburgh coal, the 'Blue Ridge' 
eame within three or four bushels of her, but it is also 
true that she had not the water grate connected with the 
crown sheet, but an upper water deflector through which 
the grate passed some six inches from the crown, 1:Ioth 
leading features of Ph leger's boiler. The coal really 
used by the several engines was as follows :-

PlLtsbul'gh coal. 
Bushel ... 

Phleger's (fractions omitted). . . . . . . . . . . . .  84 
Blue Ridge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  8 7  
Dimpfel' s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 
Gill & Co. 's  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  104 
BalUwin's . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  104 
"Vinans' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  107 

" Of Broadtop, I think all took something more, except 
Dimpfel's (87) and Phleger's (75), as above stated. 
These comprised all the engines tried in the regular ex
periments, and we claim, what, indeed, is notorious, 
that the results are no criterion for a passenger train. 
We have now a passenger engine on the East Pennsylva
nia road that may be seen any day at Reading, running 
with 18 pounds of anthracite coal to the mile. 

S. Hmm McLAURIN." . ... -
PITTSBURGH COAL-OIL. 

Mr. Gould, of Rochester, has written a letter on the 
profits of manufacturing coal'oil, that makes some very 
remarkable statements, if not too highly colored. Quite 
a number of these establishments have recently sprung 
up in the circle of which Pittsburgh is the commercial 
center. In fact, Mr. G.'s statistics are, to a great ex
tent, drawn from the purported experience of these com
panies. 

For example :-" A Pittsbllrgh company-the Lucesco 
Oil-works-have sprung up within the last few month�, 
at a cost of $150, 000. They employ 150 hands ; they 
can tum out, every 2-1 hours, 5, 000 gallons of crude oil. 
Thev assert that each tun of Pennsvlvania cannel coal 
produces from their retorts 40 gailons of a material 
which, once distilled, leavcs 30 gallons of a commodity 
or merchantablc article known as crude oil, and this at 
800 of gravity by the scale of Beaume. This commo
dity, still further treated by the refiners, yields, from 
every 100 gallons, about 80 gallons of finished oils, for 
burning and for lubrication. In short, they expect from 
each bUilhei of cannel coal one gallon of crude oil-coal 
costing about five cents, crude oil selling for about 35 
cents. We hear of much greater things at greater dis
tances. "  

Mr. G .  also Itives the estimated ,cost, a s  furuished by 
two practical manufacturers, the result of which is :
The daily product of a coal-oil estahlishment is 

set down at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $570 00 
The daily cost. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 85 00 

Daily profits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $385 00 

If these enormous profits are not sadly mis-stated, those 
gentlemen who have invested in this business must soon 
realwl;! he.u.dloml;! fortunell. 
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TELEGRAPHIC EXPLORING EXPEDITION TO 

THE N ORTHERN ATLANTIC OCEAN. 

We learn from the Boston Traveler that the bark Wy
man sailed from that city on the 20th ult. on an expedi
tion to the Northeru Atlantic Ocean, to survey a route 
for a telegraphic cable by way of Greenland, Iceland, 
and the Shetland Islands, to Glasgow. The ve$sel has 
been chartered by Col. T. P. Shaffner, who goes in her, 
accompanied by his wife and son, and two gentlemen of 
Worcester. 

Just previous to the sailing of the vessel, John A. 
Dana, Esq. , of Worcester, presented Col. Shaffner with 
a signal flag, bearing the Masonic emblems, the square 
and the level. He spoke of the magnitude of the enter
prise origilJ.ated by Col. Shaffner, and in reference to 
the fl ag, said it would make him respected wherever he 
might go. 

Col. Shaffner, in reply, spoke at length of the pur
poses of the expedition. He had received from the 
King of Denmark the exclusive right to lay a cable in 
Greenland and Iceland, and spoke of the advantages 
this route would have over any other in Europe, in cheap
ness of construction, shortness of connections, &c. He 
estimated the expense of laying the cable at $1,500, 000. 
At the close of Col. Shaffner's rembrks his friends bade 
him and family a hasty adieu ; and the vessel went to sea 
with wind and tide in her favor. It is expected that the 
Wyman will reach G1asli�, after completing the explo
rations, in ten weeks, and return to Boston in four 
months. Col. Shaffner proposes to make for the Gulf 
of St. 'La�rence. • He will then coast along the shores 
ortabrlidor, to Hopedale, or about °56 north latitude, 
sounding occasionally so as to find a deep bay for the 
American terminus of the cable. Thence he will pass 
over to Slluth Greenland, sounding there and examin
ing the country for an underground line, in case it should 
be necessary to have a line across Greenland. Thence 
the route will lead to Iceland, where the bays will be 
sounded, and the shores examined for a land line. 
Thence the expedition will go to the Faroe Islands, where 
the wires will branch-one line running southward to 
Scotland, so as to reach England ; the other to Bergen, 
in Norway. The longest cable will be from Labrador 
to Greenland,- about 500 miles ; thence to Faroe Isles, 
2 70 miles ; Faroe to Scotland, 200 miles ; Faroe to N or
way, 870 miles. 

----------.� .• �,�-----------

SHIP CANAL ACROSS THE ISTHMUS OF 
DARIEN. 

[party of .American engineers, under the charge of 
ilie Navy Department, are about to proceed to the 
Isthmus of Darien, to se81'ch for a practical route for a 
&hip canal across the isthmus ; they are instructed 
to explore t.!l,e coast of th� Caribbean Sea, with a 
view to te!J!Jt�e fuatemen!lJ:>f Gisborne and Cullen 
(Englishmen) �at there is such a depression of the 
eastern Cordillei'a as to admit of the easy construc
tion of & ship canal ; the country west thereof to 
the Pacific Ocean being without any considerable 
elevation. Should the�arty not be able to find the gs 
of depressi0n(§ferred !2J bpeason of the overlapping of 
mountains or other causes,�hey may proceed to the Pa
cific side of the continent, and seek a practical route for a 
canal along the line traversed by Surgeon Caldwell, 
U. S. N. , in 1857. This gentleman, inspired by the re
ports of old residents in respect to the existence of a re
gion nearly level stretching across the continent, pro
ceeded with a small party from the excellent hay of San 
Migucl, several miles in a north-ea.�terly direction, up the 
navigable river Savana, and thence east, across the coun
try to a po�' regarded as not far in a direct line from 
the Atlantic. Here, on account of the dearth of provi
sions, Dr. aldwell was forced to close his tour and re
turn to the Pacific coast. His conclusions, as reported 
to the Navy Department through his commanding 
officer, Com. Mervine, are as follows : -

1. That the summit level of a route from Principe 
northerly to the Atlantic.is within eight miles of the 
Savana river, and being but 160 feet above the ocean 
level, will not prove insuperable to engineering skill in 
constructing a ship canal. 

2. That there is a low tract of land extending from 
the summit level east to the Atlantic. 

3. That a gap in the easteru CordIllera exists near 
the northwestern limits of the Caledonia Bay, on the 

Caribbean Sea. From the tops ttee.r. the summit level 
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referred to, su ch gap in the mountain was descried, and 
through it the great sea beyond. This was afterwards lost 
to the view of the explorerll by the overlapping of moun
tain ranges. 

The new exploring party 81'e to have every desirable 
facilty for prosecuting their survey, and among other 
things a balloon, from which observations of the country 
may be taken by experienced aeronauts, through the use 
of what is called an " instanter-type." This gives the 
most minute obj�ts, which 81'e brought out by use of the 
microscope. Ravines, gaps or depressions thus discovered 
may, it is held, be easily found lind explored, 50 as to 
demonstrate reliably w hetker'there is such a route as hal 
been 50 often asserted by both British and American 
officers or not. 

. ,." -
ARTESIAN WELLS DENOUNCED. 

The Santa Clara (California) }i'armer pitches into the 
arte.sian wells of that place in a most awful manner. It 
says:-

" Artesian wells, rightly used, are a blessing-but 
abnsed, they become a curse. This unnatural irrigation, 
this flooding orchards, gardens, &c., has proved and will 
prove the greatest bane. The valley of Santa Clara is 
one of the finest valleys in all California, or it was, 
before the ad,ent of ' artesian wells, ' with a soil and 
climate equal to any county in our State, and superior 
to many. We have made critical examination of the 
result of this profane irrigation, and not a solitary in
stance have we found where we do not see a blight in 
some degree, and it is rapidly increasing. Within two 
years many fine and flourishing garden will have become 
so diseased as to literally die out. This system, as now 
practiced, is contrary to all principles of science. The 
fruit raised by the irrigation system is neither so high
colored nor so rich and juicy ; the trees that produce the 
fruit look succulent in their branches ; they do not ripen 
their wood well, and thus become subject to be destroyed 
by cold and frost. Trees and plants raised under this 
system, make long naked ' tap-root�,' and consequently 
bear fruit npon the extremities of their limbs. Art.esian 
wells, if here and there only, would be well enough ; 
but the system of irrigation should only be in accordance 
with nature's plans ; the earth must not be deluged j 
gentle showering over the foliage at the evening hour to 
cleanse and refresh, is always good, and that is about all 
that is needed. 

" But there is a great evil that will soon he felt at 
Santa Clara ; in fact, jt is now felt. The earth is 
parched up, and bitter and grievious complaints come 
from all quarters, for it  is found that the evil is increas
ing. AU the surface water of the entire country is 
drawn off by means of artesian wells-drawn down to 

their chanels, and then sent up again in one stream, in
stead of ] 0, 000, through all the pores of the surface 
earth. Millons of gallons of water are hourly carried 
from the surface earth of Santa Clara valley, and emptied 
into the bay, thus changing all the plans of the Deity, 
and impovel"ishing and drying up the earth's '  surface, 

and unless this system is banished, the land of that 

famed valley will become almost worthless." 
- ., . 

CLOCKWORK LOCK. 

" Another novelty is one produced by an ingenious 
locksmith in Frankfort-on-the-Main, with a view to con
struct a strong box without any keyhole, and which even 
the owner himself cannot open. Inside is a clockwork, 
the hand of which the owner places at the hour and 
minute when he ogain wants access to the box. The 
clockwork begins to move os soon ao the lid is shut, and 
opens the lock from the inside at the moment whi�h the 
hand indicates. Time dependent upon the owner IS the 
key to the lock-a key which can neither be stolen from 
him nor imitated. "  

[This paragraph, first taken from a Gel'man periodical, 
has bcen going the rounds of the daily and weekly pa
pers, as something extraordina.ry novel and wonderful. 
Our cotemporaries, in bat-like ignorance of American 
inventions, do not seem to be aware that the invention 
is of American origin, and that such locks are now 
manufactured by the Automatic Lock Company at Mil
ford, Mass., as the invention of our countryman, Mr. 
Holbrook. 

_ tel . 
PRICE OF GAs.-The price of coal gas to consumers 

in London is only 48. 6d., sterling, per 1,000 cubic feet. 
For the same quantity, New York gas would be 10. 6d. , or 
two and a third times dearer. Cannel coal in Lgndon 
is about thli 8alllli price 8ll it is in this city. 
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:M.A.RlNE STEAM RAM. 

A correspondent (W. J. P.) of the Philadelphia U. S. 
Gazette, claims the marine steam battering ram, lately 
built in France and England, as an Ame rican invention. 
He says :-" Although in consequence of the slowness 
with which our government machinery moves, as well as 
the unbroken peaca we have enjoyed at our eastern sea
board for so many years, the other great naval powers 
have been the first to put the idea of a steam ram to a 
practical test, yet the truth is that this is an American 
invention, and the various British officers and men of 

science who ai-e contesting for the honor of its first sug
gestion are but copyists or re-inventors. 

. .  In the spring and summer of 1855, Charles Ellett, Jr. , 
the well-known American civil engineer, then in Europe, 

addressed a series of letters to the Navy Department of 
the United States, urging upon our government the adop
tion of the steam ram as the cheapest and most efficient 
means of defending our coasts and harbors from an in
vading foe. Mr. Ellett's plan was simply to convert an 
ordinary steamer into afioating battering-ram, and enable 

her to fight, not with her guns, but with her momentum. 
This, change of tactics would place any good commercial 
steamer in a position to sink, without firing a gun, any 
ship of war that now floats. He proposed to strengthen 
the steamer throughout in the most substantial manner, 
so that she might be run, head on, into the enemy, and 
burst in his ribs, or drive a hole into his hull below water 
line. 

" In a subsequent communication to the N.'tvy Depart

ment, dated August, 1855, Mr Ellett urged many con
vincing arguments in favor of his proposition, and cited 
all the cases of collision at sea, that had been reported 
in the European papers, since his previous letter, to prove 
the advantage which a vessel gained from being the one 
to givCl rather than to reccive the shock. 

.. To the surprise of Mr. Ellett, with whom the idea of 
applying steam in the manner described was entirely ori
ginal, the reply of the S�cretary of the Navy informed 
him that a similar suggestion had been proposed to the 
Department more than 20 years before, an'll had baen re
newed many times since by .arious officers of the navy. 

" To Commodore Barron, of the United States Navy, 
must be awarded the honor of having made, as early as 
1 832, the first suggestion of a means of attack and de
fens� upon the sea, which is destined to effect as great a 
revolution in naval warfare as steam has 1U trans
portation, both on sea and land." 

The old commodore was one of the mOst prolific in
ventors our country has produced. 

In the London Engineer, of July 15, Mr. J. Grantham 
claims the invention of the " Steam Ram " for Admiral 
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with, and to be attached to, a perpendicular shaft placed 
in the center of this cireular tract. 'l'he wheels to be of 
the size, pattern, and make, as those to be used upon the 
road for which the rails are to be tested, and the car to 
be loaded with a weight per wheel equal to the greate;;t 
load they will have to sustain upon the road. The ver
tical shaft to be well braced and strongly attached to the 
car,' so that when a rotary motion is given to the former, 
this motion will be participated in by the latter-a pulley 
being placed at the top or bottom of the shaft, for the 
purpose of revolving it by means of a stationary steam 
engine. The speed of travel of the wheels to be the 
same as the average speed required upon the road. 
The modus operandi of the test of rails with this ap
paratus will be as follows : 

" Assuming the average traffic of the line to demand the 
going and return;ng of eight daily trains upon the road 
(or four each way), of 15 eight-wheel cars, then each 
rail would be ridden over by 480 wheels daily. My 
testing car being supported by, say, eight wheels, in that 
case 60 revolutions would be equal to one day's use of the 
rail. Supposing the circular track to measure 60 feet on 
its circumference, and the average speed of the trains Oil 
the road in question to be 20 miles per hour, or say, 
1 , 800 feet per minute, then it would be necessary to give 

the revolving ear 80 revolutions per minute, to snhject 
the rails to a trial of usage with the same speed. At 
this rate (60 revolutions of the car being equal to one 
day's use of the rails) the effect of the wear due to that 
time will be produced in two minutes. If two min
utes are equal to one day's use, then one hour will be 
equal to that of,.sO days, and 12 hours and 10 minutes 
to that of 865 days , or one year. Or in other words, 
experimenting dl1}"ing one day, of 12 hours and 10 min
utes, will show the effects of a whole year's use of the 
rail when laid on the road. A rail which begins to lam
inate in six days, four hours, and six minutes of test
ing, is sure to do the same in six years, four months, and 
three days of usage. To obtain the effect of the ham
mering, cmshing and tearing due to the wheels, one or 
two of the rails should be so bent as to form depressions 
in the �urface of the track, and also be not exactly tme 
in itS cireular alignment, in order to cause a zig-zag or 
sideway traction. Thus all the different peculiarities of 
a railroad can be imitated, and the duration and corres
ponding value of rails and wheels be determined with 
great accuracy, because in the trial they are exposed to 
all the various strains and other elements tending to its 
destruction in the same combination as they would be 
when laid upon the road, and were subjected to its regu
lar traffic. 

" The contested superiority b!ltween pear and square 
Sir Isaac Coffin, of the British Navy. He states that headed, thick and thin headed rails, hollow and solid 
he heard the admiral and the great James Watt discuss rails, heavy 'abd light rails, the merit of all kinds of 
the subject in 1 824, and that such vessels were proposed splices, chaIrs, keys, and bolt-fastenings, and between 
to the British govemment in that year. Watt was con- th t 'et f heel wl'll thus soon be deta-e grea van y o  car-w s _� 
suIted about making the engines sufficiently strong to mined." 

- ,e . •  

ALL MEN ARE CHEMISTS. 

resist the collision, and the vessel was to have an iron 
prow and also be cased with this metal. It seems to us 
that the merit of the invention belongs to either Coffin 
or Barron-both naval officers of fame, and Americans j There is no man in the community who has not a con

but the one was in the service of his country, the other, sidcrable portion of that knowledge which constitutes the 

and the older, in that of England. science of chemistry. Chemistry ascertains the proper-

• '.. • ties of simple substances. Of the sixty-two simple sub-
TESTING CAR, WHEELS AND BAlLS. stances at present known, forty-seven are metals. Every 

The proper system of testing any article-machine or man who knows that iron is harder than lead, or that 

whatever it may be-is to make it undergo such opera- gold is heavier than copper, knows so much chemistry. 

tions as those for which it is designed to be employed. Lavoisier, who w�s gnilliotined in the French revolution 

In submitting rails or car-wheels to the common method in 1 794, was the first who snpplied weights -systemati

of hydraulic pressure, or blows from a trip-hammer to cally to chemistry-the first who began to find out how 
test their strength, it would be all very well if they were much heavier one substance is than another. 

designed to stand repeated blows, or continual pressure, The metals which are the most common-the ones with 
but such experiments are of little value in testing their which the chemist has most to deal-are of course the 
adaptibility for rolling motion and the action of trains, very ones the properties of which are most widely known. 
Mr. C. T. Liemur, C. E.,  of Mobile, proposes a plan If a man, with the knowledge he already has of the 
for testing samples of rails and car wheels, which appears common metals, iron, copper, silver, gold, lead, tin, zinc, 
very feasible, and is thus described in the Railroad Jour- mercury, antimony, and arsenic, will learn the properties 
na� he says :- of four other substances, he will know more than half of 

" The proper system of testing anything, consists in , all that is embraced in the science of chemistry. These 
submitting the article to a course of trials, exactly simi- I four elementary snbstances make up almost the whole of 
lar in its results to actual usage. our bodies, and of the bodies of all animals, as well liS of 

" For this purpose I lay a circular track, composed of all trees and plants j they compose the air and the water. 

three, four, or more raiIs, making a circle of from 20 to We 1>urn them for fuel and for light, we eat them, and 
30 feet in diameter. On this traek I place a car sup- drink them, and wear them, They are the most com
ported by four, six, eight or more wheels, all the axles mon substances in nature. Their names are oxygen, 
of which point towards the center-said car to revolve hydrogen, nitrogen, and carboa. 

1 6 7  

A COLUMN OF INTERESTING VARIETIES. 

Warfare in the days of Cresar, was no mere child's 
play. In nine years he had conquered 800 tribes, 800 

cities, slain a million of men, and taken a million pri
soners. After he had become master of the world,  he 
entertained the whole Roman populace, at 28, 000 tables, 
furnished with every luxury. He made an artificial 
lake, for the purpose of showing the assemblage a sample 
of naval warfare . . . . . .  Australia is of 'almest exactly the 
same extent as the United States, including the territo

ries . . . . . •  When Lavoisier, who has been called the father 
of modem chemistry, was arrested, by order of the Com
mittee of Public 'Safety, during the " reign of terror" of 
the French Re�olution, he asked for a fortnight's lifetime 
to finish some experiments. The reply was, " The Repub
lic does not need them j " , _  Qnd his head was cut off by 
the guillotine. He was accused of fraud in his offico of 
Farmer-generaI . . • . . •  Plumbago and charcoal are com
posed of the same substance, carbon j but, while charcoal 
is very combustible, plumbago is used for making retorts 
to resist an intense heat . . . . . •  Observatious on the comets, 
espeeially on the last brilliant one, which appearcd a year 
agO; show that there are properties of matter, at alI events 
of some matter, which are not at all und"rstood . . . • . •  The 

great mass of almost all rocks consists of metallic ores, 
more than half of them being composed of oxygen and 
some meta!" . . .  9018 lbs. of water consist of 1 000 lbs. 
of hydl'Ogen and 801 3  lbs. of oxygen . . • . . •  The stars, 
sun and moon apparently roll around the heavens 
once in 24 hours ; the pivots being the north and south 
poles of the heavens j the north pole is very ncar the 
north star . • • . . .  Astronomy is the oldest of the sciences ;  
it was first studied by shepherds, while watching their 
flocks at night . . . . . •  It is said that turbine water-wheels 
have been constructcd which, from actual measUt'cment, 
yield more than 90 per cent. of the power, a result which 
bas never been equalled by any breast-whee!. .  . • • •  Some of 
the comets, while at the greatest distance from the sun, 
do not move as fast as a man can walk . • . . . .  In this lati

tude, men, with 'heir houses and farms, are carried along 
by the rotary motion of the earth, just about as fast as a 
cannon balI moves, while the revolution of the earth 
around the sun carnes us all with a velocity more than 
sixty times that of a cannon balI . . • . • .  Pure clay is the ore 
of the new metal aluminium . • . . . .  The Aurora Borealis is 
ono of the things about which hardly anything is known j 
the recent display caused, as usn aI, perturbations in the 
magnetic needle, and in the workings of the telegraphs. 
• • • . . .  Some of the latest inventions in the steam-engine, 
made by our most profound philosophical mechanicians, 
are efforts to utilize one form of it which was known 
before the Christian era . . • . . .  The recent balIoon ascen
sions seem to confirm the probability of there being a 
current of air at the height of 10, 000 feet, blowing con
stantly from the west towards the cast ; the top of Mount 
Washington reaches into the lower edge of this current, 
and generally feels its effects . . . • . •  Al'ago, the great French 
astronomer, expressed a regret that the Observatory of 
Paris contained no telescope equnl to the magnificent 
refractors of Washington and Cambridge, in the United 
States . . . • • •  The largest steam-engine afloat, is the one on 
the Metropolis, which plies between New York and FalI 
River, Mass . ; it is larger even than those upon any of our 
steamships . . • . • • 1f a model of the universe were constructed 
on_ scale of 10, 000, 000 miles to an inell, (so that the 
sun should become a shot .08  of an inch in diameter, and 
the earth's orbit be 19 inches in diameter,) the neal'est 
fixed stars would still be 30 miles distant . . . . • .  Compara
tive anatomy illustrates forcibly the uniformity of the 
works of nature. We were walking on the shore of 
Staten Island with a gentlem an who had paid some at
tention to this 5cience, and observing n little bonE:' on the 
beach , we asked him if he could tell to what animal it 
belonged. He looked at it without picking it up, and 
replied, " Yes, that is thl! inside lower bone of the right 
fore-leg of a dog. " Agassiz made a drawing of a fish 
from a single scale, and afterwards, when the fish was 
found, the drawing proved to be a very good likeness . • • • . •  
Cypresses are known t o  be  800 or  900 years old> They 
rise 120 feet, and are from 25 to 40 feet round. Strabo 
speaks of one in Persia 2, 500 years old . • . • • •  At different 
times, quite a number of new stars have appeared in the 
sky, and, after blazing a while with great brightness, 
have ceased to be visible . • • . . .  An animal which does not 
reach across the wire of a pin appears, nnder n mIcroscope 
of high power, more than an ingh and-a-hlilf in length. 
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IMPROVED RE-SA WING MACIDNE. I produce a blue, verdigris green and gamboge yellow. directions, the reciprocating motion of the Gars is 

The frame, A, of this machine has a stationary bed, They are put on according to the fancy and taste of the changed to a constant rotary one of the wheel, E, llnd 
B, on the top of the main frame, and in a suitable place artist, so as to lorm t.he desired pattern, after which the shaft, H. The pawls detach themselves and are not 
there is a rotary planer or cutter, C, having its bearings marble is again raised in temperature to make it absorb liable to catch, but the whole ( judging ii'oIU the model in two boxes, a a. There is an opening in B, in which the colors, then cooled gradually and afterwards rubbed we have examined) operates smoothly and efficiently. 
another l'otary cntter, D, is placed, and the " stuff" is down to a smooth face with pumice stone and water. Fig. 2 shows the invention applied to a windlass, A, 
fed to the cutters by the feeil-rollers, E F, the roller, F, The principle of operation is similar to that of staining bein� the framing, and B, the arms ; on the shaft, H, 
being capable of a v8rtical movement to accommodate wood to imitate the rich qualities of mahogany, walBut, a cog wheel, F, is placed, and this geers with another 
the thickness of the stuff. The main driving-saaft, G, satin and rosewood. cog wheel on the shaft of the drums of the windlass, G. 
is placed in a convenient It can be rotated by the up-
position, and by belts c d ROSS' RE-SA WING MACHINE. and-down Illation of the 
and ft, motion is communica- levers, I, which may be of 
ted to the upper operating any length and the power of 
parts of the machine ; and 

}he windlass proportionally 
belts from it also commu- increased. For ships' usc 
llicate motion to the pu!- the invention as will be seen 
leys, e, on the shafts of the is very compact and easily 
vertical entters in the ma- operated, and can be operatet! 
chine, which are the saws, the same whether the arms, K, ant! cutters, J ;  I being a B, are in a vertical, horizon, 
cutter operated by II at the tal or inclined position. 
back of the macl1ine, and The patent is dated Aug. 
there is a cutter that oper- 1 6, 1857, and the inventol 
ates throngh a groove in the may be addressed for fur, 
frame like D at the back of ther information at No. 27 
I. The saws can be moved Bleecker-street, New York inwards or outwards, and City . 
the cntters, J, can also be ....... 
adjnsted by having their SUGGESTIONS TO INVEN. 
lower bearings attached to T O R  S • - A correspondent, 
pieces that are connected writing from Belleville, Ind.,  
with the slotted cross-trees, who has had good success as 
s, The feed-rollers receive an inventor, sends ns a letter 
motion through the gear of suggestions to inventors 
wheels, I l, aUlI the gear in regard to the best mode of 
wheel, Ill, upon the same proceeding when they wish to 
shaft as the wheel, n, that is effect any particular improvc-
operated by a belt from G. ::�- , - . _ . _" ment. Two of these sugges-
The plank is passed through tions are valuable. T h e  
the feed-rollers and through the first cutters, where i t  is I IMPROVED ROTARY MOVEMENT. I first is to kef!' alive a large faith in the resources of in-
smoothed off on both sides (the saws tongue and groove There arc many devices for changing reciprocating vention. In regard to this point, the writer's says 
for flooring or ceiling, a?ld the cutters, J, serve as joint- , into rotary motion, some very complicated and . . some that, " fifty years ago, my .fathel· r�marke� that

, 
he 

ers 01' matchers) and brmg the stuff to the same breadth \1 very simple. 'fo the latter class belongs the subject of 

I 
thought that he would turn hlS attentlOll to mventlOg, 

t�rou?hout its length . . 'l'h� cutter, I, and
,
the cutter �e-

I 
our illustrat

,
ion whieh s�ows the inventlOn of 'V. Howard b�t it seem�d as if they "ad got eVelytking �bo�t p.erfect/" . hmd It may be used WIth mther or hoth of them, as Cll'- Mitchell, of San ]'ranclsco, Cal. . SlOce that hme every art has been revolutlOmzed by m-

cumstances may require, for ventions ; and, as the num-
the purpose of bending or ber is increasing every year, 
sticking moldillgs, or finish- there is no doubt that the 
ing strips for gothic honses. 

r next 50 years will see a much 
'Yhen the saws are llsed for greater advance in improve-
re-sawing, the two saws cn- ment than even the last 50. 
able them to be used thinner The second suggestion is, 
than one, and titus save that inventors, before spend-
power and wood, '1'hey can ing time or inoney, should 
be placed at an angle to give ascertain what has already 
a bevel to the edge of the been done in the matter un-
stuff, as also can the cutters, del' consideration. This is 
J, From the manner in i , . important. One of the most J! 1 fi, ::1 which the saws are arranged" , curious among the many 
there is no loss of time curious things connected with 
from filing the saws ; but 
one, when dnll, can be easily 
removed, and another, a 
sharp one, substitlllted in its 
place, 

This machine is simple, 
cannot ea_ily get out of order, 
and will do a large quantity 
of work, in a very superior 
manner. It commends it
self especially to all who 

work on wood, or Lnild 
structures with that mate
rial. The inventor, A. C. 
Ross, of Almont, Mich. ,  will be happy to give any in
formation concerning the invention. The patent is 

dated May 31 , 1859. 
---------.... � ... �.� .. ----------

IMITATING MARBLE. 

Variegated marble may be imitated in all the rich 

colored veins for which some species of it arc distin
guished. For this purpose a polished block of marble to be 
treate.d is first warmed in an appropriate oven to open its 

pores, after which the colors arc applied. These consist 

of an alcoholic solution of alkanet root, to produce a rich 
lavender, a madder lake to make a crimson, indigo to 

MITCHELLS' ROTARY MOVEMENT. 

Fig. 1 is a diagram of all the part.s of the invention. 
A is a frame across which a shaft, H, is placed, carrying 
a ratchet wheel, R, that is provided with a flanged casing, 
E, on each side, Between these flanges, on each side 
of the periphery of the ratchet wheel, are two inclined 
reversed pawls or catcher, P aml P', jointed to the 
flanges by pins, and also attached to two horizontally
moving arms, B, which are connected at the back; and 
both move simllitancously ' l\Jl(l together. The power is 
applied to these arms, ant! as the pawls are continually 
coming in contact with the teeth of the wheel in reverse 

inventions, is the great llum
bel' of times that the same 
thing is invented, over and 
o v e r again, by different 
minds. Men make costly 
models, sometimes still more 
costly experiments, and then 
learn that the same field has 
heen gone over before. 

EXAMINATION OF INVEN

TIONS.-It is important for 
inventors, so far as possible, 
to determine upon the pro

bable novelty ot their inventions previous to incurring 
the expense of an application for a patent. Messrs. 
MUNN & Co., pnblishers of this journal, are able to offer 
the best .possible facilities for this purpose. United to 

their own experience of fourteen years in tlie examina
tion of inventions, they make preliminary examinations 
(throngh their branch office in Wa,shington) at the Patent 
Office, into the novelty of supposed improvements, fOI 
which service a fee of $5 is charged. For an opinion 
without this Patent Office research, no charge is made. 
All they need is a plain pencil sketch and description. 
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1859. 

CITY RAILROAD IMPROVEMENTS. � MPROVEMENTS for propelling 
cars upon city railroads seem to 
be imperatively demanded. On 
the several lines in New York, 
Philadelphia, and other cities, all 
the cars are either drawn by 
horses or mules, and each com
pany requires a horde of these 
animals to do the necesary wor151 
As their sinews can only be kept 

in motion for a very limited period of time, a great 
number of relay teams must always be maintained, thus 
involving a vast expenditure. The proprietors of these 
lines would gladly avail themselves of a more economical 
substitute for animal power, and it is to this new field 
for improvement we wish to direct public attention by 
some brief considerations. 

To show how anxious some of these railroad com
panies in New York are to obtain a new motive agem'y, 
we have only to state that one of them has been engaged 
for some months in making experiments and efforts to 
apply a spring-power to one of their cars. It consists in 
the application of coiled springs to the axles, which are 
operated by such an arrangement that they exert their 
tension force when uncoiling to revolve the wheels ; and 
while one spring is actuating an axle, the other is being 
wound-up for keeping the car in motion. It has been 
asserted that, with the labor of one man for coiling up 
the springs, a car can be moved as easily as with. two 
horses. Such an expectation is preposterous, because no 
more power can be exerted by the springs than that 
which is applied to coil them. This project, however, 
affords good evidence of the readiness with which a new 
substitute for horses is taken up, for the purpose of 
abolishing their employment entirely. We commend 
the spirit of the company which has been making these 
efforts ; because a spring-power, even if it were more ex
pensive than that of animals, is preferable, for much 
cru,e!ty to the dumb brntes w0!!ld thereby be abolished. 

We have also noticed �p.atr;:: peculiar class of steam
engines has heen propo.�.eOn the columns of our Phila
delphia cotemporariesfby Mr. Thomas E. McNeil, whose 
proposition has been �hly commended. The engine is 
described as direct-acting, with horizontal cylinders, a 
vertical boiler, and a condenser to obviate the noise of 
the exhaust blast in the chimnei] The Ledger states 
that " it is designed to box up the machine so as to 
present the appearance of a�rdinary ear, with a small 
chimney like a stove-pipe. ll3uilt upon the plan pro
posed, the engine will occupy about the same space 
as the horses. The cars can be heated by steam in 
the winter, and cooled by a fan in the summer. 
Another advantage claimed for steam over horses is, 
that there will not be any dust, and that it cau be 
more easily managed, the cars being stopped in less 
time. The engine can be applied to the cars now in 
use, and will, with ease, ascend any of the grades in 
the city] It is claimed that, on the score of economy, 
steam has a decided advautage over horses, costing 
from one-third to one-half less." Such engines may 
operate very well, but they are not new, although we 
have no doubt they are original with the inventor 
who now proposes them. Several years ago either one 
or t,wo of such engines were constructed by Mr. Henry 
Waterman, of Brooklyn, at Matteawan, N. Y., for the 
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Hudson River Railroad Company, to draw their cars 
through this city, and they were described in one of our 
former volumes. It was stated that they fulfilled all 
the conditions for which they were engaged,  but for 
some reason (unknown to us) they were only used for a 
very brief period. 

There is a strong prejudice existing in the minds of 
our citizens against the use of steam-engines running in 
the streets ; hence not only the city railroads proper, 
but all lines which converge here (and it is the same in 
other cities), have to unharness their iron horses at the 
corporation precincts, and use animals to perform the 
rest of the journey. The vast extra expense incurred by 
this mixed system of railroad conveyance stamps it 
at once as being either behind the intelligence or the 
engineering skill of the age. For our own part, we know 
that steam locomotives can be constructed to operate 
with as much safety and with far more economy than 
horses in drawing city cars, and the popular prejudice 
against them we hold to be groundless. An engine with 
a tubular boiler six feet long and three feet in diameter, 
carrying 50 Ibs. of steam, with cylinders only six inches 
in diameter and ten inches in stroke-making 200 

revolutions per minute-will do as much work as five 
horses, and occupy no more room in the street than one 
animal. It can be as easily controlled as an infant, 
and a very limited number of such motors could supply 
the place of a great n.umber of horses, because iron 
sin�ws " never tire " like those of animals ; hence a 
crowd of relays ,vould not be required. Turn-tables at 
the ends of the tracks C1n be set in the ground for turn
ing ronnd, and every arrangement necessary for perfect 
operation can be provided to insure success. We, how
ever, do not propose any specific plan, but we perceilve 
that some new improvement is wanted as a substitute 
for the whole of this animal barbarism on city railroads ; 
and that eithel· steam, hot air or electro-magnetic motors 
are preferable. This is a question which should and must 
be agitated until a complete reform is achieved. 

----------.. �, .. � . ... ----------
INDIA-RUBBER INTERESTS OF THE UNITED 

STATES. 

With this number of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN we 
publish an elaborate illustrated description of one of the 
great india-rubber manufacturing companies of the coun
try-the " New York Belting and Packing Company ; "  
also some (details of the life and discoveries o f  the 
inventor of vulcanized l1lbber, Charles Goodyear. The 
warenouse of this company is at Nos. 31 and 38 Park. 
row, next door to the entrance of the SCIENTIFIC AM
ERICAN office.. A visit to this warehouse must impress 
any one with astonishment at the wonderful growth of 
this comparatively new manufacture. Here is to be seen 
a varied assortment of the three staples of the company's 
manufacture-Belting, Packing and Hose ; belts from one 
mch to 36 inches in width, and of any length and thick
ness desired ; packing from 1-32 of an inch to two 
inches in thickness, and of numerous forlllS, for man
hole and hand-hole plates, steam-chests, steam valves for 
marine and other engines, stuffing-boxes, &c. ,  &c. ; hose 
from a half inch to four inches in diameter, and in thick
ness from the thin two-ply up to the six-ply for steam 
fire-engines, which is subjected to It strain that no 
leather will sustain. 

The company inform us that these articles have already 
gone into use to It surprising extent ; that some of the 
leading manufacturers of threshing machines use 50, 000 
feet of belting a year ; that nearly 300,000 feet (more 
than 50 miles) of belting are used in a year for cotton 
gins ; and that the rubber hose is now in general use 
throughout the country, upon hydrants, force-pumps, 
steam fire-engines, &c. 

One curious article of . manufacture, in contrast with 
this company's staples, IS Phelan's patent cushion for bil
liard tables. These are made soft at the back and hard 
on the edge, so as to cause the ball to rebound at the 
proper angle. 

We remember the time when all the india-rubber that 
we knew anything about consisted of the little pieces 
with which we erased pencil marks : and now its manu
facture is a vast interest, woven in a thousaud ways into 
the life and business of the people. When we contem
plllte a growth so marvelous, we wonder what new manu
factures and arts, at present uudreamed of, the next 
40 years of this country will develop. 

In our next week's issue we shall take up, briefly, the 
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subject of ·hard rubber, and enumerat the multifarious 
arts to which it is now applied. 

THE ELECTRIC ART APPLIED TO PRINTING. 

After a successful publication of the SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN for 14 years, we commenced a new series on the 
first of July last, having every number electrotyped, so 
that, in futnre years, back numbers and volumes might be 
supplied. After we began to publish the new series, the 
increased demand so far surpassed our own expectations 
that, before the eighth issue appeared, we had to 
furnish two extra editions of several Freceding num
bers. When the art of ele�rotyping was first so far im
proved as to come inta' practical use, we published It 
series of interesting articles on the subject. Little did 
we expect, however, at· the time, ever to be benefited by 
this beautiful art in our business. This paper is now reg
ularly printed from the copper-plates of the electrotyper ; 
and while one number is in process of being printed, the 
types from which the mold was taken are in the hands of 
ihe compositors, in preparation for the next impression. 
Thus, week after week, the matter is set up and electro
typed, the paper printed, folded, put in wrappers and 
mailed, giving employment, in these departments alone, 
to more than 30 persons. 

In England, and on the continent of Europe, there are 
a number of monthly publications devoted to mechanics, 
inventions and science ; but there are not, in all Europe, 
six weekly pa-pers of this character, and the subscription 
price of those that are published, owing to their limited 
circulation, is more than three times the cost of the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. Will all who take an interest 
in the history and progress of mechanism, science, or in
vention, consider (if they are not already among our 
subscribers) how cheaply they can procure a weekly jour
nal devoted to these subjects, and, if they are satisfied 
that it Wlll be a good investment, send us $2.00 for a 
years' subscription ? The numbers for a year contain 
over 830 pages, and more than 6eo original engravings 
of new inventions and machines, all made expressly for 
this P!lper. At the end of every six months, an index 
and title-page are furnished, so as to make the work 
complete for binding. We do say, without fear of con
tradiction, that no other work containing so . large an 
amount of valuable and interesting informatiou, can be 
purchased at the same cost. 

In the prospectus, on the last page of this paper, the 
character of the publication is fully set forth, and the 
terms, for single suhscribers and for clubs, are given in 
detail. To this prospectus we respectfully call the at
tention of t.hose readers of the present number who may 
chance to fall in with it, who are not our regular patrons. 

.- - '., ....... _----t_CROWDED STREETs.-We often justly complain of 
the overcrowded state of the principal business streets in 
our city, especially Broadway ; and to obviate this evil, 
suspension railroads and subterranean railroads have 
been proposed by several inventors, many plans of which 
have been illustrated in our columns. The police do their 
best to prevent obstruction to constant travel ; but, in 
spite of all their efforts, carts, carriages and stages fre
quently get blocked up in such solid ranks that they can
not pass one another for long intervals of time. We 
think that things must be managed in a rather superior 
manner by the London police, or it would be impossible 
for the vast number of vehicles which crowd into that 
city to pass over the bridges. From a report recently 
published, we learn that 20, 498 vehicles and 107, 000 
foot passengers pass over London bridge every 24 hou� 

- ' .. -... _-----
AN ApPRECIATING PATRoN.-In our advertising col

umns appears an advertisement for a single volume of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, for which the advertiser 
offers ten dollars. We hope there are none of our read
ers who ·are inclined to dispose of their volumes at even 
ten dollars each, but if there be any such who possess 
Vol. I, we trust they will address Mr. NessIe, at Albany, 
N. Y • We would take occasion to remark in connection 
with the above, that the price now offered for a single 
year's numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN would pay, 
at our club prices, for seyen years' subscription in ad
vance, thus proving that, in a pecuniary sense, an invest
ment in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is " better than in
vesting in a savings-bank, " as our correspondent, 
J. R. G.,  of Louisville, Ky. ,  testifies by relating a plea
sant incident in our Iast week's issue. 
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BRILLIANT ATMOSPHERIC PHENOMENA. 

On Sunday evening, the 26th uIt. , the heavens were 
adorned for several hours with the most gorgeous drap

ery. Soon after sun-set, " the merry dancers " of the 

Scottish peasantry ventured from their homes in the 
North , and swept, with lightsome feet, far over into the 
southern hemisphere. As the twilight deepened, their 
brilliant and many-colored lights radiated from a focus, 
like a star in the center of a glittering canopy, and ex
tended over the entire dome above. The play of colors, 
and the rapid motions of the streamers, were beautiful 

beyond the power of pen to describe. Now they would 
be of a deep yellow color j then instantly change into 
blue j and again into purple, crimson, green and lilac j 
and, at other times, the whole of the prismatic colors, 

like flaming arrows, were launched from the celestial 
bow. 

Mr. Merriam, of Brooklyn, in giving an account of 
these appearance�, says :-

' "  The auroral light sometimes is composed of threads 
like the silken warp of a web ; these sometimes become 
broken and fall to the earth,  and possess exquisite soft
ness and a silver lustre, and I denominate these as the 
products of the silkery of the skies. I ones obtained a 
_all piece, wMch I preserved. " 

This is an entirely new idea to ns, and we think that 
eome other substance must have been picked up in a mis
take for the product of the auroral loom. It is very 
seldom that such phQuomena are witnessed here ; and 
especially at this season of the year. They are common 
iu the Aretic regions, and are, no doubt, due to the 
flashing of electricity through air more or less rarified at 
variable hights above the surface of the earth. The tele
graph wires on all our lines were greatly affected With 
the atmospheric mo.ements, and this corroborates the 
views which meu of science entertain regarding their 
cause. '1'he aurora can be imitated, on a limited scale, 
by discharging electricity from a pointed conductor into 
an exhausted glass receiver. Two rarified currents of' 
air-one from the north-west, the other from the south
east-according to our observations, met on the evening 
referred to, and caused the phenomena by the discharge 
of their electricity. Another very brilliant aurora was 
witnessed on the morning of the 2d inst. 

- Ie • •  
REMARKABLE PATENT CASE. 

A trial recently took place in the Scottish Court of 
Sessions, the like of which, as connected with a patented 
invention, was never known before. The plaintiff was 
Mr. A. O'Regan, of Liverpool, the defendants were 
Messrs. Tod & Higginbotham, extensive calico printers 
in Glasgow. They had accepted the plaintIff's proposal 
to supply them with a number of his smoke prevention 

furnaces, and the apparatus was duly supplied and fitted 
up. In course of time, the defendants, as they now 

aver, discovered that the plaintiff's patent was invalid, 
and they then refused to pay for the furnaces. To en

force payment, the plaintiff brought an action in the 
Sheriff's Court at Glasgow, to recover the sum of £450 
as agreed upon. The defendants on the other hand, 
brought an action in the Court of Session , for the pur
pose of having the patent declared invalid and annulling 
their coutract. 

In giving jUdgment, the Lord President stated that 
the case was peculiar. He had never before heard of a 
patent being assailed by the purchaser of a patented ar
ticle, and it would be a strange thing to hold a patentee 
liable to be assailed by every one who purchases his ar
ticles and chooses to pick holes in his patent. There 
was no allegation of fraud in this case, no allegation 

even that O'Regan knew that his patent WIIS invalid. 
All that is said is, that he knew that it had been " pub

licly challenged. " It might have been challenged. It 
might have been challenged on the weakest and silliest 
grounds possible. The case looked like one of inexcu
sable negligence on the part of the contractors. They 
ought to have satisfied themselves of the character of the 
articles they were contracting for. Even now they do 
not seek to reject the articles. They d id not do �o as 
soon as they knew that hiS patent was invalid, as they 
allege, from prior use, defective specification, &c. ,  but 
they retain them, and desire the Court to fix a reason
able price for the furnaces on the footing that the patent 
is invalid-to reduce the price from £450 to about £70. 

As to the account, the case being reported on issues, it 
must go back to the Lord Ordinary ;  but he was gf 

opinion that there was no issnable matter on record . 
The others concurred, Lord Deas remarking that he did 
not think that by every · patented article a man sold he 
made himself a new enemy, and that he considered this 
contract a contract of sale and not of work. The Court 
refused to allow the issuep, with expenses. 

In regard to this case, the Practical Mechanic's Jour
nal says :-

His tables of these rings go back to 1725, and from 
the size of each ring he judges whether the season in 
which it was formed was dry or moist ; the small rings 
being set down for the dry and the larger ones for the 
moist seasons. By this test there have been 67 wet 
summers during the past 133 years, in western Texas, 

and the rest of the years are divided into 
I
dry, very dry, 

and average seasons. 
----------.�, .. �.� .... --------

ACTION OF WATER ON LEAD PIPES. 
" We have known many very curious grounds for 

actions on patents, but we certainly never heard of any 
An essay has been published in the Edinburgh New 

so extraordinary as in this case. Here is a patentee Philosophical Jormtal, by Dr. Lauder Lindsay, in which 
who makes a bargain to erect certain furnaces at a cost 

he promulgates opinions totally opposed to those general
of £450. 'I'hat was his price, and patent or no patent, 

ly entertained by chemists regarding the action of water 
he had plainly the right to reconr the amount, if he 

on lead pipes. It is generallyJaugftt and believed that 
really fulfilled his contract, and it is not denied that he 

pure soft water acts rapidly ii� lead, and converts it into 
did so. The defendants assuming that there was vir-

an oxyd when exposed to the atmosphere. On the other 
tually no patent, sought in the face of their bargain to 

hand, it is as generally taught and believed that h ard 
get the contract sum reduced, as we suppose, to what 

water, which contains neutral salts in solution, does not 
they considered the furnaces could be erected for. In 

become impregnated with lead in passing through pipt'K 
this proeedure, the defendants must evidently have been 

h • h Id be d . h . . -t e. pure water IS e to angerou6 to use wIt 
most erroneously adVised, for a bargmn had been en J d '  

h
'l h

' 
" d  d afi I 

tered into for the execution of certain work such bar-- .
ea �IPes, w 1 e t e lmpure water

. 
IS consl ere s e. . t  

. b '  II ' d d f 'I ' I 
IS beheved that the neutral salts m the water prevent It 

gam emg rea y m epen ent 0 any pa,tent. t IS t leI'6- . h i d h'l h f h . actmg upon t e ea , w 1 e t e oxygen 0 t e pure 
fore no answer to turn around and tell the patentee. 

t h h 
ffi '  Ii 

h 1 h . 1 . wa er as sue an a mty or t e meta t at It eaves Its 
that the payment formally contracted for could not be hydrogen and acts chemically upon it. Dr. Lindsay as-
made, for the I'eason that the patent was alleged to be . .  . . 
. al 'd W ·  

." . 
h '  f h '  

serts that observatIon and expenment have led him to 
my 1 . e gIve no oplDlons upon t e ments 0 t e m- 1 

d th ' t 
. ft d . . conc u e a. eer am pure so waters 0 not /lCt upon 

venhon, or IIpon the novelty or otherwIse of the patent, 1 d h'l . ha d h' 11 d d . . . .  . . ea ; w 1 e certam r waters w IC are regar e as 
for neither of these pomts IS-Ill questIOn. It IS, however, . . ' . 

t' " t t fi d h h L d P 'd d 'd d 
most protectIve, do act chemIcally upon It, and therefore 

sa Is,ac ory 0 n ,  t at t e 01' reSI ent eCl e as . . 
h d 'd " . �  h '  d h d • . It must be dangerous to use for conveYlDg such water for 

e 1 ,  ,or were It ot erwlse an were suc a ee18Ion . • .  
t b I ·  

' 
Id be f1 "  domestIC purposes. He has tned experiments on a large 

o eco!l18- aw, no �atentee wou sa e. 
scale, and fl'om these he has drawn his conclusions. He 

HOW TO TELL T;; '�H�CTER OF PAST 
asserts that those before him who have made investiga-

SEASONS. 
tions on a small scale have been deceived as to the re
sults, and that water containing a small portion oflcad 
wiI1 affect some members of a family, or of R community, 
and not others, and that the rationalf of this is not well 
understood. From what he says, the only safe COUl'!'e to 
pursue in the matter is not to use such pipes at all. This 

is a question of vast importance, as miles upon miles in 
length of lead pipe are used in our cities and villages, for 
conveying water. We know that this has been a frequent 
topic of discussion among saut'tlZS, but they have I'ather 
" sheathed their swords for lack of argument" than posi
tiv\lly settled tbe mooted points. 

Two correspondents have directed our attention to a 
meteorological article recently published in the Zeitung, 
at Galveston, Texas, from which it appears that the peo

ple in some part of Texas liave lately been visited with 
a series of five dry seasons, which have greatly discour
aged the farmers, and an opinion seems to have gained 
some prominencc, that the climate has changed, and 

that for want of rains the country would become 
unproductive and barren. In previous years an abund
ance of rains and moisture had been furnished to pro
duce the most luxuriant crops ; but the lata dry years 
had led many persons to regard the former favorable 
seasons as the exceptions and the late barren ones as the 

rule. The article to which we have been referred settles 
this question in a most satisfactory manner by a very 
ingenious theory laid down and tested by its author, J. 

Kuechler, of Gillespie county. He states that the 
records of Texas are of two recent date in regard to 
past seasons, to form a correct opinion of their general 
character, whether they are more often very dry or wet ; 
and going to nature as the most uncompromising and 
correct witness for testimony, he saY8 :-

' "  A tree bears . its own history written in itself, and 

this is most intimately connected with the yearly 
fall of rain. Water is It main element in the develop
ment of plants ; without ft, their growth is impossible . 

With a sufficiency of moisture they arrive at their maxi
mum of growth ; that wanting the growth is relatively 
retarded. We can accurately follow the growth of a 
tree from its earliest state to its present perfect condition . 

We trace its yearly growth by annual rings, whose size 
mainly depends upon-the supply of water, so that the 
broad rings indicate wet years, and the thin rings, which 
can scarcely be distinguished by the naked eye, denote 

dry ones. This theory should govern our researches 
into the past. Great care is necessary in the selection of 
trees for this experiment. We may be misled by trees 
upon which abnormal conditions have been developed. 
In my experiments I demanded two requisites : first, a 
high, isolated position, so that the drouth has an early 
effect upon the trees and secondly, sound , healthy 
trees. I felled three post-oaks-two somewhat over 
1 30 years old. 1 took from each at the thick end, a 

vertical section, planed the surface very smooth and then 

varnished it over, which made the annual rings distinctly 
visible (fat has the same effect), and I prepared from 

each section a table of the relative order and position of 
those rings. Upon comparing these three table�, tbey 
were found to correspond elmctly-a proof tha t moisture 
is the only cause of this difference in the size of these 
annual rings." 

• ••• • 
FIRES.-SPONTANEOUS COMBusTION.-A great num

ber of fires have recently taken place in various parts of 

our country, and in most instances they scem to have 
had some connection with materials containinl( oil or 
grease. Thus there was a destructive conflagration last 

week among the oil stores in New Bedford, Mass. , and 
on the mght of the 30th ult . ,  the very large rope-worke 
of Messrs. Waterbury, in Brooklyn , N. Y.,  wero nearly 
all consumed, involving a loss of about $100, 000, as re
ported. In this latter case, the fire originated in the 
jenny or spinning room, where no fire was kept, and 

among some idle machines, on which were piled some 
hemp and matting. There are some qualities of hemp 
which require to be treated with an " unformed soap, "  
consisting o f  an alkaline liquid and oil, and both cotton 
and hemp, so treawd, are very liable to spontnneoul 
combustion. We have seen quite a number of instances 
of this kind in our life-time, and in all likelihoo - this 
was the immediate cause of this fire. 

. ,  . .  
FACTORY SCIIOo LS. -In many of the large ma,nufac

turing establishments in England and Scotland, s(,hools 
are maintained at the expense of the mHnufacturers for 
the operatives in their employ ; and their hours of study 
are so arranged . that, while earning their own living 
wholly or in part, they can, at the same time, secure an 
education. In our cities, we secure the same results, 
in a measure, by nigbt-schools ; but as tbese are only 
supported during the winter months, of course they are 
not so efficient as the factory schools in England. 

-----------�. �,� .. ----------
INVENTORS' MODELs. -Messrs. MUNN & Co. have for 

a long series of years been engaged in the procuration of 

Letters Patent for new inventions, and during their 
extended experience have had thousands of models for

warded to them by express ond other modes of convey
ance ; and it is worthy of notjce that they cannot call to 
mind a single case when a model has been lost beyond 
recovery. Inventors are thus insured heyond . a reason
able doubt of the safe arrival of their business � our 

hands. 
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NEW INVENTIONS. 

• 
IMPROVEMENT IN SKATEs.-Asa Wheeler, of Brattle

boro', Windham county, Vt. , has invented an improve
ment in fastening the 3kate to the boot or shoe, and 
tightening the same thereto after the skate has been 
strapped to the foot. The invention consists in making 
the heel part of the �tock longitudinally adjustible by a 
thumb-screlV, which passes through the heel and into the 
fore part of the stock, so that, after the ankle-strap and 
instep·strap have been buckled tightly on the foot, the 
skate is further tightened by the set-screw. 

IMPROVED MACIlINE FOR PICIlING MILL-STONES.
This inyention relates to an improved machine for pick
ing mill-stones, and is of that class which are operated 
automatically by the rotation of the spindle of the stone, 
or by the rotation of any shaft or arbor placed concen
trically therewith. The object of the invention is to ob
tain a machine by which the force of the blow of the 
pick may be graduated, as occasion may require, with 
the greatest facility, and the spring which actuates the 
pick, or gives it its blow, prevent.ed from re.acting on the 
machine. The invention also has for its object a ready 
adaptation to stones of varying sizes . The inventor is 
J. R. D. Nesmith, of Franklin, Merrimac county, N. H. 

MACfUNE FOR MANUFACTURING HAT BODlEs.-The 
. object of this invention is to obtain a machine by which 
hat bodies may be mannfactured at one operation, and 
with one and the same machine j or, in other words, to 
combine the processes of " forming " and " hardening " 
the bodies so that both will be performed simultaneously, 
thereby greatly expediting the manufacture of hat bodies, 
aud materially reducing the expense attending the samE<. 
The invention consists, in using in connection with. the 
ordinary perforated cone or former, suctIon blast and any 
suitable fur-distributing contrivanC(l3 a " hardeniug" de. 
vice, formed of a' suit�bie cloth, so an'anged as to act 
upon the fur during the " forming " process, with a com
pound movement, and subject the same to the necessary 
friction or rubbing, and, in connection with the suction 
blast, to a requisite degree of pressure, whereby the de
sired object. is attained. The inventor is Seth Boyden, 
of Newark, N. J. 

IMPROVED SHINGLE MACHINE.-This invention reo 
lates to an improvement in that class of shingle machines 
in which a circular saw is used for sawing the shingles 
from the bolts, and tilting beds employed for adjusting 
the bolts relatively with the saw, so that the latter may 
C\It the shingles from the bolts iu proper taper f<ll'm. 
The invention consists in the employment or use of a 
reciprocating bolt-carriage, in connection with sliding 
jaws, arranged relatively with a circular saw and tilting 
beds, whereby the bolts are properly adjusted and fed 
automatically to the saw. The invention also consists 
in the employment or use of a bolt·elevating device 
placed in the reciprocating bolt'cal'liage, and so arranged 
as to elevate the bolts during their retnrn movement 
over the saw. The invention further consists in the pe
culiar means employed for conveying the shingles from 
underneath the saw and bolt-carriage, and discharging 
them from the machine. Nathaniel Waterbury, of 
Fond du Lac, Wis. , is the inventor. 

CORDING-.\TTAClIMENT FOR SEWING·l\IACI'IINES. 
This useful contrivance is the best we have seen for the 
purp0,;e, scrYing to insert a cord either close to or at any 
distance from the edge of a piece of work, and to per
form the cording in any number of parallel rows, as 
close together as may be desired, and in the most even 
manner possible. It consists simply or a plate, ar. 
ranged flat upon the cloth·plate of the sewing-machine, 
and provided with a grooyed edge and gniding·eyes for 
the cord to pass through from a spool. The inventor is 
A. Golay, of Mobile, Ala. 

FOREIGN SUMMARY-METALS AND MARKETS. 

• 
A large locomotive for one of the Canadian railroads 

has j ust been built by Messrs. 'Valter Neilson & Co. , of 
Glasgow, and it is in eyery respect a faithful copy of the 
wood-burning engine.q built by Baldwin, of Philadelphia. 
It has the cow-catcher, spark-arrester and engineer's 
house, which are left out of ordinary British engines. 
The English " engine-drivers," as they are improperly 
called, stand out upon a platform uncoyered, and thus 
exposed to all the changes of the weather, and a gale of 
wind equal tQ the 'peed of the train continually in their 
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faces. For years past, they have solicited to be sheltered I FLOUR. -The low grades have somewhat reoede� In Pri�U;. 
like the American engineers j but thus far no railway tendency bas been downward. Standa"l 8npelime State, $4.20 " 

a $4.50; standard superfine western, $4.20 a $4.45 ; extra Wisconsin, company has responded to the reasonable requests of $4.5U a $6 :  extra Illinois, Indiana and Michigan, $t.60 a $6.25 ; e". 
these noble fellowli. tra Ohio, trade brand" $5.60 a $I;.5U ; extra Genesee, $5.40 " $7 ;  

The London builders are still out on strike, and some 
of the operatives and their employers have had a sharp 
newspaper controversy. It was charged against the 
workmen that they were opposed to the use of machin· 
ery by the master·bnilders. This they have denied in a 
letter signed by the officers of their con·associ9,tions. 
They say: " We seek an equivalent in the diminution 
of the hours of labor, because machinery, by its rapid 
growth, and the facility with which it can be applied to 
every species of productive labor, is fast destroying the 
necessity for manual hbor. To attempt to arrest the on
ward march of machinery, we know, would be madness, 
and productive of no good results. " The shoe-makers 
of Stafford, who struck against sewing-machines, have 
gone back to work. They have received a littlc advance 
in wages, but no voice is now raised against the ma
chines. 

There has been a very great drouth in Great Britain 
and Ireland, which is something yery unusual, as great 
quantities of rain fall monthly, owing to the country 
being surrounded with water. Great complaints are 
being made by the manufacturers who have mills on 
the streams and rivers, because these have become so low 
they cannot conduct their business. They also assert 
that, since the farmers hlWe resorted to draining their 
lauds so extensively, the streams have become much 
lower during sum�er, and they give good reasons for this 
result . . The drains carry off the rains so rapidly after 
they fall that no coftstant supply is left in the soil for 
spells of dry weather. 

The hard ware and cutlery exported during tha first six 
months of the year from England, show a large increase 
over the exports in the same period of 1 858. Their total 
value this year is £1, 839, 648 j the incre.'\Se has been 
£37, 409 ($187,045). 

The population of Egypt, according to a recent census, 
is 5, 125, 000. Alexandria has a population of 400, 000 j 
its inhabitants have doubled in 40 years. 

The report of the Commissioners of Patents for the 
past year has just been published. The number of ap
plications madQ for provisional protection was 3,007 j the 
number of patents issued, 1 ,954, or 37 weekly-quite a 
large list, indeed. This affords very good evidence of 
the value of patent property in England. 

A proposal has been made on behalf of Mr. Level' to 
charter the Great Eastern for a voyage out and home 
from some safe port in Great Britain to some safe port 
in North America. The terms offered are £20, 000 j the 
vessel to be provided with accommodations fo1\ 2, 000 
passengers, and to steam 14 knots an hour on her trial 
trip. 

PRICES Oli' FOREIGN METALS, AUGUST 21. 
Iron

B
�rf�h Bar and 

In J�ondon, per tun. 
In Wales . . . . . . . . . .  
In IJiverpool . . . . . . . 
Stnfiol'dshil'e Dars . .  
Sheet, 8ingle, . • • • . •  

Double .. . . . .  
Hoop . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Rod, round . . • •  , • • • 
Nail Rod, squnre • •  

Shipping Iron :-
Staffordshil'e Bars . .  
Sheet, single . . • . . • .  

Double . . . . . .  
Hoop . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .  
Rod, round . . . . . . . •  
Nail Rod, I3qnare . . . .  

Iron, RaUs, in Wales, 
cash . . • • • . • • . • • • . . •  
Do. (j months . • • • •  
In Staffordshire • • • •  

Railway Choirs, in 
Wales . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
In Clrde . . . . .  " . . . . . Pil.�h;. 1,��.C¥'d�rid 

2.5th. No. 3 . . . . . . 
Staffordshire Forge 

r���t ��������� 
'Veish l"orge Pig . " .  Acndian Pig, Char-conI . . . • . • . . . • . . • •  Scotch Pig, No. 1, iII 

London . . . . . . . . . .  

£ .. d. £ .. <1. 

7 0 
6 0 6 10 
a 0 
(I 10 

11 0 
9 0 
a 0 
9 0 
8 0 
9 10 

11 () 
9 0 
a () 
9 0 

6 5 6 10 
7 0 
4 5 
4 5 
2 12 

2 12 

3 15 

8 15 

3 1 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6 
0 

0 

0 
0 

Iron, Swedish, bars, 
per tun . . . . . . . . . .  18 0 0 

Russian C C N 0. . 17 0 0 
Steel, Swedisb Keg, 

nom . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 10 0 
Do. Rolled . . . . . . . .  2t1 10 0 
Faggot. .  . . . . . . . . . .  21 19 0 

Spelter. . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 n 0 
Zinc, in sheets. • � . • •  28 10 0 
Coppe,r, 'rile . • • . . • . . • •  102 10 0 

Tough Cake. . .  " . .  102 10 0 Sheathing & Bolts, 
per lb . . . . . . . . . . . . - - lIU 

Sheet . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  - - lIU 
Bottoms. .  . . . . . . . .  . .  - - 12 
Old . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - _ In 
Yellow Metal . . . . . .  9)<) 

Lead, British Pig. . . .  22 15 0 
S"anish. . . . . . . . . . . .  22 10 0 
Sheet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 10 0 

Tin, English Block, 
nom . . . . . . . . . . . . .  138 0 Bar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  139 0 

Hefinc,d . . . . . . . . . . . 145 0 
Foreign Banca . . . . . 146 0 
Stmits . . .  . . . . . . .  . .  143 0 

Tin Plates, Charcoal, 

D�:jJt:�' .���: : : : :  : : l lg 8 
Coke. W . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 6 
Do. IX . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 11  6 

Canada, Plates,p'r t'n 13 0 0 
QUicksilver, per bot

tle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7 0 0 

Banca tin Is hel4 firm at £147. Copper is In tolerably good de· 
mand, and shipments of pig·iron from Glasgow have increased. 

(The above are prices within three i!8r cent dlsconnt, the pound 
being valued at $4.85. 

New York Markets .. 

COAL.-Antbracllc, from $U,O, $4. 75, to $5, 
CORDAGE.-Manllla.. 8%c. n 8%;c. per Ib. 
CO'l'1'oN.-Ordinary Upland, 9y'c. pcr lb.; Texas, 9%c.; Middling, 

l1%:c. to 121,(.; Mlddllng fair from 12%c. to 13%:c. 
CoPl'ER.-Lake Supelior Ingot. at 23e. per lb. for cash ; Ilew sheath

in;� 2f3e.; Do !!hanlte, but holder!! ate flrto, 

inferior to choice extra Missonri, $4.75 a $7.25 ; extra Kentucky and 
Tennessee, $4.8G a $7.25. Southern flour contiues quite plenty and 
hawy. 

HEMP.-American undressed, $140 a $150 ; dre.sed from $190 .. 

$210. Jute, $95 " $90. Italian scarce. Russian cloan, $210 a $215 
Mauilla 6li1c. a 6%c. per Ib. 

INDIA.Hunum-Para, fine, 57'2e. " 6Oc. PCI' Ih.; East Indln, 870. 
INDlGo. -Bengal, $1 a $1.50 per lb.; Manilla, good to prime, 00c. a 

$1. 10 ; Guatemala.. $1 a $1.15. 
IRON.-Antbrnclte pig, $23 n $24 per tun ; Scotch, $28 to $24. 50 ; 

Swedish bar, ordinary sizes, $85 a $87.50 ; English refined, $58 a 
$:>1.50 ; English common, $43 a $45 . Russian sheet, first quality, 
lle. a l1�c. per lb.; English, single, double and treble, 3.%�. n 3%c . • 

LEAD.-Galena, $5.80 pcr 100 lb •. ; German and English "efined 
$5.70 ; bar, sheet and pipe, from �c:-to 7c. 

• 

LEATHER.-Oak slaughter, light, 30c. a SSe. per lb. ; Oak, hco.vy, S2c. 

a. 35c. ; Oak, crop, sSe. 8. 4Oc. ; JIQrnlock, middle, 240. a 25c, ; 
Hemlock, Hght, 23c. a 2tc. ; Hemlock, heavy, 22c. a 230. Pat. 
ent enameled, 160. a 17c. per foot, light. Sheep, morocco finish, $7.uO 
a $�.50 per dozen. Calf-ekins, oalt, 62c. a 65e. ; Hemlock, 600. a 65e.; 
Belting, oak, 82e. a 34c. ; Hemlock, 280. a 8lc. 

NAIL8.-Cut arc quiet but steady at 3e. a 3%0. pel' lb. American 
cUnell Bell in lots, as wanted, at 5c. a 6c.; wrought foreign, Se. a 3�e.; 
American horseshoe, 141,{c. 

OILS.-Linseed, city made, 59c. per gallon ; whale, bleachcd spring, 
54e. a 56e.; sperm, crude, $1 .22 a $1.27 ; sperm, unbleached spring, 

$1.35 ; lard oil, No. 1 winter, 85c, a 9Oc.; extra refined roflin, 30c. a 
40c.; machinery, 50e. a 100e.; camphene, 45e. a 47c.; coal, refined, from 

$1.12 It $1.50. 
RESIN.-Common, $1. 77� per 310 Ibs. bbl. : No. 2, &e., $1.80 a 

$2.12'� ; No. 1, per 280 Ibs. bbl., $2.25 a $3 ; wblte, $3.25 a $4.50 ; pale, 
$4.50 a $6.25. 

SPELTER platce, 534;c. a 5%0. per lb. 
STltEL.-English c.a.st, 14c. & 10e. per lb.; Germa.n, 'i'C. a 10c.; Am· 

erican spring, 5c. a 5�c.; American blister, 4�c. a 5Ue. 
TALLOw.-Amerlcan prime, 10'20. to 10%;c. per Ib. 
TIN.-Banca, 82%0. a sae. ; Straits, 32c. : plates, $7.50 a $9.�7l§ 

per box. 
TORPF.NTlN&,-Crude, $3.62U per 280 Ib,.; spirit .. turpentine, 44�0. 

per gallon. 

Zwc.-Sheets, 7�e. a 8c. per lb. 
The foregoing rates indicate the state of the New York markets ap 

to Aug. 81. 

ALBANY LUMBER M,�Rl{ET, AUGUST 31 .  
During the week there has been a fail' demand for all 

descriptions of lumber, and for clear pines the market has 
ruled in favor of the buyer. The demand has not been 
confined to any particular locality, but has been scattered 
thronghout the entire manufacturing country along the 
coast of New England, New York and New Jersey. We 
notice foreign orders in market for common pines for 
shipment to Australia. The stock of lumber in market 
is ample, and the assortment perfect. For the most part 
holders are anxious to realize, and we are of the belief 
that if dealers would embrace the present time they could 
lay in there fall and winter stock to great advantage. 
Shippers at Buffalo and Oswego haye adyised theIr cor
respondents here that a speedy advance in canal freights 
can be looked for, and a letter receiyed yesterday morn
ing from the latter place already announces a " strike " 
and an advance demanded. 

The receipts for the week have been moe.erate, boats 
being detained by the low stage of water in the canal. 
The stock to come forward from Canada and Michigan is 
still large, and the great bulk of the daily receipts are 
from this section. From the Chemung county the ship
ments are moderate, and perhaps are scarcely equal to 
previous seasons. 

The figures for boards and scantlmg show a falling off 
compared with the correspouding week of last seascm, but 
as the canal week this year does not close till this night, 
the arrivals of this day more than make up the defi. 
ciency. 

NEW YORK ASSAY OFFICE. 

Statement of business at the United States Assay 
Office at New York, for the month ending Aug. 30, 1 859 : 

DEPOSITS OF GOLD. 
Foreign Coins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 6, 000 00 
Foreign Bnllion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S, OOO 00 
United States Bullion . . . . . . . .  201 , 000 00=$220, 000 00 

DEPOSITS AND PURCHASE OF SILVF P .  
Foreign Coins . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  $30, 800 CO 
Foreign Bullion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10, 000 00 
United States Bullion (con· 

tained in Gold). . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2, 000 00 
United States Bullion, (Lake 

Superior,) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 , 200 00 = $44, 000 00 
TOTAL DEPOSITS. 

Payable in Bars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 65,000 00 
Payable in Coins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 04, 000 00 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $260, 0f)0 01>  

Gold Bars Stamped . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " p  • • • • • • • • •  $ 1 80, 98 ,1 'i ;� 
Transmitted to U. S. Mint for Coinagt>. . . .  42,474 80 
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rollers, B, sU

E
ports, c c c, and collar, G, in combination with the bot-
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cted and arranged in 

25, 248 .-Addison Crosby, of Fredonia, N. Y. ,  for an 
Improved Valve for Steam-engines : 

1 claim the employment, as an induction· 01' eduction valve in a 
8team�engine. of a rolling or oscillating valve, composed of two seg-

-- :i�h
t
:h 

h
o��

i
�i�:!l�

i
,
r 
::t�:e� ih:���i�t�� B�t:t��tr!tf;�!
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[This valve is of the rolling play kind, and 80 constructed as to be 
perfectly balanced except when quite closed, whon tae pressure afthe 
steam just ads upon it with Bufficient force to keep it tight. The 
faces of the valve and seat nrc ma.de eccentric to the center of mo-
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25, 236.-Edmund Belling, of New York City, for an 1m, 
provement in Lozenge Machines : 

I claim the combination of 0. revolving or reciprocaUng knife with 
the lower part of a press. and operated simultaneously with the samc, 
in the manner and for the purpose substantially as described. 
25,237.-Abraham Andrews and Harrison Kalbach, of 

Bernville, Pa.; for an Improved Horizontal Water 
Wheel : 

'Ve claim the curved COnCRYC buckets, having cu�ved or eccentri .. 
cally formed tops Rnd bottoms, i� combination with a spiral water. 
way or chamber underneath, and alTange"l within a box, A, substan. 
tially as descrIbed and represented. 
25, 238. -Douglas Bly, of R{lchester, N. Y. , for an Im

provement in Artificial Legs : 
..I. claim, first, The combina.tion of the sf'.gment ofrl1bber, B, or it.s 

equivlllcn\ widl the foot.d, F, and leg, A, in the manner and for tbe 
pU

���d,uI �t!�i��KnS:Cti�S;U:7oot to the leg, by means of the coru, 
C. or its equivalent, thereby dlspemdng with all joints, bolts, hinges, 
and metal straps, and the friction and noise to which they give rise. 
25, 239.-J. C. Boyd, of Boston, Mass. ,  for an Improve-

ment in Elastic Hose Tubing : 
I claim, as a new article of manufacture, the hose made of flexible 
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india-rubber, or guttn.-percha, or any other wo.te!"proof compo3ition, 
and the whole secured by rivet., substantially as described, _ 
25, 240 .-Wm. Boyd, of New Orleans, La. ,  for an Im-

provement in Iron Ties for Cotton Bales :  
I claim, i n  combination with the splits, the use o f  8 key, having 

wIngs at eac4 end,. to form the lock to the tie, when made and ar· 
ranged as and for tne purpose set forth. 
25,24 1 .-Jehu Brainerd and W. H. Burridge, of Cleve

land, Ohio, for an Improvement in Tanning:  
We claim the improvement in tanning set forth, consisting in the 

immersion of the skins and hides in a tan liquor made from the diges
tion of the before·mentioned plants ; and the accompanying treat
ment of the skins and hides, by their immersion in the preparing l i-
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use · and this we claim, whether the above described tau liquor be 
used separately, or in connection with other substances containing 
tannin. 
25, 242.-Henry Brevoort, of San Francisco, Cal.,  for.an 

Improvement in Gold Amalgamators : 
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bottom is inClined, and has the form of a circtiiar trough, as repre
sented in the drawllli{, so as to collect the mercury in mass. 

I also claim combinmg an amal�amating pan and revolving drag 
with a galvaniC battery, arranged 1n such manner that its llOles are 
extended into the mass of material in the pan, and that the PMts of 
the material are subjected in succession to the action of the gal vanie 
current. 

I also claim the employment of a solution of the nitrate of mercury 
in connection with a galvanic battery and a friction amalgamator 
containing mercury, substantially as set forth. 
25, 243 .-Henry Brevoort, of San Francisco, Cai. , for an 

Improvement in Quartz-crushing Machines :  
I claim the relative arrangement and combination o f  the curved 

grinding shoes, E' E', having their front edges beveled and inclined 
backwards from their outercorners, and caused to revolve, as de
scribed, 80 as to gather in and return the coarser fragments towards 
the center of the series, substantially as set forth. 

I also claim the arrangement and combination of a series of grind· 
.ing shoes, E", with their front ed&es curved or inclined backwaids, as 
described, with a corresponding mner series of reducing shoes, E, 80 that the coarser fragments are re-delivered in an inward direction to 
the reducing shoes, while the grinding and ontward movement of the 
fine particles proceed conlinuously, substanlially as set forth. 
25 , 244 .-Wm. Briggs, of Norristown, Pa. , for an Im-

proved Gun Lock : 
I claim constructing the stock, A, and breech of barrel, D, 80 as to 

be stlHcepllble of, and united to each other hy the tang or brecch-pin
J 
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manner and for the purposes fulIy set forlh. 
25 , 245. -B . S .  Church, of Manhattanville, N. Y. , for 

an Improved Water Meter : 
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the air-chamber, D, and operating substantially "" and for Ihe purpose 
set forth. . 
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erate 6ubslantialIy as and for the pnrpose specified. 
25, 246.-H. S. Clark, of Wyalusing, Pa. ,  for an Im

provement in Carriage Springs : 
I claim the arran�ement and combination of the U·shaped leaves, 

B B, with the ell1.t1caI 2Prings, A A, as shown and described, 80 that 
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[This invention relates to an improvement in that class ofBprings 
known as elliptical spring�, RIld it consists in connecting two such 
springs at their ends by two additional leaves bent into the shape of a 
W, and attached to the bed· leaf of each of the springs by means of 
bolts or rivets wltich pass through the main-springs and through the 
inner ends of the additional leaves �near to the place where the latter 
join. A plate i, placed over the joint, so as to strengthen the cenlral 
part of Ihe spring, and the trouble to connect two elliptical springs by 
means of earl'! at their ends is avoided,] 
25, 247.-F. J. Crissey, of Leesburg, Va . ,  for an 1m 

provement in Washing lVIachin�s : 
I claim the arrangemcnt offrame, E, supports, i i, upngbt shaft, D, 

and the valve works without friction. Two of these valves are re .. 
quired for the induction and Iwo tor the eductioll.] 

25, 249.-Horace H. Day, of New York City, for an Im
provement in Eiastic Cloth : 

I claim the new elastic cloth described, consiE'ting of stockinet 
clot·h. elastic �um and flock combined, substantially 8.8 set forth, so 
t,hat the clastiC gum is covered on ODe Bide by the stockinet., and on 
the other by the flock, the �3id clastic cloth being 0. new manufacture. 
25, 250 . -Samuel De Vaughan, of 'Vashington, D. C . ,  

for an Improved Scroll-Sawing Machine : 
I cla.im the vertical plates, g, and gnide.blocks, h, plates m und m' 

and gnide film. i, for the l)nr[lO�e of a compound guide, as act forth. 
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25,251 .-J. A. Falk, Andrew Johnson , and G. A. 
Erickson, of Altona, Ill . ,  for an Improvement in 
Harvcsters : 

We claim the arrangement of the wlwc1, II, which is provided with 
the pin, n� neur its periphery, with tho ba.r, i, and pulley, e., the sume 
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scribed . 
25, 252 .-'1'. F. Fmnk, of- Ischua, N. Y. ,  {or an Im

provement in Opthalmic Vapor Apparatus : 
I claim the opthnlmothological va.por bath, con�trudeu and operata ing as before descrihed, for producing medicated vapor, 

25, 253.-Albert Fuller, of Cincinnati, Ohio, for an Im
provement in Faucets : 

I claim encasing nIl elastic plllg va.lve in the above-described me
tallic shield, for Ihe purpose sel forth. 
25, 254.-Quincy A. Gilmore, of New York City, for an 

Improved Machine for Cutting and Screening Bitu
minous Limestone or Asphalt : 

I claim, flrst, 'l�he rotary cylinder 01' drum, a, cllrrying knives or 
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rows parallel or oblique to the axis of the cylinder, for cutting as
phalt, sometimes known under the name of bituminous limestone, 
su bstantiaily "s described. 

Second, I also cl1tim the application of the machine as a whole, sub.. 
stanti .... lly ail described, to the purpose of cutting and screening R::t
phalt or bituminous limestone. 
25, 255.-A. Golay, of Mobile, Ala. ,  for an Improvement 

in Cord Guides for Sewing Machines : 
1 ('Iaim the nrrangemcnt and comhillntioll with the adjustable plate, 
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ormore thicknesses of cloth, a8 set forth. 
25, 256 . -Elias Graham and I. N. Patton, of Elizabeth

town, Ky. , for an Improvement in Flour Bolts : 
We claim the combination of the wedged sliding ribs, C, with the 

rods and screws for adjusting the same, in the manne,r and for the 
purposes set forth. 

rThe object of this invention is to enable the miller to tighten the 
bolting cloth upon the reel to any degt'ee of tension. Itconsists in an 
arrangement whereby the radial arms of the reel, or rather the ribs 
over which the cloth is stretched can be extended, thereby increasing 
the diameter of the bolting reel and stretching the bolting cloth tighl 
thereon, and keeping it thas stretched.] 

25, 257.-:-J. H. Green, of Christiansburg, Iowa, for an 
Improved Billiard-cue Tip : 

I claim a tip or point for biIiiard or bagatelie cues, made of any 

���ro':,"o�g::����f.;�ge
at'o �h���font� ����xlemal application of 

25, 258.-Benj. L. Griffith, of Reading, Pa. ,  for an Im-
proved Hollow Grate-bar for Steam-boilers : 
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ranged in .ets to compiete the grate, .s and for the purpose set forth. 
25, 259.-Henry Gross, of Tiffin, Ohio, for an Improve-

ment in Breech-loading Fire-arms :  
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carries with It the chamber, substantially as specified. 
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P�r�d, s�h����ble eccentric-head of the lever, L, when connected 
with the chamber and bed-piece, substantWly as descrlbe4. 

J"ourth, The adjustable bearing piece for the eccontric, g, of 
lever, L. 
25, 260.-Albcrt W. Hale, of New York, N. Y., for an 

Improved :Fastening for Hoop Skirts : 
I claim tbe method of connecting and fastening the ends of the 

hoo1i::'B, by means of Ihe cap, A, one part of such cap, with the end 
�l�e\:�l:Pih!°ciili��
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the recess to receive the said points or extension of the other ond of 
the hoop, when the cap and hook are bent in Ille manner and for the 
purpose uescribed. 
25,261.-William W. Hammond, of New York, N. Y. , 

for an Improved Escapement for Chronometers : 
I cle.-im the employment of the hollow semi-cylinders on the vibra· 

ting lever, substantially as described, in combinatIon with the es-
ca:Jlement wheel, and the balance and verge, as set forth. . 
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holding spring, substantially a3 and for the purpose specified. 
25, 262 .-James Hanison, Jr. , of New York, N. Y. , for 

an Improvement in Sewing Machines :  
I claim, firat" The combination o f  the frame or feeding lever, j, 

bar, ill, spring, 0, and regulating Bcrew, p, all constructed and opera. 
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Second, I claim Ihe adjustable har or band, Z, affixed to the lever or 
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rd:�lb!d� controlling the up. 
Third, I claim the bar or band, z', in combination with the bar, m, 

screw, p, spring, 0, and lever, J, as and for the purposes eet forth. 

25, 263 .-Royal Hatch, of Strafford, Vt. , for an Im
proved Bed-bottom : 

I claim the arrangement ofa centrat supporting bar, F, with a l!8.ck. 
ing, l�, both provided with double loops, d, and attached respectively 
to tne bedstead, as and for the purpose set forth. 

[ThIs invention relates to an improvement on a spring bottom for 
b.dstead., for which Letters Patent were granted to Mr. Hutch, bear
ing date December So, 1857. The object of tbe present invention is to 
render the bottom more durable Ihan Ihe patented one alluded to, and 
also to render tbe sacking capable of being taken up or tightened, If 
necessary" to compen.sa.te for t.he stretching of the same.] 
25, 264.-Alexander Hay, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an 

Improvement in Springs for Railroad Cars, &c. : 
I claim as 1\ new article of manufactUre the construction of vulcan .. 

ized india.�rubbel' springfl, in which the threads, or ·warPI or fabrie, 
���&,,����1:��fal��
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ade non�ela8tic before It is woven 

Second, In combination with india�rubber springs to be acted on 
by tension or stretching, I claim the tubes, A A. with their flanges, 
sU

���J�
al
i� n�O�b��:��� f�i:g

e E������ ��ii�g as desCl'ibed, I 
claim the Bupporter, P, with the opening, �, in each end, and holes1 
B. B B, for tightening the spring, when const,ructed and operatea 
substsntially as set forth. 
25, 265 .-Milo A. Holcomb, of Granby, Conn . , for an 

Improved Metallic Razor-strop : 
I claim a razor-strop made of polislied steel, of t,he reqnisite degree 

of hardness, when J?Ossessing a sufficient degree of flexibility to ena
ble the angle to whlch its surface forms with the edge of the razor to 
.be'lessQned to the desired extent, in the manner and for the purpose 
as herein specified. 
25,2G6.-Daniel Hussey, of Nashua, N. H. , for an Im

provement in Machinery for Winding Warps upon 
the Beam : 

I cla.im the 1leculiar combination for maintaining uniformity of 
wind, or surface speed of wind on the yarn beam, the sume consist
ing of the friction whee18-, G, 1'\ the lifter rack, K, the pinion, I, and 
the comhound motion mechanism. or theil' mechanical equivalents ; 
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to operate as specified. . 

22 , 267 .-Joseph and Isaac Kalbach, of Bernville, Pa. , 
for an Improvement in Furnaces for Smelting Zinc 
Ores : 

We claim constructing the crucible with a detachable bottom, and 
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whole being an'anged and susceptible of being need as herein set 
forth. -

24, 268.-Ebenezer B. Knight, {If Malden , N. Y., for 
an Improvement in Machines for Holding Stones : 
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equivalents, whereby said machine may readily be adjusted verti. 
cally nnd also horizontally, in the Drc of a circle, substantially as de .. 
scribed and tor the purposes specified. 
25, 269.-Charles Livingston, of Redwood City, Cal. , 

for an Improved Wind-mill : 
I claim the cowl, D, with tUbeR, j. g, and wheel, B combined and 

arranged for joint operation, substantiaBy us and for the purpoee 
set f011h. 

[This invention consists in the employment or use of a rotating 
cowl, wind tube and wheel,whereby wind can be conducted from eleva
ted points down into valleys, and made to actuate wheels placed near 
the machinery to be driven. The object of the invention is to obviate 
the difficulty attending the elevated wheels in places where the wind 
is very variable, the elevated wheels betng attended with consider
able expense and liable to be disabied by sudden gnsts.] 
25, 270.-Isaac Mallory, of Etna, N. Y.,  for an Im-

. proved Chute for Horizontal Water-wheels : 
I claim constructing and arranging Ihe scroll wilhin the penstock, 

so Ihat it can be turned, so as to partially close the orifice for the ad
mission of water upon the buckets, and to thereby regulate the flow 
of water for any head, or for any quantity of water, essentially as 
above specified. 
[This invention consist of an adjustable chute or scroll, so construc

ted and arranged within the penstock that by adapting the positiou 
of the scroll to Ihe inlet of water from the flnme, the volume of 
water may be regntated for any head or for any quantity of water, by 
the conlraction or expansion of said inlet, the spiral form of the chnte 
offering, by this an'angement, more or less surface opposite said 
inlet.] 
25, 271 .-E. E. Marcy, of New York, N. Y.,  for an Im-

provement in Curing and Treating Caoutchouc : 
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the protoxide of lead, in the manner hereinbefore described, and 
without the use of free sulphur in combination with the rubber, or 
with said compound, and the expoiure of these compounds to steam 
or water, at the temperature hereinbefore stated, and in the mode 
pointed out. 
25,272.-E. E. Marcy, of New York, N. Y. , for an Im

provement in Curing and Treating Caoutchouc : 
I claim the improved proceSB of curing india-mbber by combl. 

ning it wilh the 8ulphuret of zinc and Ihe ilyposulphite of zinc, in 
the manner hereinbefore described, and subjecting the compound to 
steam and water

t 
at the temperature stated, without Lhe use of free 

���:.ur, in com ination with said conpound, substantially as set 

25, 273.-E. E. Marcy, of New York, N. Y., for an Im-
provement in Curing and Treating Caoutchouc : 

I ctaim tbe improved process of cming india-rnbber , and produ
cing an improved article of india-rubber, by combining india,..rubber 
with Ihe hyposulpbite of zinc, in Ihe manner hereinbefore deSCribed, 
and without the use of free Bulphur in combination with the rubber, 
or with aaid compound, and the ex�sure of this compound to steam 
or waler, at the temperstnre herembefore stated, and in Ihe mode 
pointed out. 
24, 2 74,-R. D. Nesmith, of Franklin, N. H., for an 

Improvement in Machines for Picking Mill-stones : 
I claim the spring, Q, upon rod P, provided with head, 1\ for limit. 

iog the extent of its action upon the picks, as arranged with the in
clined plane, T, and cam, F, and the operating partswilh which they 
are connected, in the manner and fill' the purpose .peeified. 
25, 275. -Samuel Nowlan, of New York, N. Y.,  for 

an Improvement In Apparatus for Manufacturing 
Illuminat.ing Gas :  

I claim the gas exhanst and expelling wheel, interposed between 
the retort and tl1e condenser, constructed and arranged so as to ope
rate substantially in the manner and for the purposes set forth. 
25, 276 .-John H. Pein, of Hoboken, N. J. , for an Im-

provement in Apparatus to Photograph on Uneven 
Surfaces :  

I claim photographing on vasee, 01' other uneven solids by means of an apparatus subslantially as herein described, and in Ihe manner substantially as eet forth. 
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25, 277.-Edmund Queru, of New York City, N. Y. , for 
an Improvement in Gelatinizing Oils : 

I claim the jellification of castor oil by means of the process herein 
before described. 
25,278.-Charles H. Raymond, of Southington, Conn., 

for an Improvement in Tinman's Machines : 
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manner described and for the purposes fully set forth. 
25, 279.-Charles B. Sawyer, of Fitchburg, Mass. ,  for 

an Improved Furnace and , Ventilator : 
I claim providing the fire yot witll a series of small holes or open. 

ings, substantially as and for the Imrposes set forth. 
25,280.-Edward L. Seymour, of New York , N. Y., for 

an Improved Ore Conc<lntrator : 
I claim, nrat, The rotating sieve in combination with the bellows, 

or their eqnivalents, operated by the act of rotation of the former, 
substantially as described. 

Second, The application of two or more rotary sieves, combined 
with such an arrangement of '� waste tubes," e, that the refuse of the 
upper sieve shull be led to constitute the supply or feed of the sieve 
next below it, as described, 

Third, I claim rendering the receiving mouths of the " waste 
tubes," e, 8', e)l, adjustable, as described, and for the reasons given. 

Fourth, I claim the use of the closed chambers 01' H traps'l " Y, y', 
y", below the Sieves, as described and for the purposes explaIned. 
25, 281 .-Philo B. Sheldon, of Prattsburgh, N. Y. , for an 

Improved Composition for destroying Insects inju
rious to Fruit Trees : 

I claim combining and employing the ingredients herein described 
in substantially the mode and proportions Bet forth, for the purpose 
of destroying borers, and other insects on fruit trees. 
25,282.-J. H. Shipman, of Yorkville, N. Y. , for an 

Improved Letter File : 
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for the purpofle described. 
[This invention consist.i III arranging opposite to the pointe which 

serve to retain the letters, sliding hinged guards that are turned over 
the points when the letters are on. These guards prevent tbe letters 
from coming oft when the file is handled, and they are so arranged 
that they can be brought to fit the points if the latter are sprung to 
one side or to the other by the letters on them.] 
25, 283.-William H. Smith, of Newport, R. 1. , for an, 

Improved Hose Coupling : 
I claim the new article of manufacture, or hose coupling desClibed, 

made by combining the open spiral flange, a, with a screw, D, as Bet 
forth. 
25,284.-James Spear, of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Im"

provement in Stove Urns : 
I claim the arrangement of the register in the base of the urn, 
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25, 285.-A .. L. Sperry, of Auburn, Ind., for an Im
provement in Churns : 
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neB and for the pnrposh herein specified. 
[This invention relates to an improvement in churns that have a 

cylindrical tub with a vertical revolving dasher arranged OD a cylin .. 
drical shaft ,vhich also carries.a breaker frame with a series of break
ers arranged outside the dnaher, and it consists in a particular a1' .. 
l'angement of a hook that Aerves to connect and disconnect the brenker 
frame with the shaft, and in the a.rrangement of a spring hook and 
button, whereby the breaker frame can bam'rested, so that the dasher 
oan be operated independently of the breakers. Both the hook and 
the spring hook are operated from the top of the churn.] 
25,286.-Henry D. Stover, and J. W. Bicknell, of Bos-

ton, Mass. ,  for an Improved Rotary Planing Cut
ter ; 

We claim the adjustable revolving gnard, J, as constructed and 
connected adjuBtably to thecntter.;head, carried by and having all ita 
movements to effectually protect the operator from mutilation, and 
to hold down the material l'eceiving shape, essentially in the manner 
fully set forth. 
25, 287.-Peter Sweeney, of Buffalo, N. Y. , for an Im

provement in Stone Saws : 
I claim tbe employment of two plates, A A, in comhination with the 
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ged substantially as and for the purpose 

[This invention consists in securing in a peculiar way rotary cutters 
between two plates or betwee circular disks in such a way that the 
cutters are firmly retained in proper pmdtion, , and a very efficient 
and durable device obtained for the intended purposes ) 

25, 288.-Joseph Sweetser, of BIddeford, Maine, for an 
Improvement in Shingles ; 

I claim this fluting of the shingles. 
25, 289.- George Taylor and George H. Burger, of 

Worthington, Ohio, for an Improved Auger for Cut
ting Round Tenons : 
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scribed, whereby the plug, C, is rendered self..acting, as act forth. 

[The object of this invention is to enable every workman to cut 
uot tenons perfectly round and at right angles with the planes on 
which they stand, so that when twc pieces of wood are fitted together 
the joint is pei'fectly close and square. A simple, cheap and efficient 
tool for this purpose is of great value. Its construction Is fully ex
plained by the claim. J 
25, 290.-Joseph B. Thompson, of Warrenton, Ga. , for 

an Improved Feed 'Yater Apparatus for Steam
boilers : 

I claim the exterior water chamber, G, communicating with t,he 
snpply ta.nk, B, by llipe, a, and with the bOiler, A, by force pum]>, P, 
and pipe, b, and provided with a valve, J, as set forth, in combination 
with the peculiarly constntcted float, C, rods, E, and lever, F, opera� 
ting as and for the purpose specified. 
25, 291.-William H. Thoss, of San Francisco, Ca!. ,  for 

an Improvement in Fire-plating Iron : 
I claim preparing the iron after it has been cleansed with dilute 

acid, by immersion in a solution of borax, and a.fter being dried, pass-
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to concentrate the heat over the basin of molten cQPper, and with an 
aperture at one side to insert the iron to be plated, and a correspond
ing one on the opposite Side, to receive the iron as it is drawn from !�:cI'li'�l .. r plate substantially as described, and for the purpose 

25,292.-WiIIiam A. Vertrees, of Winchester, Mo. ,  for 
an Improvement in Hemp Brakes : 

I claim constructing the rocking.·breaker frame of hemp 01' fltlX 
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breakers in the manner described, and operating it by means of a 
slotted pitman, in such manner as that while the vibratory motion is 
communicated from the prime motor to the breakers, by machinery, 
yet they fuJI on the hemp 01' flax with a free stroke or flail motion, 
substantially .. , hereInbefore described. 
25, 293.-Nathaniel Waterbury, of Fond du Lac, Wis . ,  

for an Improved Shingle Machine : 
I claim, first The reciprocating bolt carriage, D, tilting-bed�, J, J, 

circular-saw, i, and 8liding-jaws, G, G, arranged relatively with each 
other as shmvn and operated respectively by the cam, C, cam ratchets, 
K, K, and pendants, 0, 0, belt, t, and levers and weights, J,' J." sub
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

Second, In connection with the reciprocating belt carriage, D, saw, 
I, and tilting-beds, J, J, the bare, L, L, provided with inclined slots, 
p, q, and connected with the frames d', d" oithe jaws, G, G, jbY 
means of the pins, r, fitting in said siuts for the purpose of elevatmg 
the bolts during t11eIr return movement, as described. 

'rhird, The employment or use of the cam ratchets, K, K, attached 
to the fl'a,min�, A, in connection with the pendants, 0, 0, attached to 
the reciprocatmg bolt-frnme, D, arranged BubstantiaHy as shmvn for 
automically tilting tbe beds, J. 
25, 294.-Peter L.  Weimer, . of Lebanon, Pa. , for an 

Improved Machine for Coiling Metal Pipe : 
First, I claim the coiling cylinder, E, with the peculiar shaped 

groove, constructed and an'anged as herein fully described and spe
cified. 

Second, I claim the arrangement of the two guide wheels, M, tri� 
angular piece, K, and shaft, L, when ueed in combination with the 
coiling cylinder, and for the purpose as herein fully described and 
specified. 

Third, I also cla.im the moveable plate, F, and Jack.screws, G, for 
the purpose of adjusting the gUide-wheel shaft, I" to any angle 
reqwred. 
25,295.-Asa Wheeler, of Brattleboro, Vt. , for an Im

provement in Skates : 
I claim the8J'rangement and combination of the adjustable heel-
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25,296.-John M. White, of New York City, for Im-
proved Feed Water Heaters for Steam Boilers : 
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exhaust siKe pipe, B, as described, in com�ination with thereliefyipe, ��e �i��\�Yih�rkr:�;:;:d l�::.:��
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25,297.-Abnel' WljJteley, of Springfield, Ohio, for Im
provement in Harvesters : 

I claim, first, So arrangi,ng the mechanism of the automatically 
operating door-or shutter for preventing scattering and admitting the 
gavels to be discharged at regular intervals, as to permit the attend
ant to increase the intervals of time for the discharge of the gavels 
where the grain is thin upon the ground, substantiaUy as described. 

Second, The combination of the ra.ke, q, with the door or shutter 
R, for d.scharging tbe gavel at the time the door or shutter is opened 
for the purpose, whether it is at regular intervals or less frequently, 
substantially as described. 
25,298.-Jeptha Avery Wilkinson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., 

for Improved Shears for Separating Paper: 
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ary surface is so formed and placed as b,'TRdual1y to approach the path 
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ner and substantially as specified. 
Second, I claim the elastic roller or rollers, e c, in combination with 

the stationary surface, E, and revolving shear, c
i
on the cylinder, D, 

whereby the paper is passed through and separa ed progre.sively as 
at two operatrons, as set forth. 

Third, I cla.im the arrangement of the shaft carrying the rollers, e e, 
the springs.. 12, and cams, 10, for elevating the rollers and preventing 
traction on the pUl)er, as set forth. 
25, 299.-Frank C .  Brown (assignor to 'YiIIiam Brown), 

of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improvement in Turn
outs for Railways : 
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curved bars at turn-outs on the track of the road, to enter and operate 
on such grooves for the purpose of changing the direction of cars, sub
stantially as and for the purpose set forth. 

25, 300.-Seth Boyden (assignor to himself and H. H. 
Jacques), of Newark, N. J. , for an Improvement 
in Machinery for Hardening Hat Bodies : 
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stantially as shown and described. . 
Second, Tne arrangement and combination of the frame, I, shaft, 

J eccentrics, hI, rods\.� tubes, j, arms, J, shaft, K, eccentrics, p, rods, 
q� bars, L, and cloth, .1.\'1, substantially as shown and described, so that 
the cloth, M, will be operated with. a compound movement, as set 
forth. 
25 30l .-William P. Goolman (assignor to himself, S. , 

B. Morris and William Hollingsworth), of Dublin, 
Ind. , for an Improvement in Rotary Harrows : 

I claim first, The described application of friction rollers between 
rotary concentric harrows to elevate opposite sides of the respective 
harrows in the manner and for the purposes Het forth. 

Second, The reversible ann, F, an'anged between concentric har� 
rows, A and B, to cbange tbe direction of the rotation of the .aid 
harrows, as explained. 

Third, The reversible bent spindle, U adapted in the manner set 
forth, to conoespond with the relative obliquity of two concentric bar-
rO

F�urth, The desClibed arrangemen"t of the fricti?n rollers, e e', and 
adjustable washer, fl, on the arm, F ,  operatIng In the manner set 
fOl'th, to vary the relative obliquity of the harrows. 

25 302.-Daniel G. Greene, of North Bridgewater, , 
Mass. , assignor to himself and 'ViIliam Nash, of 

South Weymouth, Mass. ,  for an Improvement in 
Wrenches : 

I claim the combination of the movable jaw, B, inclined shoulders, 
U, with the pawl, H, and inclined shoulders, V, and enlarged hole, 
J, and ratchet teeth, H, said parts being constructed and alTRuged to 
operate in relation to each other, in the manner and for the purposes 
set fortb. 
25, 303.-Michael Irion, of Utica, N. Y. , aSilignor to 

himself and Jacob Heidel, of Oneida county, N.Y. , 
for an Improvement in Shears : 

I claim the combination of the cutting 'plat: .'., U C-, the circular 
punch, D, and the cireular die, E\ to reCClve the punch, and sur
rounded �y a cutting edge, as de8cnbed� in connection with a pail' of 
movable Jointed arms, the whole so comoined and arranged to operate 
ill the manner as before more fully set forth. 

25, 304.-George Marlow and Michael Ralphe (assignors 
to A. D. Brown, U. C. Valette, and George Mar
low), of Cincinnati, Ohio, for an Improvement in 
Lamps : 
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25, 305. -Thcodol'e Marschall (assignor to Lightc & 
BrMbury), of New York, N.Y.,  for an Improvement 
in Pianoforte Actions : 
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25, 306.-E. L.  Pratt (assignor to himself and R. B. 
Fitts), of Philadelphia, Pa. , for an Improvement in 
Churns : 

I claim, in combination with the rotary case or body, A, of a churn, 
a diaphragm, or piston, C, adapted both 'to move upon ana be movea 
by a screw shaft, D, or its eqmvalent, placed horizontally in the said 
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Second, I also claim the series of pert brat ions, 0 o� throu(?h the dia
phragm or pisto!l, U, in combination with the movaple perforated ad
Justing disk or plate, n, or their equivalent, the same operating 
together in the ca�c, A, 8ubst:lutially as and .�r the purpose set fort.h 
and describe,l. 
25,307.-WiIliam F. Pratt (assignor to the E. Carver 

Company), of East Bridgewater, Mass . ,  for an Im
provement in Cotton Gins. 

I claim the use of a naked or unshielded auger 01' cleaver, operating 
in the end of a ginning-roll of a cotton gin at or near the center 
thereof, substantially in the manner and for the purpose described. 
25, 308.-AIIen Sherwood, of AubUl'n, N. Y. (assignor 

to E. P. Lenter, A. H. Goss, 'V m. Hills and Am
eretta Sherwood, of same place), for lin Improve
ment in Grain-binding Mechanism : 

I claim, first, The combination of the shield, F, and lever, L, both 
removable and located at one side of the delivery portion of the plat
form, so that the shield shall protect the lever from t.he cut materia], 
and from one side of an open-ended grain-receiver (t.he fence, E, 
forming the other side thereof), where the grain is depoSited previous 
to being bound us as described. 

I also claim, in combination with the raker's stand, B, and binder's 
seat., U, the shield, F, and lever, L, so arranged that the raker, from 
his stand, may sweep the cut grain into the receiver, and the binder, 
!���o�\�. 

seat, reaches beyond the receiver to catch the lever, L, n� 
I also claim, in combination with the grain-receiver, the inclined 
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I alsq claim the slot an4 flD;nges in the shield, I, said ftu.ng(�s 8erving 
as a gUlde for pro}?erly bnngmg down the foot of the level' to insert 
the wire in the tWlstin� wheel as set forth, 
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draws up the gavel, may check the paying-out of the wire, and thus 
bring it tightly smund the bundle as set forth. 

I also claim the combination of u. removable shield and lever, F L, 
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dinaJ'y hand-delivery mowing machine into a self-binder, or vice 
versa, without in any manner altering the parts which enables in to 
be so exchanged, except to attach or detach them, as set forth. 

25, 309.-Daniel Dodge, of Keeseville, N. Y. , for an Im
provement in Nail Machines : 

I claim the combination of an anvil, B, nnd fixed die, C, or otherr 
e.qulvalent fixed surfaces, a roller, E, hammers, }"' G, and a yibra· 
ting guid� I, the wholp,operating 8ubStant.iall}'" as described. 

And I also claim the operation of a. hammer, in combination with 
the roller, E, and anvil. B, by means of an eccentric on the mller 
shaft, and a universal joint at the connection of the hammer with 
the connecting-roo of the eccentric substantially as desClibed. 

RE-ISSUES. 
Michael A. Dietz, of Brooklyn, N. Y. ,  for an Improve

ment in Lamp,. Patented May 3, 1 859 ; re
issued August 30, 1 859 : 

I claim combining the deflector with the chimney band, by me-
����uhg�nh�'u�� 6f 

t
�oi'd:�

n the former In its propel' relative posi .. 

Henry Ehrenfeld, of New York City, for an Improved 
Device for Converting Reciprocating into Intermit
tent Rotary Motion. Patented June 2 1 ,  1859 ; re
issued Augnst 30, 1 859 : 
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said lever and dog act 011 the wheel, without a connection to the cen
ter or hub of the wheel! substantially as and for the purpose specified, 

Second, In combinatIOn with the lever, C'l dog, B, and wheel, A, I 
claIm the arrangemen.t of the groove, d, or Its equivalent, in the hub 
of the wheel subRtantlally as and for the 1?urpose specified. . 
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when it is in its ·place, makes an angle of 900, or nearly so, with � 
line drawn from tbe center of the wheel througb the dog substantially 
as specified. 
Sidney S. Hogle, of Cleveland, Ohio, for an Improve

ment iu Harrows. Patented March 7, H l57 ; re
issued August 30, 1859 : 

1 claim cansing Ule points of the teeth of a rotating halTow to de� 
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abling the dragging force which may be exerted upon said harrow to 
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a positive rotary motion tll(l:l'eto without the aid 01 ge8.ling 

Archibald G. Shaver, of Hartford, Conn . ,  for an Eraser 
and Pencil-sharpcner. Patented March 8, 1859 ; 
re-issued August 30, 1859 : 

I claim, first, The curved blade eraser, as specified, forming on one 
sIde a convex surface, substantially as and for the purposes set forth. 

I also claim, in combination therewith, the penci •• sharpener and 
pointer as described. 

ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENT. 
Douglas B. Jordan, of Cumberland, R. I., for an Im

provement in Modc of Oiling Journals. Patented 
March 15, I 81J!) ; ndditi(\nal improvement dated 
August 30, I85!). 

I claim, first, The hinging the dish or bucket, G, to the rod, J, as 
shown, fbI" the purpose set forth. 
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DESIGNS_ 
Jean Baptiste Virolet, of New York City (assignor to 

John W. Hoyt, of same place), for a Design for 
Floor Oil-cloths. 

Henry G. Thompson, of New York City (assignor to 
The Hartford Carpet Manufacturing Company), for 
a Design for a Carpet Pattern (three cases). scribed combination, with an open-backed parabolic or conical reflec-

toge��';rfh�
t
1�s':,"ri�1°�angement of glazed doors M and M' Henry G. Thompson, of New York City (assignor to 

hlnoed vertically to the front angles of the lantern and adapted in The Hartford Carpet Manufacturin'" Companv) fio� 
the �manner set fort,h, to be fixed either in front of the lantern or ' ... . '  ,. 
�gainst one or othel' of its side., for tbe pnrpose explatned. f a Design for a Three-ply Carpat Pattern. 
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E. S. ,  of La.-We make no charge for the drawing of 

Thomp�onlB bagasse furnace sent yon. Your remarks on steam 
boller explosions contain no new ideas. We thank you for the 
eompUmentarv manner in which you ncknowledge the service we 
have rendered you, as well as for the gold dollar which you pre
eume to be due us for postage. You are more thoughtful than most 
of our o()rrespondent�, and we trust others will In future take a 
pattern by your example. We pay every day from $3 to $5 for 
pDsbge, much of which sum is paid upon letters of no profit to us, 
but to answer inquiries of interest only to those soliciting the in
rorruatioIL We are ",illing to find paper and envelopes and to use 
our time in answering inquiries when stamps are enclosed for post.. 
age, but we do not like very well to prep�y postage out of our own 
U till" to answer letters of interest only to the writers. Corre.3pon� 
dents will please to heed our hint. A single stampi" a small item, 
but in the aggregate of our correspondenee, they cost us eeveral 
humlred dollars every year. 

C. H., of S. C .-A machine for making ice was invent
ed and patented bv the late Dr. Gorrie, of Apalachicola, Fla. He 
did not meet with success in hb etrJrtB, and, 80 far as we know, 
there i. not an ice-making machine in operation in this or any 
other country. If ice could be produced by macninery at $5 per 
tun, there is no doubt it would be a source of im.meDee profit to the 
tnventor. Ifsome of our savans of scienC6 would come down a. lit:.. 
tie from their airy flights, and give this subject some of their at
tention, it would be honorable to them, and might result In a bene
fit to the buman race. Members of the A. S. S., think of this I 

J. G. T., of Ohio.-Carey's rotary pump has a spring be
bind the packing of the piston to compen .. te for the unequal wear. 
Your idea on thl, point, therefore, i, now in practical operation. 

.J. F. H., of --. Chiropedists deaden the pain of corns 
In various ways before they operate. Ice, pr!\Sdure, the appllcation 
onaudanum and chloroform aU tend to deaden the pain. We do 
not credit the ridiculous ,tolT going the roun�8 0f the pre,. about a 
dead body being found in a lake at Vermont, by eome quicksilver 
being put into a loaf of bread and thrown into the water. 

J. B., of Pa.�The carved work on wood is mostly exe
cuted by hand. Some ornamental moldings on looking-glasBes are 
done with cement. 

J. D. T., of Ky.-We do not advise the use of galvanized 
iron pipe for conducting water into bouses, because the zinc i. lia
ble to decomposition. Persons do not senerally perspire so much 
when asleep as when awake in warm weather-all other conditions 
being equal. 

J. C. J . ,  of Ala.-A good alloy for the journal-box of 
your wheel may be made by melting together copper 90 parts ; tin, 
10 ; lead, 8 • .  Melt the copper first, then add the tin and 1Sl'd, one 
aner another until all are fused, when the alloy should be tiret run 
into ingot., then cast aftenvlIrds in a proper mold. 

E. P. C . ,  of --.To make your copal varnish dry much 
faster, add an ounce of the oxyd of manganeBe to it wh!1e hot, and 
stir well. From your description of the cntter and hollow mandrel 
for turning irregular forms, we jlldge that your invention '" em
braced In Alcott's lathe. 

S. T. , of Masg.-There is no such principle of action 
in mechanics as " suction," although most pereons have 8. different 
opinion. That which is commonly called H 8uction" is ·' pr6l!sure." 

J. B.,  of Mo. -To remove blood stains from cotton and 
linen, soak tbem tiret in cold water, then wash with soap. If you 
use hot water first, it will make the stains dillicnlt toeraoe, as the 

heat will render the albumen of the blood insoluble. 
H. M. S. ,  of N. Y.-A bell IS heard at a much greater 

d!etance when placed in .. steeple than when situated near the 
ground. See an article on belli in our last volnme, which explain. 
tbis fact. 

P. J. B., of N. Y. -The Alizarin ink is described on 
page 128 of our present volume. 'Vood vinegar ie made by distill. 
ing wood in retorts, then purifying the liquid that '" condensed. It 
i. very strong unfermented vinegar, principally used in the art. of 
cali"" printing and dyeing, and for maklug the acetate of bnd. 
Nordhausen vitriol I. dry concentrated sulphuric acid made in 
Parie. 

s. O. C.,  of N. Y.-We, like yourself, greatly desirc to 
witness aerial navigation rendered safe and practical, but no plan 
yet proposed to us is rellable. 

R. B. R. , of Cal.-The substance which you have sent is 
very pure carbonate of lime (chalk), and i. equai to the fIn .. t speci
mens ot " French whiting." 

W. F. , ofInd.-If, as you state, electricity and cohesion 
are the same thing, how is it that electricity produces repubion, 
which i. the very opposite of r,ohesion ? 

Hiero, of Ohio . --We have made a careful examination 
of your rejected .... e at the Patent Offiee, and have delivered the 
report over to your oon'eepondent he� from whom you will receive 
it. We found ou examination that yonr papers were badly !>re
pared, evidentl), b)' 80me one wholly unskilled in the business. 

J. B. S . ,  of N. Y.-Gypsum is l'lllcined to deprive it of 
its ,.y,ter of crystallization. in order to oonvert it Into plMter-of
Parl!. 

S. S. F. , of Ohio.-Railroad car wheels have been con
.tmetcd having two liang... The idea is an old one. 

W. Y. , of Pa .-There is no substance known to us 
wblch i. an effeotual extinguisher of the cockroach. The trap illus
trated on l"lge 68, Vol. XIV., of the SOIENTlFlO AMElUCAN, i. a good 
cockroach catcher, we believe. You had beUer try it. The adver
tised remedies are not of much account. 

.;\. W., of Ohio.-We are aware that the practice of the 
�tont em... has •• Dlowlaa,t ehaDiod la ... rtaia ela .... . r _ .. IUob 

.. s agricultural implement., &eo, in regard to how mnch sball b. 
ailowed nnder one application and one fee. A more liberal pollcy 
prevails In th!e respect than formerly, wbleh weare glad to aeknowl
edge. 

C. D. P.,  of Ohio.-Our pamphlet of information to in
ventors contains just the advice you seem to need, and we would 
have malled you a copy bad you given us your Post-office address. 
Any of your neighbors who may be deBiroue of obtaining patents 
can be furnished with our pamphlet of advice gratis, by sending 
their addreeoes to this office. 

G. M., of N. Y.-We have received information from 
the Hon. Lewis Cass, Secretary of State, from wblch it appears;that, 
as your father has declared his intention to become a. citizen, you 
are entitled to apply for a patent by paying the fee of $30, which 
i. t.he sum required of citizens. Being a minor, you are entitled to 
the rights and privileges eecured to your parent. 

F. B. S.,  of N. Y. -We think a patent can be obtained 
on your contrivance for holding paint-brushes in water, but whether 
it wiJI pay you or not we cannot of course aay. If you decide to 
publieh it, we will get up an engraving and present it to the pnblic 
through our columns. Please write us your decision. 

S. F. D., of Maine.-You can find an account of 
Jonathan Hornblower'S engine in Nicholson'S Operative Mechanie, 
al"o Herbert'. Encyclopedia. It was patented In 1771 ; and it dces 
not appear that it gained public patronage orapprohation, as it � in 
no way superior to Watt's expansion engine. If you procure " patent 
for an invention and another person patents tl.D. improvement upon 
it, he could not use your invention without paying you ; neither 
could you use his. 

THE BEST GRINDSTONE.-L. B. Johnson, of Cleveland 
Ohio, haB remitted $2 to pay for one years' SUbscription to the SCI
ENTIFIO AlIIEBICAN, to be awarded to the pet .. on who shail exhibit, at 
the approaching State Fair to be held in Albany. tbe bost srindstone 
for farmers' use. Will Col. Johnson please take notice ? 

S. N. T. ,  of Mass.-A self-acting chain, made to operate 
by a coiled spriljg, could not be patente.d. Coiled springs bave been 
employed for operating tbls and eome other cl ... of small machines 
reqnili)lg moderate power. 

G. G. ;  of Tp.x. �The building represented in the vignette 
wblch forms the heading to this paper Is a very good repreeenta
tion of the Patent Office at W ushington. Some years ago we re
presented the plan view of the building aB it then was; but many 
improvements and cbanges have been since made, eo that yon 
would get only a poor idea of the interior of the etructure, as at 
present, by inspecting the viewB referred to. 

F. G., of Miss.-Your mosquitoes must be of Ilo very 
viclous speele .. if they attack animals and persons, as you state. 
At the Nortb, we use nettings over our bed., In some localities, for 
.. few weeks; but the mosquitoes can nsually be banished tempo.. 
rarily by burning a email piece of camphor In the room. Some 
very humane person. place a piece of row beef in close proximity 
to their bede, and we are informed it answe,.. the deBired purpose ; 
the mosquito wiJl feast upon the be.f so long no it Is treoh, without 
troubling tbemselves to attack the " il1,mcn IeI'm divine " 101' 
better aliment. 

I. E., of Texas.-You propose to employ a windmill on 
tbe prairie to pump water from a spring into en elevated reservoir, 
the latter to be uBed for the pnrpose of a regulator to operate a 
wheel, so that a constant power may be obtained. The e.me plan 
ha8 been suggested to us many times, and it may answer well for 
many situation. where the winds are variabl., 00 that when there 
is not Q, sufficient aerial current to move the mill, the reservoir, 
having a stored-up supply of water, may be used to operate a 
wheel. All windmill. should be furniBhed with adjustable regula
tors for se.tting the vanes to snit the pressure of the wind. 

C. D. M., of Miss.-Out of the fourteen volumes of the 
SOlE..'ITlFIO AMEmCAN which we bave pubUshed, previous to the 
commencement of our New Series, we eau furnish only four. We 
have a few- copies left of Vols. VI., VII., XIII. and XIV., wblch 
may be had at our office at $2.75 each, or by mail at $3.1lIl. 

E. L. G., of Conn.-The friction on any journal is in 
proportion to the weight upon it, and ths nature oC the bodies in 
contact. The amount of it upon .. smooth oast-ironjournal working 
In a brallS box, and lubricated with tallow, was found to be about 
one-fortieth of the pre .. nre or weight A smooth iron journal run
ning in a box of gun metal gives the moet favorablo results. This 
pubject iB somewhat Intricate, becanse much depends upon tbe n .... 
ture of tha lubricating agent to modify tho effeets of pressure. Lard, 
soap, eperm oll, and tallow, are good lubricating substances. 

A. W. G. , of Va.-The husking thImble is a convenient 
articl.. It can be obtained from J. H. GOUld & Co., of Alliance, O. 

L. F. M., of S. C.-The best way to prevent rifies from 
beeomimg rusty is to wash them wen after being used, then dry the 
bruTel with a wad ofcotwn,and finally wipeout with a rag saturated 
with turpentine. 

Money Received 

At the Scientific American Office on acconnt of Patent 
Office bualness, for the week ending Saturday, Sept. 8, 1859:-

G. & R., of La.., $35 ; L. B., of Cal., $30 ; N. J. C., of La., $50 ; G. 
A. C., of Conn., $55 ; J. McC., Jl·., of Mass., $25 ; E. W. D., of Ma ••. , 
$10; E. F. J., of Ohio, $55 ; S. T. T., of Ill, $30 ; R. C. C. of Ga., 
$30 ; L. L., of N. Y., $55 ; J. P., of N. Y., $25 ; G. A. C., of Conn.' 
$26; O. Po W., of N. Y., $55 ; N. & B., of Tenn., $30 ; E. H. H., oj 
Ga., $30 ; F. & C.,  of Pa., $25 ; J. E., of Fla" $30 ; W. T. L., of M!ch., 
$30 ; Eo D., of La., $60 ; R. L. & C. S., of N. Y., $3f1; J. H. B. , of 
Ind., $311; J. M. C. , of N. Y., $25 ; R. L. U., of N. Y., $15 ; O. F, W., 
of N. Y., $25 ; G. W., of Pa., $;10 , H. S., of Conn., $30 ; J. A. B., of 
Pa., $25; J. K., of N. Y., $30 ; ,J. S., of Maine, $25 ; J. O.[G., or Cal, 
$30 ; T. C. H., of Ga., $30 ; J. H. R., of Iowa, $30 ; A. S., of N. J., 
$25 ; J. E., of Fla., $25 ; C. T. P., 01 N. Y., $250 ; W. H. B., of N. Y., 
$�5 ; D. W., of N. Y., $30 ; G. J. P .. , of Mass., $25 ; S. T. H., of ill.' 
$25 ; G. G. N., of Mass., $25. 

We have also received $30 in gold by the American Expre.B Com
pany, from some perBon unknown to us. We wish persons sending 
money by expreBs would put their names on the comer of the envelope 
coTering the remittance, if they have Dot time to write a note of ex
planatt.n to Inclosl with it. Expresa oompanles, .. 110, would obllSI 

their patrons, and often sa.ve themselves much trouble, by writing or 
stamping upon each pareel the name of the town from whence remit
tances or goods are sent. 

Specification�, drawings and models belonging to par
ties with the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent 
Office during the week ending Saturday, Sept. 3, 1859 :_ 

A. K. of Ill.; J. P. of N. Y.; T. S. of Cal.; J. H. R. of Micb.; J. S. 
D. of N. J.; J. K. of N. Y.; R. L. U. of N. Y.; A. K. of TIl.: J. A. B. 
of Pa.; A. '3. of N. J.; B. & C. of N. Y.; G. & M. of Ill.; E. W. D. of 
Ma.s.; J. McC., Jr., of Mass.; H. It of Mass. (two easee) ; Eo D. of 
La. (two caBeB) . J. S. of Maine ; J. A. of N. J. (two caseB) ; T. & J. of 
Pa.; R. S. L., of Conn.; F. & C. of Pa..; S. F. Van C., of Cal.; E. F. 
J. of Oblo ; G. A. C. of Conn.; O. F. W. of N. Y.; J. E., of Fla..; G. 
G. N. of Mass.; W. H. B. ofN. Y.; S. T. H., of Ill. 

e le. _ 
Literary Notioes. 

KNITTING WORK : A W�b of Many Textures, Wrought 
by Ruth Partington. Brown, Taggard & Chase, Boston ; Sheldon. 
Blakeman & Co., New York. 
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her spectaclp..8 or reproving Ikp. in the columns of our excba,nges. but 
we think it rather too good a joke to pass unen,ioyed, to make a book 
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dictionary to read through, we must remark, ,� Its a very nice book, 
no doubt, but the plot is not quite clear." If the author is ambitlou. 
�;fEI�a�li1�ween " boards," let him try something better, for he II 

A POPULAR TREATISE ON GEM S .  By Dr. L. Feucht-

)J.�f!':�rk�; ��RI�ff�t:a��d, �;:I
I
�[;�en, and full of valuable In_ 

formation. The pith of many technical and dry treatises wlll be 
found plea�a.ntly served up in it, together wah new fncts and de· 
scriptioDs of American gems not found elsewhere. The introduction 
on crystallography is about as comprehem;Ive {lOd simple an elucidn" 
tion of that science as we have Eleen. We think such a work Wall 
wanted, and will no doubt be nppreciated now t.hat it. has come forth. The account of diamonds, their history and modo of cutting is peeu" 
���[ ��t:'�i����h�ShFs��yfgJk;h:h�o�:��I:�:aied��e:�:n� l�d� 
at their portraits, which is nearly as much as the possessors can do. 
BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE, for July, contains a stirrmg 
ft.rticle ou Luther, 0'1.1 vin. L3timer, and Knox. "thp. four great re
former.. Published by L. Scott & Co., Gold-street, New York. 

.. ... . 
History of the Scientific American and Important 

Information to Patentees. 
We have printed a supplementary edition of the SCIEN

TIl'IO AMEIlroAN, in which there is a history of its rise and progrees, 
witb illustrations of the building, externally and internally, show
ing the epacious rooms in which our immense patent busineijl!J is 
condncted, and with life-like representations of the ... rtists, engI
neers and specification wrltere at their daily laborB. The same p:t
per contain. Information on the many intricate point!! arising In 
patent law and practice, and comprise> the best popular trentise on 
the subject ever published ; it should be in the hands of all who are 
Interested either in procllling, managing or using patented inven
tions. The legal information contained in this Jlaper is the result 
of FOURTEEN YEAUS' experience aP patent solicitors, and it caonot be 
found in any other trentise on patent law. It also containB infor
mation in regard to Foreign Patents and E",tenslons. It i. pub
l!ehed in octavo form, sixteen pages, and mailed upon receipt at 
two three-cent stamps. Addre.s MUNN & Co., publishers of the Sol
Ino"rIFIC Aldll!UCAN, New York City. 

Back numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, to the 
commencement of the New Series (July 2), are in all caee. sent to 
new Bubscriben, unless the person ordering them directs to the 
contrary. Our object in so doing i. that subscribers may have th .. 
volume complete, which nearly .11 desIre. 

PATENT CLAIMs.-Persons desiring the claim of any in
vention which has been patented within the last fifteen yell,.., can 
obtain a COpy by addressing a letter to this office, stating the name 
of the patentee, Bnd date of patent when known, and ,nclo.ing $1 
as fee for copying. 

RECEIPTS.-When money is paid at the office for sub
sriptions, a receipt for it wlll alwaye be given ; but when sub
scribers remit their money by mnil, they may consider the arrival 
of the first paper a bona fide acknowledgement of our reception or 
their funds. 

LOCKPORT W ATER-POWER.-T H E LOCK-
port Hydraulic Company, having completed their hydrauUc 

canal and ('Ither necee8ary structnres for bringing the water held by 
them undet' a grant from the State, into more extensive use, are DOW 
prepared to furnish sites and power for manufarturing pUl'pOfleS, on 
liberal conditions. They \.Iffer to make ab�olute eales of land and 
water, or to grant perpetual lea8es, reserving a modera.te rent. The 
faC:ekrr;t:u��.���
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passe;.! around the locks and de!'!cends from the Erie to the Genesee 
Level. The fall at the locks i. 57 feet, and the average fall from the hydraulic race to the lower level of the Erie (Jamu is 54 feet. The 
entire 8upply of water for the enlarged Erie Canal, from Buffillo to Seneca river, bein� a dist&nce of 157 miles., is to be drawn from Lako 
Eri� and the capacity of the channel has been made ample to Recure 
t��h�eC�;'aI
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cubic feet per minute, thB maximum required for lockages\, there \rill 
remain a e:urplus of 32,899 cubic feet per minute to be aiecharged 
around the locks and applied to machinery on its }la88age from tlle 
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power. The enlarp:ement of the Erie (Janal through the rock-cutting 
In the M .. mntain RIdge, which interru

R
ted the water while the work 
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streamf\ and is capable of convenient division aud distribution. The 
loctltion is favorable for mtl.uy branches of IDftDufacturing buainese.. 
Lockport is an active and growing town, wit.h a populntion of over 
12,OlH.I, sun'ouuded b.v a fertile and prosperous farmmg country. The 
Erie Uanal and the Centml Railroad (both of which are immediately 
adjacent to the company's property) afford facilities for chf'ap and ex" 
peditions transportation tlil'oughout the year, and for supplying all 
necessary materials at the lowest rates. The HydraUlic Company 
ha.ve adopted a liberal �QllCY, intended to encourage mannfactUl'tD� 
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made to furuish buildings and slUt.ftlng at a cheap rent to mechanics 
of moderate capital wishing to employ al1 their means in active busi
ness or machinery. Applications may bp. made to the undersigned, 
H;3r�tiIrcO�';!u'I������k��:h��:tSer�' :i;fi�t;�:
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title and peculiar merit. of the propeUy. . 
g .� OHARLES EEla', Iie_tarr. 
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PATENT EXTENSION S.-ALL PATENTS FOR 
Iuventioll8, granted by the United States during the year 1845, 

will expire by their O\vn limitations during the current year (l85H) 
�;�io��f.rp:�'�Ilt;(f���N:dd�i���r'te;�:
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���J�� ��: grant being ma.de to the inventor himself, or if deceased, to his heirs and ndmini�tl'ators. 'rhe F...XTENDED TER.'\I Inures soldy to the benefit 

of the inventor or his heirs. Assignees or owners of fights under 
the tirst term of the Patent have no rights whatever in the extended 
term. The inventor or his heirs mar, however, sell their interests in 
the Extension prinl' to the grant thereof, in which case the Extended Pu.tent, when granted, becomes the exclusive property of such pur· 
chaser. ApplicatioIls for J<;xteDsiolls must be mane at the Patent 
a/lice at least tiii days pr ior to the ex�ens.ioll of the Patent.. 'rhe u�
dersig-ned, having had great e,xperlence in Patent bmnne!:!s, WIll Pl'Ollllltly prCllu,l'e the various documentd nnd prosecute Extension 
ca.ses 011 Illoderate terms. """01' fnrther information addr(\ss 

Xo. 37 Park.ro\;W�J:,tffi�Z�le�����
t
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PARAGON COAL OIL BURNERS.-TO MANU-factm'e1'8 of and Deuler;! in CO�ll 011s, and Uoal OU Lall1�.-Thp, 
above bnruers are nrlmitted to be the best ill use 11.8 to strength, least 
lif\.bilit�· to get out of artier, and ease of n1:tuagement ; giving a larger 
blaze tlmn an:f other burner. r�amp� with the above burners, suita
ble for haud, hull, hanging bracket and Ride lampi-J ; ah;o, for Hail
l'03.d Stations

l 
Ste:�-mbuat� and Pllhlic Building-fl. 'rhe best Burning 

and Lubricat ng Oil�, as well as La,lUps, in quantitie� to snit pur-
chu.sel's, at the lowt'st markpt prices. n. UQULTER, 

8 4t* No. 66 Sonth Seeond.street, I'hiladelphiu, PI!. 

HARRIS BHOTHEHS' PATENT STONE, SMUT 
und Scouring Machines and Fans ; warranted tne best in use. 

These mtwhines are extensively l1�ed in New York, Richmonc!, Roch
ei4el'� auf! iu other pmts of thB Uuited States ; ulso, in Mexico, England, Ireland, C:madn nod South America, and nre comparatively as 
�l ��;,�,���ril� o[s 

t
�ll111:��i�!' �l�l��i,:l�ilrf��.t��f nd��g�COlr��gt����� pl'oved Rice-hnlling MachineEII, which arc uoequrue(t". ];t'or pa-rticulu,1'8, 

address the suoscriber::l, at Elizabeth, N. J. 
10 2 HARRIS BROTHERS. 

"l:tT M ,  W H I 'l' 'l' E M 0 H E (SUCCESSOR TO 
,,. • Juhn Whittemore &: Uo.) !ll Maiden-lane, New York, COlIl

mission Mel'chnnt. and dealer in COttoll and \V oolen Machinery and 
wanuio.cturers' supplics. 11 13 

PARTNER WAN rED-WITH $5, 000 OR UP-
wa!'ds, to take au interest in three good inventioDs, to manufac

ture and introduce them in this and other countries. AI80, a. pl'ocesa 
for making extra meal. 'rhe gernl ie !eparated tl'om the com before it i� gJ:ouud• For particulars, S('j.d�. "il'.flVENS, Cleveland, Ohio. 

J 5 HonSE HORIZONTAL STEAM-ENGINE, 
, to·inch hol'e, 24-inch Htroke, with 7-£oot fly-wheel, governor, 

pumps, &c., complete. A first-class engine at a bargain. 
CHARLKS H. SMITH, 

11 8 135 North Third.street, Philadelphia. 

A RECIPE FOR THE CURE OF HEAVES IN 
Ibrses will be sent to any one desiring it, for $1. A cure war

r;tuted in all ca.ses, if lZiven accot'din� to dil'f'<:'.tions, which accompany 
tllt!'"l;ipe, Addres. G. W. BA()}UIAN, ()lifton t;prings, N. Y. 

THE MOST VALUABLE BOOK OF THE AGE.-
H The Grnefenberg Mannal of Hp:llth 11 has been revised and lnlproved, lind elegantly illustrated with beautifully colored engrav. ings of th� huma.n 8.yst�m. Sent by mail to any rart of the country 

on recei�t of 25 Cl!nt�. It is a complete guide to al diseases and their 
cures. It Is written in plain style, and without scientific medical 
I!IT�rf�n�o"t���!t:::,I!,�jl�G��e}��b�;� �a��1�I�fiI�1Wl,l1:�n�bi� 
a,nd comcrehensive family book." Address orders to JOSHUA F. 
mUDGE, lIl. D'l Secretary and Consulting Phj·.iclRn Graetimberg 
Compauy, No. 8:' Park-row, Ne\v York. Dr. B. is constantly in the 
OffiCB of the Graetimoorg Company, where he will receive lettcrl from 
or hold personal consultation witll invalid.. 11 4 

FOR SALE-STATE RIGHTS FOR A MACHINE 
that is capable of hnBking 50 bushels ears of corn per honr, 

Lith0grapbs of the ma.chine, with full deRCliption, Bcnt to parties wil'ihing to purchase. The lJutentee would dispose of the (·nt.ire 
�t��rfli� ���_�·tJ��I���8,i�e��;�.�"h.bI�sine.s. Addres� ��. 

NOw HEADY-QUACKENBOS' NATURAL PHI-
losophy, for 8chool8 nnd Academies. 12mo., 456 pa�es ; $1 .  The at.t{ll-ution of Tenehers a n d  School.officel's is asked to this new School Philo.ophy, by G. P. Quockenoo., the popular author of the 

;�����:;!i��' t�I��ilU��t�:do��;��,?mft�ii:iillli�t�����l:ll�h�'���t �i���t 
manum" is eqnnUy aultpted to ttRO with 01' without apparatus. and i� 
believerl to pOSf.!eS$ superior claims to consideration in point of R.I'. 
��.1Qr;g:�tll�t.;\����;l'�P�ct���c��l�:'i-���� ������::���t8tl�Jigeag:g�i 
Philosophirs of the dllY Rre here coITected, and all recent discoveries 
tll the variowi branches of the subject are embodied. Confident that tlli::; is stICh A. work as is demn.nded by the pl'O.'·ressive �pirit of tho age, and deAil'OUr; of (lp.ttiug it before the educ.-'ltional world, the publi�hers 
,viil send a COpy· for examina.tion, post .. paid, to any Teacher or School� 
ih�rra�n:�!}iih�����"bD�Jxt�II1:,�o, ��t;�!o�;.f !:..:�e"r�r�� 
��hor of "The Eighteen Christian Gent��"A';pi.ET'5}l&o.cl�ice, 

Nos. 346 and 34iS Broadway·, New York. D. A. & Co. ,,180 publish R large and valuable IU!sortment of School Acailemi<"l and Collegiate Text-books, including the departments of 
En�lish, Latin, Greek, French, German, SPRnish, Itnhan, Hebre\v 
and Syriae. A complete Descriptive <..:atulot(ue will be sent, gratis, upon npplication. Nf'arl.v ready; tt lel'tes of Outline Ma.ps., by the aut.lior of �'Cornell's Popllhr Series of School Geo�phiefl." Also, �.:;�. for the Stndy and Practice of Mi):

d
A

ap�L�;TO&h'A. .�'8� au· 
10 9 Nos. 346 and 348 Broad.'ay, New York. 

F O R  S A L E - A  l O-INCH WATER-WHEEL 
Shaft, 14 feet n Inehes long, with Flanges and Pillar Block,. nil In good order; will be sold very low. Apply to R. T. CORNELL, 

Hart'. Village, Dutchess county, N. Y. lU 4* 

FOR SALE-THE WHOLE OR A PART OF 
the rl�ht to nrown'� Improved Cotton Gin, designed for ginning I!u bland and all long .taple Cotton. Warranted t" gin 500 pounds per da" without breaking seed or Inlu",. to the fibet; patented March 2�io 1:� �'.r particula ... add .... ss H. W. BROW"" -MUlville, N. J, 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 

THE GREATEST POWER KNOWN FOl� THE 
COi:!t and Weight of Instrument.-Heavy Presses, adapt.ed to all 

}i�EdSpie�!e�ii:l�£��ij);e!�� �)QLifti�lS:�k�.P;ft°���f ��l�i�t!�� 
pounds weight with a two· inch lever WU-ITunted tu lift one tun ; also, 
Punches for Boiler-mukel'�, (In an entirely new principle. Address 

6 6t* DA VID L. MILLKN, Madison, Morris ()o., N. J. 
--- -- .-----------------

THE AUBIN VILLAGE GAS WORKS WERE 
erected last year by.gas companies in several States and in 

Canada. The success attending these works has already led to the erection of one city and one village work this season, has secured three village works for immediate erection, and 80 nearlv secured five more 
thfit they may be relied on before August next. For reference apply 
to the Aubin ()ompany, No. 44 State.street, Albany, N. Y. 1 13 

CALIFORNIA AGENCY FOR PATENTS.-WI,THERED & TIFFANY, San Francisco, will attend to the 
f:;� °lta;,����:l��l'��' ��t������ D�:fiel·!�biStr����;��:�;e W: 
Uond & ()o., Boston. 4 13 

PECK' S PATENT DROP PRESS.-THE MOST 
perfect machine in use for t.he manufacture of silver, copper or 

tiI4\���e, spoons, jeWelrylJito �E\;f{c�udg.��!l: n�����00nn. 
APPEALS BEFORE THE JUDGES OF THE 

u. ll. District Court, from the final decisions of the Patent 
Office, In Hejected eases, Interferences, &c., are prosecuted by the undersigned on moderate terms.-

MUNN &; CO., Solieirors of Patent!!, 
No. 37 Park.row (::)cientifie American Office), New York. 

STEAM BOILERS FOR SALE. - NEW AND Second-hand Boilers, from One to Twenty-horAe Power. Enquire or addre.. WlIf. FINNEY & ()O .• 6 6t* No. 167 Water-street, Brooklyn, L. I. 

[RON PLANERS, ENGI� LATHES, AND OTHER . Machinists Tools, of supelior qualitv, on hand and finishing, I1.n� for sale low ; also HlllTison's Grain Mills. 1;'01' descriptive circular, 
address New Haven Manufactmillg Co., New Haven, Uonll. 2 13 

NEW _YORK MACHINERY DEPOT.-MILBANK 
&: ANNAN (succeS'Sor8 to A. I�. Ackerman), manufactnrerH and 

�����rD�r��l\Bli�dPMfu�l�i��.:c��!�::��l�;;s���n'hNt:��:nM� chinists' Tools, Files, r�?ather and Rnbber-belting, and findings of 
every description, No. 222 PIllU"I-street, New York. 9 24* 

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS AND PERIODICALS. gnglish, French and American Scientific Books nnd Periodicals 
supplied vromptly to order by JOHN WILB;Y, 

5tl Walker·street, New York. 
Catalogues gratis. Foreign orders forwarded .0 olten- as once a week. 9 4* 

SOUTH CAROLINA INSTITUTE FAIR, TO BE 
held In Charleston, November 15, 1859. Competition open to 

all. Fair for the promotion of Art. Meoijanlcal Ingenuity and Indus
tl',).T, at their largo and commodious building in the city of <":harleston, 
�il?·L�
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branches in Industry. Also, for Cotton, Rice, Sugar. Tobacco, Corn, Wheat, Rye, Oa.ts� Pota.toes, and other Agricultural Product.. The 
ladles, to whom the Institute is so much illoebted, are respectfully 
informed t.hat �l1itl:\blc premiums will be provided b}� the committee, 
�v��k�wA�r;�ti�l�st��t�����fo�·c�:��ru�s ���it g:�:�11f;�� o�l'\jerlJ�� 
F,-ida,·, the 1 1 th day of Nov. next, directed to tbe care ofMr, THOS. AlMER, Ulel'k of the South Carohna Inst.itute, Charleston. Articles may be �ent after t.hat day for exhibition onl.r-. Contributors to the 
Fnir are respectfully requested to send full descriptions of the arti .. 
clea, and such general information as may be of nse to the Judget:', 
aud 8ultable for publication. Every attention will be paid to all urti· c1es sent for exhibition. \.I 3t -------------------------------------
LEATHER AND RUBBER-BELTING, ENGINE 

_ and Hl'drltlll!c Pacldng, Heater Pll'e-rin� .. Printers' Blanket., 
Holler Leathe,' aud Roller Cloths, Machine ()ards, superlor Lacingleather, Rnd all articlfl8 usually required for MHnufilctnrers' use, tor 
sale by MOSEll H. EMERY, l iS Arch.street, Philadelphia. 10 4 

INSTRUMENTS . - CATALOGUE (SIXTH EDI-tion), containing over 260 Illustratinn8 of Mathematical, Optical 
Rnd Philosophical Instruments ; list of Steroosco�e-picture�� with attachment of' a large sheet representing the Swiss Instruments in their 
nctual size and sha

E
e, will be delivered, on application, to all parts of 

the United Stat�: i. �n.i�L1;fi: �tU�srn��.���t:t��1iilndelphla. 
Catalogue,:::, without the large sheet of Swisf5 instruments, furnished 

gratis, 011 application. 10 6eow 

CHARLES W. COPELAND, CONSULTING AND Superintending Engineer, No. 122 Broadway, New York. Plans 
����t;ci�"t"!:\r.'��f:��dfo�t:�,:.��g'l��.�t:,a£'·���n:�da�:eo�a: 
hand, for sale. Also, Wire .. rope, Steam and Water-gages, Indicators, Steam Fire-engines, Pumj'", &c., &0. 10 13 

CAST-STEEL WIRE-IN THE ROUND ; ALSO, 
Flattened and Tempered for Crinoline PUrpoSM. For .ale by 

the importer, THOMAS MORTON, 212 Pearl-street, New York. 10 4* 

IMPORTANT TO MANUFACTURING JEWEL-
ers and others.-Luva, for the manufilcture of Brooches, thc. Just 

received, a fre�h hnportation of the genuine raw material" 22 shades of carbon. This Lavs is positively inde.trnctable. 
19 4* BOTT��r�tiIl�diI���SPa. 

CLOCKS FOR CHURCHES, COURT-HOUSES, 
&c . •  Time.pieces for Jewelers, Railroad Offices, &c. AlI!?l GlaBs Dials for Illuminatin.g, and other kind.. Add .. ess JO H" 

SPERRY, MannfRcturer, OaKland Works, Sag Harbor, N. Y. 
9 18* eow ---------------------------------

INGOT COPPER, SPELTER, BANCA TIN, LEAD, 
Antimony, Babbitt Metal, Monnt Hope Cnt Nail!" Ames' Shov. 

els and Spade., for s.le by JOHN W. QUIN()x & CO"' 13 16e5w* _ No. 98 William.st., New " ork. 

HARRISON'S GRIST MILLS-20, 30, 36 AND 
4R inehes diameter, at $100, 9>"200, $:lOO and $400, with 1\11 the 

modern improvements. Also, Portable and Stationary Steam-engines 
����ill A�;l"; ���'��iiIL"L� :�1l;2 pt.;:ts��\�r�e���:�s, �e!1�g, 
A MESSIEURS LES INVENTEURS-A VIS 1M-portant.-L�s inventeurs non ramiliel's ayec la langue Ang-laise, 
et qui prefererniellt nons commuuiquer leurs inventions en Prancah�, 
Neuvent nou� n.ddrG8scl' dans leur lan�l1e natale. Envoyez noul un 
�:��,a�io��el!����t���8 �:�S:ftre���otre examen. Toutes com-

MUNN &I CO., Scientillo American Otllce., No. 87 Park,rnw, New Yerk. 
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OIL ! OIL ! OIL ! -FOR RAILROADS, STEAM-
ers, and for Machinery and Durning. Pease's Improved Ma.chinery and Buming Oil will save fifty per cent., and will not gum. This Oil possesses qualities vitally essential for lublicatin� and bUJ Eing, and f<mnd in no other oil It is offered to the public upon the most reliable, thorough aad practical test. Our most skillful engi. neers and machinists f,ronounce it superior to and cbeal?el'than any 

?}�:l�=�g��I::: ��!� s��ei,:i��s��!
i
�����gc�':!ft ��� glri�r to any other they have ever used for machinery. n l<�or sale onII; by the Inventor and Mannfacturer, F. S. PEASl<!, No. 61 Main-street Bulfulo, "' . Y. N. B.-Reliable orders tilled for any part of the United States and Europe. 1 13 

STEAM: ENGINES, STEAM BOILERS, STEAM 
Pumps Smv and Grist Mills Marble :Mills, nice Mills, Quartz Mills for gol� qumtz, Sugar Mills, ,\rater 'VhceI8, Shafting and Pul .. 

��il)
.T.;�e����e�y

a.sor1ment of the above iI\4�. c
BlY�B"J'�t con-

I 13 No. IIl1l"Fi'ont-strcet, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

MACHINE BELTING, STEAM PACKING, EN.r GINE HOSE.-The 8upeliOlity of these article,s, manuthc .. tured of vulcanized nlbber, is established. Every IJdt WIll be war .. ranted superior to leather, at one-third less price. The Steam Pa{k-
h��t�B TIl�diI��e 
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PA()IUN G COMPANY. JOHN II. ()HEEVgR, Treasure!', ' -- 1 13 Nos. 37 and 38 Park-row, New x ork. 

TABLES SHOWING THE HORSE-POWER OB-
tain�d from a Belt of a J:!:iven width and velocity. Price, post-

paid, $1. Addre .. A. H. SAUNDERS, Na,hua, N. 1I. U 4t* 

PORTABLE COAL GAS APP ARATUS.-IT IS A 
Fixed Fact I-The Gas Generating Co. is a great success, and 

their apparatus works beyond their most sanguine expectatioDs. It 
;�� til������e�-�Ji����t�_a

t
::n�� ���i�l{h�e�ci�! �l���v����� 

No. 512 Broadw,,)', opposite the St. Nicholas Hotel. Judge for your
selves, and recollect. HENDRWKX UROTHERS, Patentees. 1 tt 

WOODWORTH PLANERS-IRON FRAMES TO 
plane 18 to 24 inches wide, at $90 to $1l0. For sale by S. C. HILLS, "No. 12 Platt-street, New York. 1 tf 

H O Y T BROTHERS, MANUFACTURERS OF 
Patent-Stretched, Patent-Riveted, Patent-Jointed, Oak,Lea. 

th('r BELTING. Store, Nos. 2� and 30 Spruce-street ; Mann1actory, Nos, �10, 212, 214 and 216 Eldridge-street, �ew York. A �� Trcatistl ou Machinery Belting "  i. furnished on application, by mail or other. 
wise, gratis. 1 12'" 

LARD OIL MANUFACTURERS-MESSRS. Wl\L 
SKENg &. eo., manufacture pUlified Lard Oil of the beot quality. for machinery or bW'niug, In Bullett.street, tour doo ... below Main, Louisville, K.y. 1 tf 

CARY' S CELEBRATED DIRECT-ACTING SELF-Adjustinj: Rotary �'orce Pump, unequaled in the wodd for the 
f::'!��n�

f
.�i"c\

s
��g C�UO�i�\xt�AR'B 'WiO:�� tl�:�. Manu

f .... Also for sale by J. C. CARY, No. 24U Broadway, New Yor!;. 8 1B 

FELT FOR STEAM BOILERS, PIPES, SHIP Sheathing, Marble Polieh£'1'8, Jcwt'lel1'! and Calico Printers' use, 
manufactured by JOlIN H. BACON, Winehester, M""s. 1 Iii" 

BOILER FLUES FROM 1 1-4 INCH TO 7 INCH-
CI:J outliide diameter, cut to any length deSired, prowptJy furn .. ished by JAMKS O. MORSE & ()O. 7tf No. 76 John-street, New York. 

GUILD & GARRISON' S STEAM PUMPS FOR 
all kinds of independent Steam Pumping, for sale nt 55 and 57 } .... irst.street, Williamsburgh, L. L, and 74 B�kmall-�trect, New Yol'k. 1 13 GUILD, GAIillISON & CO. --------------------------------- _. 

LUCIUS W. POND, MANUFACTURER OF SU-pelior Planing-machine. for 1ront... gngine Lathes and Machinists 
1'0010 generolly. Addre.s L. W. PONu, Worcester, M ... s. S 16t" 

RAHE CHEMICALS, METAL S, SOLUBLE 
Glass, Oxydl.l. Uranium, Coball-, Manganese, Platina, Aluminium, Blf�ml1th, Zanre, Fhlor.8p.�\ Asbestos

1
l<"rench Chulk, Inilec PowdOll Nitrates of Strontia and tmryta, ()h orate of Pot.slll Bi-sul. 

f��
de

b� �:�ik��W��'il�il�1"�����J:)j�3 ��i.fe�IUl�mN!� York. ' N.B. -Treatise on fermented liquors and 1,000 directioas. 2 10' 

WROUGHT IRON PIPE, FHOM ONE-EIGHTH 
of an inch to six inches bore ; Galvani7.ed Iron Pipe, (n. 8ubsti .. 

���e�i'�;i?titi��:�:r�I���:�ij
S
rer. I�:ri:, G��, ��ak{v���., �o��f: 

wholesale and retail. Store and Manufactory, No. 76 Jolnl.streot, and �r;- 29, 31 and 33 Platt-street, New
Jr�ts O. MORSE & CO. 

CHRONOMETERS, FINE WATCHES, NAUTI 
CAL AND ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS, &o.-D EGGERT & SON, No. 239 Pearl-street, New York, oller on favorabl 

terms first-class Marine, Sidelial and Pocket Chronometers ; also 
plain and finer qualtty of Watches, with new series train, so tho roughly sdju,ted a. to be unaffected by any change of temperature exel'cil!le or position in the pock�t ; Astronomical Clocks, Transit In 
strument_, Standard and Self-Registering TheI'wometersi Barome 
tel's, &c. 13eow· 

PAGE' S LIME KILN (pATENTED 1 854-57-58) Will bum IOU lbs. lime with 2". cords of wood or 1)0 tons of coal in 24 hours. ConI not mixed with atone. It will burn all lime roclt. marl or shell. Hight. for sale by (). D. PAGg, Patentee, lWeheoter 
X Y. 2 lOt-

3m: ��ad)tung fiir 6:rfinbcr. 
Iafinber, loeld)e nidI! mit bet ensnf�en i!5prQdie be!.nnt flnb, rBnntn 
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IMPROVEMENTS IN VEHICLES· 

Often when a horse that is drawing a carriage becomes 
frightened or restive, it is a matter of some difficulty 
to release it from the whiffle-tree, or if it be in shafts, 
with the traces attached thereto ; without there is some 
method of loosening the shafts, the lives of the persons 
in the vehicle will be endangered. The inventions of 
Eugene Duchamp, of St. Martinsvillc, La. , provide for 
both these contingenCIes. The first is an improvement 
in whiffle-trees which is seen in the first engraving, Fig. 
1 being a perspective view, and Fig. 2 an enlarged front 
view of one end of a whiffle-tree. 

portion of the thill, G, has shoulders, b, that can pass in 
the box when the slot is npright and when the slot is 
horizoutal catch against the inside and cannot pass oat 
when the horse pulls the shaft. J is a swinging gate 
hinged to the metal bands, C, wbich has a recess made 
in it so that it  prevents the box, E, rotating in its 
bearings when it is hanging over, and will allow it to be 
rotated when it is elevated out of the way. 

The inventor has two patents for these improvements, 
both dated August 16, 1859, and he will be happy to 
give any further information upon being addressed as 
aboyc. 

DUCHAMP'S IMPROVEMENTS IN VEHICLES. 

/I 1Z 
. .  J£. 

A a whiffie-tree detached frolll the axle-tree of a car
riage. B B, are two rods which are fixed in the back 
of A, by guards, C, and D, and they are capable of lon
gitudinal motion in opposite directions by means of arms 
or cranks, E E, which are bent portious of the rods, and 
are operated by the driver by means of a chain or fope. 
The guards, D, haye slots, a, made in thelll obliquely 
to the axis of the rods, B B, by which the cranks E, be-

come leyers for opemting the rods. The slots are in op
posite directions, and there passes through them pins, b, 
that are attached to the bars, B B. Now it will easily 
be seen that by elevating the levers or cranks, E, the 
bars will be dmwn inward, and by depressing them their 
ends wiII be forced outwards by the motion of the pins, 
b, in the curved slot, a. On each end of the whitlle-tree 
II loop or box, G, provided with a projecting lip, c, is 
placed and into these boxes the ends of the traces, J, arc 
placed, the cock-eye of the trace being in a line with the 
rods B B. To secure the traces the levers, E E, are 

' depressed, and the ends of the bars pass through the 
cock-eyes of the traces and hold them tight and secure, 
the boxes, G, preventiug the traces from shaking oft'. 
When from any cause it becomes necessary to release 
the horse, the levers, E, are elevated, and the ends of the 
bars withdrawn from the trace-tugs and the horse is free to 
run away or do any mischief without endangering the 

I lives of the occupants of the vehicle. 
The second improvement is in the method of attach

ing shafts to vehicles by which they can leadily be at
tached, and which will not be liable to accidental de
tachment, and no bolts or screws are used, and the shafts 
can readily be detached when it is desired. Fig. 1 is a 
perspective view of the front axle of a carriage, with the 
shafts attached, and Fig. 2 is II vertical cross section 
through the shaft and the connecting box. A is tae 
front axle of a calTiage, and B, is a hollow journal box 
rigidly secured to A, by metal bands, C. This box, B, 
5erves as a bearing for the stem or gudgeon, D, of the 
coupling box, E, which is prevented coming out of the 
box, B, by a pill or collar, F, yet it is free to rotate in 
its bearing in the box. The coupling box, E, has an 
elliptIcal slot, e, through its end, and is made hollow, 
for the purpose of preventing the end of the thill-iron 
passing ont of the box when the slot is turned a quarter 
round from the position shown in lfig. 1. \The fluked 

HICKS' PA.TENT GA.S-BURNER. 

Our engraving·.fulIy exhibits the construction of a val
uable improvement in gas-bumers, the invention of L. 
E. Hicks; of this city. Fig. 1 shows the burner, A, and 
cap, B, connected and ready for use, and Fig. 2 shows 
them detached. The burner is an ordinary one, the pat
tern called " fish-tails" being preferred. The invention 
consists in a metallic cap, B, which is provided with 

a hole in the top a little larger than the orifice of the 
burner. The cap IS nowhere in contact with the burner 
�xcept at th� base, so that a little chamber is formed by 
the space between them, and the heating of the gas in 
this, and the opportunity it has to regulate its own press
ure by being thus diffused before consumption, are the 
chief causes of the saying. 

In presenting the above view of Hicks' patent gas
burner to the consideration of the public, we deem it 
proper to set forth some of its advantages over other 
burners now in use. The great necessity of a thorough 
means to regulate and economize the consumption of gas 
has prompted many inventors to make experiments in 
the improvement of burners ; and the result has been the 
introduction of many that have combined to complicate 
rather than facilitate the object for which they have been 
intended. No such failure or intermediate degree of 
success has attended this burner. Its utility over' others 
has been voruntarily acknowledged in numerous instances 
where it has been applied ; while the perfect light which 

it ()mits has made it popular with those who have tested 
it. It contributes greatly to the saving of gas. Some 
of the parties using it testify to its saving one-half in the 
economy of its consumption. 

It has been sabjected to numerous tests by gas-engin
eers and scientific gentlemen, and certificates in favor uf 
it have been shown us from such men as Pro
fessor John Torrey, United States Assayer ; the late Dr. 
William H. Ellet, Chemist of the Manhattan Gas-light 
Company ; J. K. Brick, Esq. , Engineer of the Brook
lyu Gas-light Company. Many eminent merchants and 
other well-known citizens in this, city have adopted it, 
and laid aside the ord.inary kind of gas-bumers. 
Among the many persou; who have Hicks' patent burner 
in use are the proprietors of the new Fifth-avenue Hotel. 

The patent has been assigned the the New York Gas
bumer Company (office 346 Broadway, room No. 1 8), 
who are manufacturing them on a large scale. Further 
infqrmation will be cheerfully given by addressing the 
company as above. 

------------.��----------
THE EXPENSES OF A PRINTING OFFICE.-Some idea 

of the expenses of II printing-office may be formed when 
we state (what is really a fact) that the white paper alone 
on which this wellk's edition of the SOIENTIFIC A�I
ERICAN is printed, costs the large sum of $932 '88. 
For the press-work, i. e. , the simple item of printing 
(without including editorial labor, composition, electro
typing, wrapper-writing, folding and mailing, and other 
minor expenses), on this week's edition we pay oyer $220. 
It is difficult for subscribers who receive their SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN regularly, fifty-two times in the course 
of a year (for which they pay only two dollars), to con
ceive the fact of the edition of a single week costing so 
much money ; nevertheless, our figures as giyen above 
are literally 

_
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CALIFORNIA QUICKSILVER MINEs .-Very rich quick-
silver veins were discovered at Enriquita, Cal. , in Jan
uary last; by Mr. C. J. Laurencel and extensive prepa
rations have recently been made to work them. Roads 
have been made and furnaces have been crected; and 
about the 1 5th of August they were to commence 
smelting the ore. The mines are situated twelve miles 
from San Jose, in the canon of the Sierra Azul, through 
which flows the Capitancillos creek. The Guadalupe 
mine is situated in the same canon, a mile and a half 
lower down, and the road to the Enriqueta mines nms 
directly through the Guadalupe hacienda. 

MECHANICS, INVENTORS, MILLWRIGHTS, 
AND MANUFACTURERS. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is a paper peculiarly adapted to all 
persons engaged in these pursnits, while to the Farmer, HouBekeeper, 
and Man-of-Science, it will be found of equal interest and UBe. 

The IiCIENUFIC AMERICAN haB been published FOURTEEN 
YEABB, and has the largest circulation of any jOUl'llal of its class in 
the world. It iB indispensable to the Inventor and Patentee ; each 
number containing a complete official list of the claims of all the pat· 
ents iBBued each week at the United States Patent Office, besides 
elaborate notices of the most important inventions, many of which 
are accompanied with engravings executed in the highest degree at 
perfection. 

To the Mechanic nnd Manufacturer tRe SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN is important, as every number treats of matters pertaining to 
their business, and 8j often as may be deemed necessary a column 
or two on the metal and lumber markets will be given ; thus com
plismg, in a useful, practical, scientific paper, a Plice Cur.rent which 
can be relied upon. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN is published weekly, in a form 
suitable for binding, each number containing sixteen pages of letter� 
press, with numerous illustrations, making a yearly volume of 832 
pages of u.eful matler not contained iu any other paper. 

Terms. 
Two volumes will 'be issued each year ; but there will be NO 

CI1ANGE IN TIIE TER..'\IS OF f3UBBORIPTION, as the two yearly volumes to� 
gether will be Two Dollars a Year, or One Dollar for Six Months. 

Club Rates. 
Five Copies, for Six Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . .  $4 
Ten Copies, for Six Months. " . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  $8 
Ten Copies, for Twelve Months • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $15 
Fifteen Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $22 
Twenty Copies, for Twelve Months . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . $28 

Southern, Western, and Canadian money or Post·office stampa 
taken at par for subscriptions. Canadian subscribers will please to 
remit twenty·six cents extra on each year's subscription to pre-pay 
postage. 

For all clubs of Twenby and over, the yearly subs,ription is only 
$1 40. Names can be sent in at dtfferent times and from different 
Post-offices. Specimen copies wilJ be sent gratis to any part of the 
country 

When persons order the SOIENTIFW AMERICAN the) should be care
ful to give the name of the Post.office, County, and State to which 
they wish the paper sent. And when they change their residence, 
and wish their paper changed accordingly, they should state the 
Dame of the Post·office where they h�ve been receiving it and that 
where they wish it sent in future. 

. MUNN & CO. 
Pnbhshers, No. 37-Park-tow, New Yorl<. 
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